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Abstract of the Dissertation

The Central Drift Chamber for the DO experiment:

Design, Construction and Test

by

Ties Behnke

Doctor of Philosophy

in

, " Physics

State University of New York at Stony Brook

1989

A cylindrical drift chamber has been designed and built at the State University

of New York at Stony Brook. This chamber is to be installed in the I30

" detector which is being completed at the Fermi National Accelerator. In this

dissertation the design, construction and testing of this chamber are described.

The characteristic features of this chamber are cells formed by solid walls and a

- modular structure. Much discussion is given to the performance of and results

- from a chamber made from three final modules which was installed in the

DO interaction region during the 1988/1989 collider run. Using this chamber

proton anti-proton interactions were measured at the DO interaction point.
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I. Introduction

During the last two decades detectors in High energy physics became larger and

larger. Increasing energy required deeper and larger detectors in order to be able
to measure the interesting phenomena. The sucess of the standard model spured

¢olliders of higher and higher energy with increasingly complex detectors.
This work describes the construction of a part of one of these detectors, the

I]O detector at the Fermilab proton anti proton collider, the central drift chamber.

Design , test and construction of this device spanned a period of over six years. The
work was performed at the State University of New York at Stony Brook.

After discussing the general ideas of designing a drift chamber and the underlying
- physical principles, the implementation chosen for the DO chamber is discussed. The

prcess employed in constructing the chamber is described in some detail. The last
part of this work reports on different tests performed using several generations of
test chambers. It ends by describing results obtained from a recent run taken at the
Fermilab Tevatron using & chamber identical to the final one but smaller mounted
inside the DO interaction point.

• _ ,.
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2. The IX) detector

The DO detector is a general purpose 4_" detector currently being constructed
at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois. It w_ll be the0

--- second large detector operated on the Tevatron p- p coUider. About 180 physicists
from the United states, France and the Soviet Union are collaborating on the task of

_' construction and operation of this experiment.
DO was formally started in the summer of 1983 as a counterpart/ complement

"_- to the other Tevatron detector, the CDF experiment. CDF at this time was already
far advanced in design and under way in construction. The late start of DO brought
with it the major drawback, that the early physics runs of the Tevatron were missed,

. but it gave the collaboration the chance to start the design of a large detector for a

p - _ machine using the experiences of both CERN (UA1 and UA2) and the local
competitor CDF. DO is a detector of "the second generation:'. Techniques which
were speculative during the UAI/UA2 and CDF design periods were well established
and had proven their merit at the time when DO was being designed. For example
missing energy was accepted as the method of choice in finding and measuring many
phenomena at hadron colUders- before the CERN UA* experiments this was a topic,
whose importance has not been fully realized. DO therefore could concentrate on

designing a detector which was optimized for this type of physics.

= DO will address two classes of questions: It will measure known phenomena,

improving the precision or confirming other measurements. The goal of this class of
experiments may be summarized under the heading of tests of the standard model.
Most prominently this includes precision measurements of the W-mass and width

" compared to the Z-mass and width. The other topic of interest to DO is much less
well defined. The new energy range of 2 TeV opens the possibility for new phenomena
not embedded in a well established theory. Here the detector has to be flexible rather

than specific so that it is sensitive to the broadest possible range of questions.

In the following chapter some of the physics topics re|evant at the DO experiment
will be discussed briefly. Then a general description of the detector will be given and
the role of the central drift chamber in the whole detector will be described.

2.1. Physics at DO

- • During the last decade the so called Standard Model has come to be accepted as

the best theory of weak, electro-magnetic and strong interaction. In the Glashow-
Weinherg-Salaam model the unification of weak and electromagnetic forces has been

2
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achieved. The discovery of the W and Z intermediate vector bosons in CERN in 1982

provided a spectacular confirmation of this theory. However a number of questions
remain unanswered even in this "ideal" theory. In order to provide masses to the
gauge bosons in the theory, "m'tificial" techniques have to be employed. The most

frequently used one is the introda_ion of a massive scalar particle, the Higgs Boson,
which through a process called sponxaneous symmetry breaking provides a mass to
the W and Z Bosons. However besides the fact that no experimental evidence exists

for the Higgs no theoretical evidence exists either besides the statement "it works".

. Equally unsatisfactorily is the e.xistence of some 28 free parameters in the theory
which can not be calculated but have to be put in by hand. Particularly bothersome
are the sizes of the different mass scales observed in nature. The electroweak theory
happens below the 100 GeV threshold, with the W and the Z masses the heaviest

. observed objects so far. This has to be compared to a grand unification mass of the
order of lO'15GeV/c :_ for the simplest Grand Unification Models, or the Planck Mass
(10IS. •,Gel i'c" ). if gravity is to be included. This tremendous step in energy requires
that the different parameters which set the masses e.g. of the coupling vector bosons,
have to be degned to an incredible accuracy of the order of 15 or 19 decimal places
respectively X",bile not impossible it is not an appealing picture of nature.

Many mode.Is cJf unification exist. The simplest one- including only the dec-
lroweak and the strong interaction and combining them in a SU(5) theory are more

-or I,.ss ruled ,_ut by experiment. More complicated ones usually include gravity. The'

m,_,_ r,,mm,mly found feature of this class of theories is that they include a new sym-
melts. ,he so calied supersymmetry. In supersymmetric theories fermions and bosons
_re tr_.ated on an exactly equal footing. This means in particular that every fermionic
pdrtic]e has a bosonic partner, and vice versa. Since supersymmetry is not readily
,.hsers ed in uature it has to be a broken symmetry. 1! can be shown that it is easier...

t_, keep the theory consistent with present experimentaJ results if the mass spectrum
q,f the supersymmetric particles lie in the 1 TeXt range. Obviously this opens a whole

" new challenge foi" the experimenter in trying to find these new states.

.More recently string theories have drawn a lot of attention as a possible candidate
uf the "flnal" unification of slI forces. From the expe:imenters poin_ of view string
theories are not ve_" attractive however. So far no unique description exists which
would allow it to come down from the intrinsic string theory mass scale, which is
of the order of the P!a.nck mass. to something accessible by today's, or even tomor-
row's, experiments. Additionally string theories reside naturally in more than three

dimensions. Again no unique way has been found to compactify or otherwise break
down the additional d_mensions to come to a description of the observed world in
four dimensions. At this point no experimental predictions exist which would show
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the presence of string theories. Everything predicted by these theories in their low
energy forms can be easily obtained by other non string models. An experimental
confirmation of the emstence or nonemstence of string theories seems very all,cult,

if not impossible. However in the opposite direction the discovery of some new phe-
- nomena at high energy might provide glimpses at which way to choose for a further

unification of forces.

I A very important experimental question at this time is the validity and the Umits
of the standard model. Measuring the W more precisely will allow a more stringent

", test of the model because higher order corrections will have to be taken into account.

Findin s the top quark or the Higgs would provide valuable information about the
structure of the model.

" In particular the following questions will be addressed by the DO detector: Low
p, processes (minimum bias physics)

- mini jets
m

- multiplicity at high _/s

Precision measurement of the W/Z properties

• - mass diITerence

- decay widths

•.. " - production mechanism

. rare decays

decay asymmetries

Test of QCD a_ very large q2

... ., jet topological cross section

- compusiteness searches

- _ . direct photon study

Searches.for new state_, extensions of the standard model

. new families

- Higgs Sector

- heavy Leptons

".. . new quarks (including the top)
f-

- • . additiona/gau_e bosons
..

.. New phenomena at large q2

- supersymmetry

- . technicolor
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Many of the phenomena listed above share signatures which are principally sire. ..
liar. These are the measurement of missing transverse energy in the event, the mea.
surements of am isolated electron and the measurement of muons. Missing transverse

energy is used to induce and measure the role of non interacting neutral particles in ' .
the event. For "standard" topics this will mean the participation of a neutrino, for

more exotic processes this might be a supersymmetric particle. These signatures are

• important because they allow to separate semileptonic decay modes of heavy particles
from the QCD background of the p- _ interaction. Transverse energy as opposed
to total energy has to be used because some undetermined amount of the energy is

flowing down the beam pipes and escapes the detector unseen. Making the detector,p

. as hermetic as possible will help increase the accuracy to which the transverse energy
can be mf,asured. Increasing the segmentation of the device will also help since it will
be possible to measure the flow of energy in the detector more precisely.

Leptons can be equally important in pinpointing interesting reactions. The decay
of a heavy quark e.g. into a lighter quark and a lepton/neutrino pair will produce
a hadronic jet on one side of the event, a lepton and missing energy. Ideally the

• "detector should be able to identify any lepton, even if it is surrounded by other

hadronic energy, and to measure its energy. Practically this can be done only for
:- fnuons uot for electrons.

['his sumn_arlzes the main requirements for the detector:

Hermeticity: The sensitive part of the detector should cover as large a fraction or

. the solid angle as possible. In order for the coverage to be useful no cracks or hot
spots should exist within the covered region. The segmentation of the calorimeter
should be fine both in depth and in the transverse direction.

Lepton identi£cation: The detector should be able to identify and measure dec.
• irons and m_/ons as precisely as possible.

A detailed monte carlo study has been performed by R. Raja at Fermilab to

explore the performance of the DO detector for W/Z physics [ 1 ]. Fig. [1! shows
some of the results. The top plot shows the highest top quark possible as a function

of total integrated Luminosity. The two lower plots explore two different scenarios,
using the DO detector. In the middle p]ot a total of 10_ -1 of data have been
accumulated. The W-mass can be measured using the DO detector to 0.25 GeV. A

precise measurement can be used to put limits on the mass of a top.

In the bottom plot it is assumed that _he W-mass has been measured to 0.125
GeV and that the top has been discovered. If this is the case the precise measurement
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i New heavy quark pair
i Large splitting 300
, degenerate -41

!
.-JJ _,- Heavy Lepton pair

.-I'' i La.rgesplitting, m_, = 0 300
l D_enerate -14

HeaTy squark pair, s]epton pair
Large splitting I00

, Degenerate 0

- Winos

• m3/=<<ZOOGel'/c= ZOO
m3/=>> 100Ge_'/c= < l0

t

Technicolor

su,s'8 .soo
I

, Oz6 .500

Table l
. Shift in the W mus due to efl'eets beyond the standard mode].

of b,,th quantities can be used to indirectly set a limit on the Higgs mass as indicated
in t he plot. In this scenarios of course it was assumed that the standard model in its

minimal formulation is correct. The introduction of for example more than one Higgs
woqid change the situation.

To illustrate the importance of a precise knowledge of the W.mass t_ble 1. lists
a few Implications of shifting the W-mass.

2.2. Description of the DO detector

In order to match the above requirements _'ith xn =_ctual detector design, the
DO detector was split into three very d_'e_ent and distinct subdetectors: the inner

detector, the calorimetr_- snd the muon system. The inz, er detector measures charged

tracks and identifies electrons, the calorimeter measures the energy of all particles

and the muon system identiiies the muons in the event and determines their energy.

DO opted for an inner detector without a magnetic field. The magnetic field is usu-

ally used to measure the momentum of charged tracks. Omitting the field eliminates
.... this possibility, but it allows a very compact inner detector with relaxed require-
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FiKure 2. Crosssection throughthe calor/metershowing the centraland the forwardparts

ments about position resolution. A compact inner detector in turn a/lows for a larger
calorimeter without driving costs to astronomical heights. Since at high ener_es

• calorimeters provide equal or better energy measurements than ma_netic fields it was
- felt that the advantages of a very good and deep calorimeter are larger than the one

of a magnetic field in the center of the detector. To partially compens&te for the loss
in part.ide ID a transition radiation detector was included in the inner detector. The
transition radiation detector is able to distinguish an electron from other (heavier)
charged particles. It detects radiation which is emitted if a highly relativistic particle
traverses a bounda-,7 between two materials with different dielectric constants [ 2 ].
This device a/lows the identification of electrons in a crowded &nd noisy event with
reasonably good accuracy.

_'_ 2.2.1. The calorimeter
,_ - .

' The I_ calorimeter is the centra/part of the whole dmector. It consists o/' three
_ main components, the central calorimeter, a forward and a backward ca/or/meter.

Each is layered into three subparts, an electromagnetic part, a fine hadronic part
and a coarse hadronic part. Fig. [2] shows a cross section of the calorimeter° The
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electromagnetic section of the calorimeter covers the first 20.5 radiation length. This
and the following fine hadronic section are Uranium liquid Argon calorimeter. The
last section, the coarse hadronic one: is made from copper plates and is mostly meant

to serve as a leakage'ca_orimeter to confine the tails of high energy hadronic showers.

The following table summarizes the data for the central calorimeter (a more detailed

list can be found in [ 3 _"
. ..m..... •.

Module _ "Yo Se_nentaLion Absorber Sampling
name AT -_@ th/ckness gap

CCEM 0.76 20.5 EMI 0.I 0.I 3 mm U 2"2.3
EMIl 0.l 0.I mm LAr

! EMIII 0.05 0.05
, EMIV 0.I 0.1

CCFH 4.3 96.0 FHI 0.l 0.1 6 mm U 2"2.3
FHII 0.1 0.1 mm LAr
FHIII 0,1 0.1
FHIV 0.1 0.1

CCCH 3.17 32.9 CHI 0.1 0.1 46.5 mm Cu 2"2.3
• mm LAro- _ o -.,m... _

t Table 1

• Main parameter of the central calorimeter. Xo means radiation ]ensth , Ao interaction length. For
each part of the caJurimeter the di_'erent segments in depth are shown.

A number of tests performed using prototypes of the different calorimeter modulesi

have established the performance. The foUowing list summarizes the results.

CCE..',I ECMH

"- linear response < I/2% < 2%
15% 21% -

energy resolution _. _/-'_ _ _" for e
- 48%

e/h ratio (e/h) = 1.04 ± 0.03

Table 2 lists the seometric da_a for the different calorimeters in the DO detector.

F|g. [31 shows the result of a monte cairo analysis studying how often a simple 2-jet

event will be mismeasure_j _o _e _n event with" missing energy. The missing energy

in this plot is m_ by a variable introduced by the UAI collaboration [ 4 ] :
..

z= (2-I)- 0.5. IF-, •
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CCEM CCFH CCCIt --
Rapidity interval -1.2to 1.2 -I.0 to 1.0 -0.0 _o 0.6
Inner Radius/cm 84.5 106.3 171.4
Outer Radius/cm 103.9 I_5.7 218.7

Absorber U U Cu
B

Active Medium , LAr LAr LAr
# of modules in @ 32 16 16
Minimum ionizing " 157 685 178

' particle signal/tower(MeV )
ti

Table 2

Partial specifications of the DO central calorimeter. CCEM = central calorimeter electromag-
netic section, CCFH= central calorimeter fine hadronic section, CCCH= central calorimeter coarse
hadronic section.

ECEM ECIH ECMH ECOH
' i Rapidity interval 1.$5 to 3.8 1.5 to $.2 1.1 to 2.0 0.64 to 1.48

Inner Radius/cm 4.7 3.9 87.63 161.8
Outer Radius/cm 105.2 86.4 160.5 228.1

Absorber U Cu Cu Cu
I Active Medium LAr LAr LAr LAr
, Minimum ionizing ? 1859 " 1700 1070

i_ particle signal/t.o__t_er(MeV)• B

Table 3

. Partial specifications of the endcap DOcalorimeter. ECEM = endcap electromagnetic section, ECIH
"" = endcap inner hadronic section, ECMH = endcap middle hadronic section. ECOH -- endcap outer

hadronic section.

For comparison the equivalent curve for the UA1 experiment is also drawn. Clearly

. DO can expecx to do considerably better than U A1. This is a result of the better
t resolution of the calorimeter.

2.2.2. The muon system

In order to be able to identify and measure muons as good as possible, a so-

phisticated muon system is being installed in I)O. It consists of a large Iron Toroid

surrounding.the whole de_ector which is magnetized to a field of approximately 2 T.

In front and behind the toroid 3 layers of drift tubes are mounted which will measure
the track of muons before and after the iron. This will allow a measurement of the

_- moment of the particle by determining the bending angle. Muon chambers cover the

:" - . solid angle down to II ° in ®. A special small angle muon spectrometer (fiAMUS) is
' inserted in the hole below II° to extend the coverage down to the beam pipe.

- The main part of the muon system is made from drift tubes. Vernier pads give the

z-readout. Three layers of ceils are combined into large planar chamber arrays. 1 set
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Figure 3 . Monte Carlo simulation of the f:aetion of 2-jet events mismeasured to h-w, • missin G_. - trus',,e,see,,e,'_, = (_"')+/o.s. !_i).

of these drii't _ubes is mounted in front oi"the toroid. 2 spaced apart i m are mounted
behind it. This way the bend and the exit direction of the muon can be measured.
The entr3" direction can be determined b_"using information _rom the central drift
chamber. Typical performance data from tests are:
resolution in drift _ 200@m
resolution in z ._ 3ram

momentum resGlution of the set of three chambers p _ 18%,p_< 300Gel."

2.2.3. The central detector

Fig. [4] shows a cross sectional view o/"the cent_a_ detector. It has two dis-
tinct components: Drif_ c]_n_)ers and a transition radialion detector. The later is
samdwiched between two sets of dd/'t chamb_s, the vertex chamber close to the beam
pipe and the ceni_ral dr_.'t chamber at _ihe outside. The transition radiation detector

allows the discrimination of elec;_ons from other particles. For a detailed discussion

on the functioni,,l$ of transition radiation detectors see [4+..In [ 5 ] the special D(9
-.implementation of this detector is described in detail. T]_e°important result is"that
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chamber -----Forward traek/ng

n radiation detector 1 chamber

£a modules 7, mtral traeicing detester module /
..

" / "
!

" _-DO interact/on po/nt ......

... " Fi_e 4 . Crosseefionalview of the centraldetector, includins the forwarddrift chambers. Onequarterof the whole detester is shown.

in tests a pion rejection at a 10% electron ine_ciency of better than 50 has been

achieved. This wi|] great]y help in the identification of electrons in events, in partic-
" u]ar of electron close to jets, where the calorimeter is no longer able to make a clear
t - distinction.

The innermost part of the central detector is the Vertex Chamber. It is a h/$h
" precis/on-jet chamber like drift chamber. Its main purpose is the precise measurement

of trac._s close to the interaction point in order to be able to reconstruct vertices. The

final toad of this wouJd be to identify mu|tiple interactions and seconda_ decays by
measuring secondary vertices. To help in the identification of electrons in the event

the chamber will also be used to veto "fake" electrons, which give a signal in the
TRD, but which are really converted photons, therefore leaving no track in the Ver-

.,. tex chamber. The main performance data achieved with a test chamber in a fixed
- target test beam are listed below:

resolution 50#m at 8 mm drift

"" 2 track resolution 700#m at 90 % efRciency

A detailed description of this chamber and its performance can be found in [ 6 ].
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The forward and backward drift chambers cover the rapidity range below approx-
imately vj -- I. Three layers of cells are arranged in z, with wires in two cells running
tangentially to a circle wound the beam, in the middle module radially out from the
beamlJne. Characteristics and performance of these chambers are very similar to the

central drih chamber and w_]| not be discussed here in detx/I. For a description of
themechamcs ofthesechamherssee(7 ].

Of most interestin thiswork isthe centraldriftchamber. The centraldrift

chamber coverstherapidilyrangefrom-1toI and theradialrangefrom51.8cm to
.- 71.9cm. Ithas two main purposesinthedetector.The chambershouldmeasureall

chargedtracksinspaceasaccuratelyaspossibleinordertohelpinthereconstruction

oftheeventand intheunderstandingoftheeventtopology.ItshouldhelptheTRD

indistinguishingoverlappingelectronpairsfromconversionsor_r0decaysfromsingle
- "real" electrons.

Since there is no magnetic feld in the central region tracks are straight as they
passthroughthechamber. Thisgreatlysimplifiesthe taskofreconstructingtracks.
Sinceno momentum has to be measured the requirementon theresolutionofthe

chamber can be relaxed.Eventsgenerallywilllookcleanersincelow momentum

trackswillnotcurlup and producemany spacepoints.On theotherhand any track
willlookstraight,making itdifficulttodecidewhichone isa realtrackand whichon

is some low energy background radiation. Overlapping tracks will remain overlapping
. for the whole pass through the chamber making their recognition more difficult.



8. General Design of the Central Drift Chamber

Starting from the physics topics outlined in the last chapter and the role of the
. - central drift chamber in this scenario a set of basic design parameters will be presented

in this section. It should be noted that any design of a complicated object llke a large
.. drift chamber is a compromise between many factors. Besides the question whether a

, _ chosen design value will deliver the optimal performance possible, very often questions
of practicability and cost have to be taken into account.

The central drift chamber in DO is constrained by a number of factors. It has to

fit into a small physical space, limited on one side by the TRD, on the other side by
. the calorimeter. It has to be as light and transparent as possible, while still being able

to detect charged particles with a high efficiency. There is little space for electronics,
cables or olher peripheral devices.

On the other hand as much information as possible is to be extracted from this
limited space. A number of basically different designs for drift chambers e.,dst. The

most common one at collider experiments is a chamber where all the field forming
, and all the electrodes are made from wires. Examples for this type of chamber are the

SLD chamber I 8 ]. These chamber_ are fairly easy to built and offer good mechanical
accuracies. However in a tight space as given for the DO chamber they have some

• drawbacks. Neighbour cells need to be separated from each other electrostatically.
If only wires are forming the cells a fairly large distance between cells is needed
for efficient separation. The other approach is to use dosed cells, with solid walls
_eparating cells. This is the basic design chosen for the DO chamber. Solid walls
allow xo have ]ess dead space between neighbour cells, because an efficient electric

, separation of the cells is guaranteed. It is now possible to use cells which are staggered
: in _ for different layers.

The "other basic design question to be resolved is the method used to determine

the z-coordinate in the chamber. Wires strung at an angle to the beam direction
alternating with wires strung along the beam are one possible approach (stereo layers).
Again though the same problem appears. In order to decouple the stereo and the
normal layers a large space is needed between them. In the DO case this would mean

the loss of a large part of the available room, and is therefore unacceptable. The
method chosen for DO is the use of delay lines for the z-coordinate. Delay lines are

• long coils which are mounted along a sense wire. A signal arriving on the sense wire
J

. will induce a signal on the delay line. This signal will propagate down the line towards
- both sides. By measuring the time at both ends a determination of the z-coordinate

• is possible. A more detailed discussion of the principle of delay lines will follow in the

14
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Figure 5 • Average multiplicity of charged tracks as a function of the average tranwem_ momentum
of the tracks
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chapter nn delay lines. A chamber with solid walls is ideally suited foc d_Fay lines.
b_.cAnse the walls offer convenient surfaces on which to support the lines.

Fhe requirements for the chamber were outlined in the last section. Yhe absence
" ,,I"a need for extreme high precision allows the use of fairly lathe drift distances.

With a nominal time between beam crossings of 3.5#s at 6 bunch operatioaa and an
assumed drift velocity of 40_rn/ns this translates into drift gaps slight,Iv _ore than

• T cm for 2.0/_s maximum drift time. This allows about ltL_ of total delay %'_e on the
z- read out elements. Taking this time and the radius of the chamber as about 60 cm
32 chambers around the circumference come closest to this requirement. This makes
sense also in view of the average multiplicity of mialmum bias events as observed

e.g. by CDF at 1.8 TeV ( see Fig. [5! ). For interesting events a char$_l particle

multiplicities around 30 is observed in a rapidity range i_?_<_ I. This would translate
into an average occupant3" of each cell in the chamber of L t_ack per event. Of course
for interesting events tla_ can be locally much hi_e_, in particular with the presence

of jets many tracks w,i,lJco_ce_auale in at fe-_"cells. However it shows that on the
average the chamber'_s can _r below critical pile up conditions.

With drifts of the order of a few cm and normal drift gases, resolutions around
o .,.-.

,.
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Fllure 6 . Rapidity distributionl'ortracks participating in a jet, relat/ve to the jet axis. CDFpreJirninar).

200_m are routinely obtained. In order to maximize the double pulse separation the
signals on the sense wires should be digitized. Double pulse separation is of particular

importance for jel physics, were many tracks are found in a small cone. Fis. 16_
" shows a plot of' the rapldit_, distribution for tracks participating in a jet _ 9 _. For
, a rapidity interval of I the number of charged tracks is around 4 for a longitudinal

. momentum cut of 600 MeV. Assumin s the worst case scenario that all tracks are

• detected in one cell of the CDC, the average angular separation between the tracks
is 2.250, • At an a_'erage distance from the beam pipe of 55cm this translates into a
distance between tracks in drift of 2.2cm. A goal of a double track resolution of 2 mm

therefore or a factor I0 better than the average separation is a good starting point.
Assuming a drift velocity of 40 #rn/n8 2ram corresponds to 50 ns separation in time.
This is realistically obtainable with drift chambers a:ad digitization electronics.

I In z basically the same criteria apply. In particular important is the ability
. . . to separate multiple hits as well as possible. The most common choice is charge

division, which for gains around I04 will give a resolution of approximately I% of
"_ the wire length. With 1.80 m long wires that would give about 18 mm resolution

in the CDC. However the double hit resolution is poor/'or charge division systems.
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innerra us..................S.sc'm....... ..............
outer radius T1.9cm
length along z 179.4 cm
# of modulesin 4, 32
Max drift distance d : 71.9cm • tan 6.625*= 7.08cm
Max drift time 1.8#,
Max propagationtime in s _ 1.TpJ
Resolution inv- 4, 200_m

Resolution in r- s m 10. ud_,t
Two track resolutionin e - 4, 2 mm
Two track resolutionin e - z _ J.0cm

. .=-_. .. mmmm, , .rams i|,,, ,, , , , H,|, ,, H,

Table 1
" Expected/projected performanceparameters forthe CDC

A better choice turns out to be delay lines. The obtainable resolution is somewhat

better than rharse division, but mostly the double hit resolution is superior. This
is being counterbalanced by a longer time needed to read the delay lines out and by
the mechanical complications introduced by the lines and the additional material.

. For the length of the CDC and typical delay line velocities of 3 mm/ns total delay
L/meg in the range below l#s are obtainable. At a beam crossing time of 3.5#a at the
Tevatron and a maximal drift time of a little over 2#J this is acceptable. The reduced"7..

" rote capability _'ill not be a problem with the current Tevatron Luminosity. However
if the collider should be upgraded to a higher collision rate pile up _'ill ocrur and the
delay lines will have to be replaced with faster ones.

. Table 1 summarizes the performance critex_a of the central drift chamber.

"° _. - .Q.
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4. Physics of the Drift Chamber

.m
|

- 4.1. Introduction

, _ Detectors tomeasure the trajectories of chargedparticles play an important role
j in Particle Physics. During the last two decades gaseous detectors have dominated

' ' this field. Together with good spatial resolution they offer the possibility of a com-
pletely electronic readout, which is very important in todays high rate experiments.
Only recently solid state detectors have started to replace gaseous detectors in some
areas, notably, where extreme precision is required. Experiments to resurrect optical
detectors are only in the early, stages. (Scintillating fiber detectors, or detection of
UV light of avalanches e.g.).

The mute or less remote ancestor oi"all gaseous detectors is the "Geiger M_ler

Z_.hlrohr'.Thisisa devicedevelopedinthelastcenturywhich usesavalanchemul-tiplicationtocountchargedparticles.Descendantsofthisdetector,whichareinuse

inmodern experiments,arethemultiwireproportionalchamberand thedriftcham-

ber.Initsmodern form thesesdetectorswerepioneeredinthe 1960'sby Charpak
et.al.,i10_They showedthailargechambersystemsarepossiblewithoutdisastrous

interferencebetweenneighbourcellsand developedthefirstlargechambersystems.

The firsttypeofchamberusedwas theplanarproportionalchamber. Typically

many'parallelwiresarestrungina plane,spacedusuallya fewmm apart.[11]Many

oftheseplanescan be put on topofeachotherand used alternatelyasanode and

ascathodeplanes.A potentialisappliedbetweenplanes.Ifa particletraversesthis
i

arrangement,itstrailofchargewillbe detectedby theanode wiresand theposition

ofthehitwirewillgivethepositionoftheparticle.The more planesand thecloser
spacedthewires,thebetterprecisioncan be achieved.

Proportionalchambershavethe advantage,thatthey can be operatedat very

highratesofincominz particles.Achievinga good spatialresolutionhowevermeans
a verylargenumber ofwiresand readoutchannels.The nextstepinthedevelopment

was thedriftchamber,which offersnearlyaJlthe advantagesof the proportional

,. chamber,butallowsa much more preciselocalizationoftheparticlewithfewerwires.• The basicideahereis,that,inadditiontorecordingthe'numberand positionofthe

, wire hit one also measures the time it takes the charge from the moment of ionization
toarriveon thesensewire.[I][12 ]Knowing thefieldc_nfigurationinthechamber
one candeducethedriftpathand thereforethedistanceatwhichtheparticlepassed

the wire.The gaininpositionaccuracyis"payedfor"by the necessityto control

18
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the electric field in the chamber much more precisely than it was necessary in the

proportional chamber and by some loss in rate capability. However if real three
dimensional reconstruction of an event is required, drift chambers are unsurpassed.

Especially in collider experiments of the last years spatial event reconstruction has
been done nearly exclusively with drift chambers. These chambers often operate in
a magnetic field, thereby allowing measuring of the particle momentum as well [ 13 ]

[ 14 ]. Progress in the understanding of the drift process and the properties of gases
resulted in the development of high precision drift chambers with accuracies of the

order of 40 #m. [ 15 _A rather complete discussion of proportional and drift chambers
and the underlying physical processes can be found in [ 16 ][ 17 i.

4.2. Ionization of gases by a charged particle

If a charged particle traverses a volume of gas, it will interact e]ectromagnetically
with _he gas molecules / atoms and, if at sufficient energy, leave a trail of ions and
electrons behiud, in interacting with the gas the particle looses some of its energy.
This energy loss is described by the Bethe Bloch formula (BBF): i 18 ]

dE ,2' p Ii n 2mc2_2_'_, _ 2B2}

4 (4-1)2,-rNz2e

_,= mc 2

whele

N Avogadro N umber
m.e electron mass and charge,respectively
Z,A.p atomicnumber,alomicmass number,densityofthemedium

z. 3 charge number, velocity of the projectile
E_ maximum energy transfer between the projectile

and the medium: EM = (2mc_'_e){(I - £/:)
1 effective Ionization potential

Fig. 171 shows a plot of the BBF at atmospheric pressure for 2 mode] calculations
and the measurements. For small _ (_ < 0.97 typ.) -the particle is not highly
relativistic- dE/dz falls off"sharply with increasing _. It then reaches a minimum and
stays nearly, constant for some range of _/. Only for very relativistic particles dE/dz
starts to increase again slowly (relativistic rise). A particle with a _ such that dE/dz
is minimal is called a minimum ionizing particle.

The Bethe Bloch Formula describes the mean energy loss of a particle for a given
_. The actual energy of a specific individual particle is statistically distributed around



Fisure ? . Mean Energy Lossin Arson st atmospheric pressure relative to _'r _- 4. Points in
Arson/ 5%CH4;dashedrl'necalculationof R.M. Sternheimer;solid line photo absorptionmodel

this mean. The distribution is a rather broad one wi_h a tail towards large energy

losses due high energ._"knock out electrons (6- rays) ( Fig. [8] ).

The above shown BBF is a simplified version. More sophisticated treatments-._

,J were done e.g.b.x' Lxndau and Sternheimer [ 19 ] Phys. Rev. B3,3681 (1971). The
. main source o/"uncertainty is the question how to treat the mean ionizing potentiaJ

I. The best agreement so far between experiment and theory has been achieved with
a rcode]; that takes the she]] structure o/"the atoms into account ( Photo Absorption

Ionization Model).

4.3. Primary/Secondary Ionization

. . Ii"a particle passes thru a gas volume, it will produce a number of Ion pairs. The
• "- number of pairs depends on the energy loss o/"the projectile and on the average ener_"
: needed to produce one ion pair. The number of this so called primary ion pairs _, can

_ not be eui]y computed, however there exist a number of measurements that can be

• used to estimate it ( Fig. [9] ). Some of the electrons produced in the collision with
the projectile may have enough energy to ionize themselves another atom/molecule
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I
3 GeVIcrt- 3 GeVIce"
1.5cm ' 1,5cm

Figure 8 . Fluctuation about the meanenergy loss for 3GeVelectrons and pions for Argon-CH4
mlxture. [KL82_

in the gas. These so produced pairs are called secondary ion pairs. The total number
of Ions and electrons m can be written as:

_E
nT -- (4 - 2)

where

_E energy loss of the projectile

II_ average energy needed to produce one ion pair

For gas mixtures a simple linear law applies:

_-=_'_-j_. (4-3)

where _E and W are defined as above, and j_ is the fraction of gas i in the mix.
For example for ,,he Sas used in the I_ chamber, the MARK II gas (93% Argon, 4e_
C H_,3_t;CC_), the numbers are:

!

!
JL
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AE/ (eV/c'm) n,,
- Ar 2.44 26 29.4

CO= 3.01 33 34 '
CH4 1.48 28 16

This yields for MARK II gas the numbers

np = 29 palrs/cm

.. nT = 93 pairs/cm

For this gas the average distance between primary interactions is about 350/_m and

ever)" primary electron produces _ 3.2 secondary pairs. However Ls it hu been
pointed out in the cue of the energy loss this process is a statistical one with lLrge

; fluctuations around the mean, in particular with a large positive tail. Large fluctua-o.

- tions in the total number of ion pairs and therefore eventually in the pulse height of

" t_e detector are to be expected.

" 4.4. Drift of Ions and Electrons in Gases .
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4.4.1. Drift of Ions

Under the ;,,fluenee of an electric field, the electrons and the ions produced by a
projectile in a gas volame will start to move in opposite directions. In addition they
will randomly move around and collide with gas, loosing their energy and thermalizing
quickly with the environment. In a constant field an equilibrium will be reached
quickly and the electron/ion wi/] move with a constant velocity w ±. It is customary
to define t mobility for electrons/ions as

p± - _'- (4-4)E

For Ions the drift velocity w increases linearly with the electric field, the mobility
therefore is independent of E. For a mixture of different gases the effective mobility
is given by

n

where

p_ percentage of gas j in the mixture

If the different gases in a mixture have different ionization potentials, within typi-
cally I00to1000collisionsthechargeoftheionswillbe transferredtothecomponent
withtheloweslionizationpotential.Fora mean freepathoftheorderof10-Scm this

willhavehappenedafterdriftlengthsof10-3 toI0-2 f-1 cm. wheref denotesthe

percentageofthegaswiththelowestionizationpotential.As an exampleconsider
theabovementionedMARK IIgas:

for Mark II Gas 1/eV
Ar 15.8
CO_ ]3.7
CH4 13.1

CH, has the lowest ionization potential and will therefore dominate the drift

process. In Mark II gas the fraction of CH, is 3 %, and the mean free path less than

10-4cm. After 10-4/3e_ cm = 330/_m essentially only CH, ions will be drifting.

4.4.2. Drift of Electrons

The situation is slightly more complicated in the case of the electrons. Because

of the very small mass electrons under the influence of electric fields may acquire
substantial energies between collisions far exceeding the average energy. Complex
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quantum mechanical processes take place if the de Broglie wavelength of the electron
comes close to the wavelength of shells of the gas atoms/molecules (Ramsaner effect).
The elastic and inelastic cross sections acquire strong and non monotonic energy
dependences, which are Mso material dependent. Small admixtures of different gases

' _.. may substantially change the drift properties of the resulting mixture. As a result

the drift velocity for electrons of most gas mixtures is strongly energy dependent.

_ Typically for argon based mixtures the velocity first increases rapidly with the applied' field, reaches a maximum and then becomes more or less saturated. Fig. [10] and

' ,, Fig. [II] show some sample plots of drift velocities in different Argon based mixtures.

This strange behaviour of the drift velocity can be qualitatively understood fol-
lowing a path of reasoning proposed by Palladino et.al, in [ 20 ].

Let ,_ be the mean free path between collisions for electrons in a gas, v the
instantaneous drift velocity. The average time between collisions is then given by:

• t --- (_) (4-6)

i Naively the drift velocity w along the direction of the applied field is than given by

eE ,_

,.,,= C4-7)

where the average is to be taken over the velocity distribution y(v) of the electrons.

- Eq.(4- 7) is not completely correct, it can be shown, that the more general expression
is

2eE ,_ 1 eE d,_ (4 8)- 3 +
,,{
: In between two collisions the electron wiU gain an average energy per time of

.. Ae = eEw (4- 9)

If A(e) is the mean fractional energy loss between collisions, the energy lost in one
collision is A(e)e, and the average energy loss per time

" _-i _e = A(e)e (4- 10)
. • .

Energy conservation requires, that [I0]is equals to Eq.(4- 9), once an equilibrium

__ has been reached:

' eEw = <A(e)e_) (4- 11)
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Figure 10 . Drif! velocity _,s. eAec£ri¢K'._df_: differem argon based mixtures.
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To calcuJ&te Ate) one needs to know the energy distribution of the electron. Under
the assumption that the momentum transfer mean free path is independent of the
energy and that the energy is distributed according to a Maxwell like distribution one
can calculate the averages and derive expressions for v,w,D and e:

i 2
( -- _lrrtl)

1 v3

from which follows
2eE_ 1 1/2

--,/U]V'[ Trt

w = [2eE_ 1,/_'_]1/2 = [I"AI/2
mA _A" 1/2 1/2 (4 12)1A

D= 16- =
eE,_ 1 2

_/3A 2

The important parameter in this description are A and ex. Their behaviour in prin-
ciple can be caJculated from the electron cross section of the gases in question.

Fig. i12] shows the electronic cross section as measured for argon. Note 1he dip
at energies around 0.3 eV; this is a consequence of the before mentioned Ramsauer

effect. For electrons with energies below 0.3 eV. the cross section falls off rapidly with
rising energy. One expects therefore that the average energy of the electron increases

and the fractional loss decreases with a resulting strong rise in the drift veJocity and
o,-. After the minimum the cross section starts to increase again rapidly. The increase
in drift velocity therefore should slow down and quickly ]eve] out to a nearly constant

value. As can be seen from Eq.(4- 12), that means that ex behaves similarly but
with twice the slope of w. Only once a sizeable fraction of the electrons reaches an

energy equal or above the ionization threshold of Argon, A will increase drasticaJ]y
with an resulting increase of w.

[ However the hehsviour of Argon alone is not sufficient to explain the leveling of
and -in some cases, failing off of the drift velocity observed in many Argon based

mixtures. For this the contribution of the polyatomic gases are needed. Fig. [13]
shows the excitation cross section for CO2. CCh is a polyatomic molecule and has

other degrees of freedom besides the electronic excitations. It can be excited i'nto
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FiKure 12 . Momentumtransfercrosssection in Arson.

rotationaJ and vibrational modes as weU. In the energy region from 0.1 to about

] eV, vibrationaL] excitations are rather large. For a lea" e%"in this region they are
the dominant effect in the total cross section. Here the fractional energy loss will be
very large, since inelastic collisions dominate. Following the same argument as for

all arson this will yield the leveling off and eventual saturation of the drift velocity. As
the energy increases however the vibrational excitations are no longer the dominant

' factor. The effective fractional energy loss becomes

'" _-I_8,

/t- (4- 13)q_

where _,,, is the highest vibrationaJ energy. According to Eq.(4. 12) this means that
w is approximately constant. This effect will dominate even once the energy crosses

,, the ionization threshold for Argon.

"{ The interplay between the Ramsauer dip in the argon cross section and the ad-
" ditionaJ means of excitation available in polyatomic gases allow an qualitative expla-

nation of the observed behaviour of drift velocities in Argon based mixtures. A more
quantitative discussion can be found in the paper by Pa]]adino and Sadou]et [20].

An important consideration for drift chambers is the question of how many of the
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FiKute 13. Excitation spectrum for C02,showing the different contributions. Qmis the momentum
tttmsfct cross section, Q. the vibtation,,l cross section, Qz the electronic excitati0xi cross section, Qi
the ionisat/on cross sectl_)n.

initial])" pToduced electrons will survive the drifting process, and how many will be

lost along the way. The main process contributing is the attachment of the electron

to an electro negative molecule. The electro negativity of gases varies widely; it is
basically zero for noble gases, very large e.g. for oxygen. The following table shows
the probability of attachment h, the number of collisions of an electron with the gas
molecule under normal conditions without an electric field, and the average attach-

Cas i h i I'1 t/s ,
CO: 6.2 10-9 ' 2.2 1021 0.71 10-_

O: 2.5 10 -.5 2.1 1021 1.9 10 -3

B:O 2.5 10 -`5 2.8 1021 1.4 1O- 7

CJ 4.8 10-4 4.5 1021 4.7 10 -9

ment time t.

Both oxygen or water have rather short attachment times. Small amounts of

either substance in the chamber gas may inhibit proper drifting over anything but
verb" small distances and therefore keep the chamber from operating properly. Care

has to be taken to keep these and other e]ectronegative materials out of the chamber.
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The number of electrons lost is given by an exponential law:

n -_ (4-14)

. "" _c denotes the mean free path for capture.

. _ w_ (4- 15)'
i o

where

w driftvelocity

u instant velocity, u = q2E/m

A electron mean free path

• f fraction of the pollutant in the gas with A = (N_(E)) -1, where N is the density

_;, of molecules, o'(E)the electron cross section in the gas, one gets for _:

If one assumes that the pollutant does not change the energy distribution of the
drifting electrons significantly, for a pure Argon gas and 1% Water pollution one

finds using:

I E = 6el" = 9.6126 • 10-1_ J
'J w = 4, lOs ms-1
t

.. 10-20 2_(Z)= 5 • m

h(l120)= 2.5,10-ss-_

that:

f_c = 8.18.10-2cm
n
--=0.11

: no

¢.

. 1% water pollution in pure argon will absorb 11% of the drifting electrons after 1 cm
drift.
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4.S. D|R'usion

A distribution of charges in free space without an.',"external fields or forces _'|ll

diffuse apart following a gaussian I_':

.... dN 1

-_- = v/4_Dt exp-(zl/4Dt)tlz (4 - 1T)

dN/N is the fraction of charge found in an element dz at a distance z from the origin
after a time t, D is the diffusion coe_cient. In other words, if at t = 0 all the chemise
is concentrated at z = 0, after a time t the resulting distribution has a t, of

= (4- is)

If an electric field is applied to the charge distribution this formula remains true if
one replaces D with D(E) and if the fields are small. The presence of a nonzero
electric field _'ill increase the diffusion, tt(D(E = 0)) is therefore sometimes called
the thermal limit and describes the theoretical lower limit to the spread of a localized
charge distribution with time. The application of an electric field will also split D
into two components: one parallel, one perpendicular to the field. The perpendicular

component will be essentially equal to D(E = 0), while the parallel one (sometimes
called longitudinal diffusion) wiU change with the applied field. Diffusion is one of

the main processes limiting the intrinsic accuracy of a drift chamber (see Fig. 1141 ).

4.6. Avalanche Multiplication

The number of primary and secondary ions produced by a fast projectile in a
gas is usually rather small. Typical numbers are of the order or less of 100 ion pairs
per cm. In order to detect these charges more easily an amplification process within
the chamber is employed. In very high fields (typically a few to tens of kV/cm) the
drifting electrons acquire enough energy in one mean free path to ionize the next gas

alom /molecule they collide with. This way the number of drifting electrons very.
quickly multiplies and reaches numbers like 104 to 10s for each initial charge. This
process is called avalanche multiplication and is employed in virtually every gas filled
particle detector.

One distingx/shes four separate regions in the gain- voltage dependance. At very.
low voltages no _tmpl_i_catioa takes place. This area is utilized in ionization chaznbers.

At somewksxt higher vol_.aKes the number of collected ions is proportional to the
number of initial ions. This region is called the proportional one and is used in.o
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FlIure 14 . Standardde_'iationof electron diffusion after one cm of drift in diJl'erentsues at
normalconditions. Solidlines are measuremea_s,duhed onesfrom theory

proportional and drift chambers. At very high voll.ages the number of collected

ions is independent of the initial number. This region is used in the Geiger- M_ller
counter. In between the proportional and the Geiger region there is a range of limited
proportionality, which is the operating point e.g. for streamer chambers. At very low

_jl and at very high voltages proper operation is not possible, because the pairs recombine

(low side) before drifting or because the counter discharges (high end).

If the average number of ionizations per unit length (Townsend coefficient) is
called ci'(z), then

dn = .oa(z)_z

["o(=)d,) (4- ]9)n = noezp(j+ I
or

: " (K'.t M= - = .z_, a(z)_) (4- 20)

_! is called the multiplication factor. If one knows the Townsend coefficient, one can

therefore b.v using Eq.(4- 20) calculate the expected Saln in the chamber. Fig. [15]
shows a typical collected charge, voltage curve l'or a gas counter.

+,.._



4.T. The Drift Gas

In choosin s a gas for a drift chamber a number of criteria should be observed.
The gas or the Sis mixture should show sufficient .yield of ions for ionizin s particles.
]t should have the correct drift ve]oclty for the chosen application and it should allow

a stable operation at reasonable Kiln. The later means salns of the order and larser of
104 for drift chambers, and usually 106 for proportional wire chambers. To minimize
the attachment of driftin$ electrons a noble Sis as the main component is favoured.
The straisht forward choice here is arson, both from a dE/dz point of view and from
econosnical considerations.

Drift velocities in Arson can be adjusted by choosin& the correct admixtures as
discussed in the section on drift of electrons and ions. However there is another very

important consideration that $overns which components may be used. A pure arson

filled cbmnber will noL be a stable device. Since Arson is a noble Sis and is stable in
its Ltomic form, ',he only effective mechanism for an excited argon atom to return to
its ground state is by radiatins off _ photon. Even for the lowest excited state this
photon however has an enersy of I].6 eV, more than enouSh to extract electrons from
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most metals (Copper e.g. requires 7.7 e_," to extract one electron). In the process

of avalanche multiplication plenty of excited argon atoms will be produced. They
eventually will have to decay by emitting a photon, which in turn with some finite

probability will get absorbed in the cathode or some other metal part of the chamber,
possibly freeing an electron. If this happens a positive feedback mechanism is started

, "" which will very fast lead to the breakdown of the chamber.

Ion drift purely by Argon ions also presents a problem. The argon ions drift

, _._ towards the cathode and neutralize there. The excess energy of the ion electron!

, system will be either radiated off or will be dissipated by extractix/g an electron from
' ' the cathode. In both cases new electrons will be produced and the above described

positive feedback mechanism initiated.

A solution to this problem is possible by adding srnaU amounts of poiyatomic
molecules to the argon. Due to the complex structure of these molecules they have
many ways to absorb energy and to dissipate off it without radiating photons. CH4

e.g. will absorb photons in the energy range between 7.9 and 14.5 eV rather efFiciently

: by exciting rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom. If the fraction of this so
. called quencher is high enough nearly all photons which were emitted by argon atoms

during the process of forming the avalanche will get reabsorbed by the polyatomic
substance. The positive feedback loop is then broken and the chamber can operatemore reliably.

If the quencher is chosen such that its ionization potential is lower than that
i of argon it will also disrupt the second feedback loop described. Due to the above

discussed charge transfer mechanism most all ions drifting will transfer their charge
onto the quencher with the lowest ionization potential. At the cathode quencher

I molecules instead of argon atoms will arrive. Again because of the larger number of
,, _ effective ways to dissipate energy open to the polyatomic substances, the number of

electrons produced in the process of neutralization will be much smaller, the chambertherefore more stable.

As a general rule the more complicated the structure of the quencher molecule
the more effective it will do its job. Hydro-carbon compounds are often used for

quenchers, e.g. C H4, or. for high gain operations, C,H_o. Some anorganic substances
also show quenching abiIities, e.g. CO2,BFa and others. For simpler molecules like

. CO_ some secondary electron emission has been observed, which might result in oc-
t casional chamber breakdowns.

There is however a serious problem with the use of Hydro Carbons in a high
radiation environment. In the process of quenching the molecule might break up
and produce a very reactive radical, which will, depending on the substance, deposit

_

........,..,,,_ _,_ ,;-.-- .......
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: on the anode o_ _he cLthode and possibly polymerize into larger molecules. These

' resulting compounds will form a thin insulating layer on the electrode and seriously
alter the behaviour of the system. In particadar they might introduce a new path for a

" positive feedback between anode and cathode and induce discharge. The mechanism
_' is the following. Since a thin insulating layer is deposited e.g. on the cathode the

arriving ions no longer can neutralize readily. They will slowly leak thru the layer,

i but at a much reduced rate. If the rate of arrival of charge on the cathode is laxger "
than the leakage current a charge will build up on the layer with a resulting electric
field across it. If the field becomes large enough electrons will be extracted from
the cathode thru the insulating layer and ejected into the chamber volume. These
electrons then in turn will drift towards the anode, produce a new spurious avalanche
and eventually more charge on the cathode. Again a positive feedback mechanism has
been established and the chamber will discharge. This effect is known as the "Malter
effect" I 21 ]. Once the Malter effect starts the only way to reset the chaanber is to

switch off"the High Voltage. However the chamber will be permanently damaged and
will not be capPble of high rate operation.

The onset of polymerization seems to depend on the radiation the chamber re-
ceives and on the concentration of the organic compound. It has been observed that

e.g. a C//4 concentration on less than 4 _ will not show polymerization [ 22 .] Using
less than 4 % of any quencher however will not guarantee a stable operation of the
chamber. One strategy to avoid polymerization has been followed in the MARK II

orsimilargases.Heretwo quenchergasesareused.CO= and CH4. Both by itselfwill
notguaranteea stableoperation-CH4 becauseofitslowconcentration.CO2 because

by"itselfitdoesnot suppressthe secondary"electronemissionwellenough-but to-
gethertheyyieldan reasonablystablemixture.Both willabsorbthephotonsemitted

fromtheargonatoms rathereffectively,togethertheirconcentrationishighenough

to yieldessentially100_ absorption.Due to the lowerionizationpotentialofthe

CH4 however,itwilleventuallydominatetheiondrifttherebysolvingtheproblemof
secondaryelectronemissionatthecathodedue toCO= ions.Sincetheconcentration

ofC//4islessthan4 %, theonsetofpolymerizationisatleastsubstantiallydelayed.

Anotherstrategyoftenfol/owedistoadd some othercomponentwhichhasaneven

lowerionizationpotentialthanthequencherand which,doesnot show thetendency
topolymerize.Alcoholsarellaepred'erredchoice.

The above disc_x_sienshows thatthe choiceofthegas fora chamber willbe a

very important part of the oh.amber design. Often more than one addition to thebasic gas will be necessary. It should be noted however that although some basic

understa.ndin_ of the properties of the resulting mixture can be obtained by following
:t the reasoning outlined, so far the exact details can not be predicted with sufficient

i
I
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precision but have to be measured.

4.8. Induced charge on the Anode wire

The signal of a drift chamber is read out from the anode wire. As the drifting

' ": electrons approach the anode wire, they induce an opposite charge onto it. For most
of the drift distance this charge is very minute since the amount of charge drifting is

, :i very small. Only very close to the wire, after the avalanche multiplication has started,
1 a sizable effect will be seen. Eventually the charge cloud arrives on the wire and gets
: neutralized. Now however the wire is surrounded with a cloud of positively charged

ions, which slowly start to drift away from the anode towards the cathode. They in
turn will induce a charge of negative sign on the wire, which will slowly saturate as
the ions drift further and further away. As can be seen from this discussion there are
three components to the signal detected on the anode:

- the induced charge due to the drifting electrons. This effect is very small and
will be neglected in the following.

I. - the induced charge due to the positive ions as theydrift towards the cathode.
For the total charge this wiU be the dominant effect.

For simplicity a cylindrical geometry is assumed in the following. This is a rather
good approximation for the electric field surrounding the anode wires up to distances
of the order of the inter wire spacing. During the time it takes the ions to drift this
distance however a large part of the charge will have been collected and the remaining
drift will contribute only a small fraction to the total signal.

Let R., Rr be the wire radius and the radius of the tube, respectively. Re be the

average (center of mass) position of the ion charge produced in the avalanche. For
_ most cases Rc _ Ra-.

If a charge Q moves a distance dr in the field, a work

B _

6W = Q?
dr

has to be performed. This work will be seen on the anode wire as

6W= Qo dr. (4- 21)

From thisitfollows:
dV

(4-22)
dv - Q d'_'"dr

Q0 dr
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If IC is the total capacitance of the system, I_ the applied potential, and, in cylin.
drical geometry.

Q In r (4 23)_'(_)= 2_--__--
one gets:

= ICt--'__sc

=--_Q inr(/) (4-24)
2:r_ol Rc

where r(t) denotes the radial position of the drifting ion charge, v + means the
contribution to the signal due to the drifting positive ions. If one assumes that the
electrons drift infinitely fast compared to the ions (Vdrift for the ions is typically

0 •100vdrift) , similar reasoning yields the expression for the contribution to the signal
due to the eleclrons:

- _ In Rc (4 25)
v = -2_ra_l /_"'_

Incylindricalgeometryitispossibletocalculater(t):

dr E

"" dt -v=_

Replacing E with

E- _ c_;! (4- 26)2_'_o r

and separating tariables one gets:

/sc fot_CIGrdr = 2_reoPdt
(4- 2_)p ,

,(0 = ('c_+t+ g2)_/2_reoP

Inserting P(t)into the equations for v" and v- and adding ,.hem up to get the total
induced voltage one 6ads:

+

. t (4- 28)-- + - °--%!In(]+ -)" - - 27reel2 _,
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where to -
#C_

The induced charge then is easily obtained from Q, = vC:

/_v t' _ O,= Q. ln'_-ln(l+_) (4-29)

, _t As a special ca.se let Lt/=be the time it takes to develop half the total signal:1

_ p_ t_/2.

_10.
1

t,/, = to(e=p( _ _ ) I-i_-1
{; (4-30)

In 7_

In actual detectors one usually detects the current, not the charge: In the limit
that the charge sees no resistance in the wire and the following readout electronics,

/(t) = dQlat:
1 R_,. 1

1(t)= (4- 3])

,,i l(t) is maximal at t = 0 and decays then with a halftime to. For realistic systems
one has to take into account that the current will see a RC network with a certain

nonzero time constant. In the case of the DO chamber the preamplifier will dominate
this network. To arrive at the real chamber signal the response of the amplifier has

to be folded with the pulse described by Eq.(4- 31).

4.9. Resolution of a drift chamber

: The spatial resolution achievable with a drift chamber is limited by a number
:_ of processes. They split up in one group due to gas dependant contributions and
i_' another due to systematic effects. The main one are

- diffusion

- statistics of the primary ions/electrons
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. thermalization: the physical widening of the track clue to 6 rays

. systenl;*tic effects
The total uncertainty is given by the square of the sums of the individual contri-

-- butions: - - ..... 2 2 2 2
O'tot# 1 _---O'di ff -Jff O'ion.statistlcs _ O'thermllsltion

2 (4-32)
"_" O'systeml_n:

The spread in space of the drifting electrons due to diffusions _her a drift of distance
x is given by

(see the section on diffusion). Experimentally one finds that eK is, at ]east locally,
proportional to (E/p) m. Rewriting the expression for _,, one finds:

_, = _o(E at rn cm )_ (_z atrn ) (4 - 33)p
Typical values of m for drift gases are around 1.5. The. dominant dependance of _ron
the pressure is then

1
_r.,, --:_ (4-34)

_0 is the normalization constant describing the resolutio_ at 1 crn of drift and 1
arm pressure at a field of lkV/cm. Some typical numbers for or0are:

Ga_ I Gas 2 Gas 3 o0/pro

100% Ar 1200
100_ CH4 232
100_ COz 83

50% Ar 50% CO= 240
90% Ar 10% C4Hlo 380
90% Ar 10% CH4 600

75% CsH8 25% C2H_ 150
90% Ar 9% CO= ]% CH.o 280

According to this description there are two ways to minimize the diffusion. The first is

to operate the chamber at high pressure. Eq.134_ shows that this will make _rdecrease
as l/v/_. The o_her _'ay is to use x =coo|" instead of a "hot" gas and try to make o0 as
small as possible. The jump e.8. from Ar to CO= is quite dramatic. Experimentally
it is found that even small additions of a cool gas to Ar will substantially decrease o0.
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The actual position accuracy achievable with a given _ due to diffusion depends
on the way in which the signal is collected and how the timing of the pulse is done. ;!

In the simplest case all the charge is collected and the center of mass of the resulting
_4t

pulse is determined. In that case the spatial resolution Cvdi_is glven by :_

.J or, t

o'd,m'- v/_ (4 - 35) t

0 _i For the Mark II gas the number of ion pairs at NTP is 93 pairs/cm. Therefore|
,.

t 4

O'diff _ 0.10 O'.

is achievable.

As the initial fast ionizing particle passes through the gas it randomly produces

ions along its track. Each of these primary electrons in turn may have enough energy
to ionize itself other gas atoms. The initial trail of ions looks therefore like a number
of charge clusters of finite extension distributed randomly along the particle track.

{i The distribution of the j-th ion pair along a track with on the average n pairs per
cm is given by (see Appendix for derivation):

z J-1 _ -r_z
A_nCz)-- "--- n- e (4-36)

(3 - 1)!

For the first detected pair j=l and eq.[361 becomes:

= (4- 37)

i,I Eq.!37] describes the distribution of primary ion pairs and thereby the distribution
. of the clusters along the track. Moving a given cluster aJong the trajectory of the

charged particle will change the field line along which it drifts towards the anode and
therefore possibly the drift time. The effect is most pronounced close to the wire
itself. Typically the FWHM of this distribution is about 200#m. This translates
in a possible timing error of the order or less of 10ns, depending on the collection
geometry and the field shape. An exact determination of the resulting resolution
error can only be done with a Monte Carlo program.

J

Besides the uncertainty of the position of the cluster the extent of the cluster

_,. is another source of inaccuracy. The electrons preduced in the ionization process
have a finite range in argon. Most of them are rather low energy ones, the majority

originating from the lowest electronic excitation of the arson atom. However there
are a few higher energy ones with non negligible ranges, which will broaden up the
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specific conditions, but the overall behaviour is similar for other drift chambers.

track and result in non gaussian tails to the distributions. Typically the ranges of

these electrons is rather small and below a few #m for over 90% of them. The

few high energy ones however will have ranges around 200pro. Since the range of

electrons is proportional to E/p the actual spatial uncertainty due to the sigma de- to

thermalization is 1/(v/np ) smaller. Typical values for _o are _. 200/tin in pure Argon
and less than 20#m in po]yatomic sues like CO2. Fig. [161 shows a measurement of

resolution in a specific drift chamber and the way this measured resolution splits up
into the individual contributions. No e_'ort has been made to fit the term due to ion

statistics and clustering separately. For lasge drift distances the dominant effect is

• the difi'usion, while at small x the ion statistics overwhe|ms everything. The constant

term is due to the systematic e_'ects like electronics etc.
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S. The DO central Drift chamber: Construction

S.1. Introduction
i.#

Compared to many other High Energy Experiments the inner drift chamber of

,ii the DO experiment is a small chamber. It extends for 180 cm along the beam line and
1 radially from about 50 to 70 cm. This small size is a result of a compromise between

• , having a calorimeter at small radii, having a good central tracking chamber and still
finding enough room for a transition radiation detector and a vertex chamber inside

the tracker. The main design goal was to build a chamber in this limited space and
extract as much information from this as possible.

The small space available resulted into a number of unusual design features. The

most prominent one is the use of solid walls. These serve as dividers between neigh-
bours layers and as supports for the delay lines. Because of the solid walls the space
between neighbour layers can be smaller than it could be in conventional wire only

tI chambers. Each cell forms a totally independent entity insulated from all the other

cells. This also contains problems within one cell to this cell. If for example a wire
breaks this wire at the worst will only shut down this one cell, and the neighbour
cells bill be unaffected.

The small space also advocated the use of delay lines over other methods of de-
termining z. Without using extra space they provide two z-coordinate measurements
per cell. The solid walls provide a support for them.

The main design goals were to construct a chamber with good spatial resolution
I in both rq, and z, good dE/dx resolution and excellent double track reconstruction.q
+ The design eventually adopted can be characterized as follows:

_ - The detector consists of four layers of drift cells in r. Each layer is subdivided

into.32 cells. Adjacent layers are staggered by half a cell to resolve left fight
ambiguities. Drift of the electrons is perpendicular to the beam axis tangentially
to q,. The two outer sense wires in each cell drive a delay line which provides the
z-information.

- Only the sense- and potential wires are actual wires, all other electrodes are

made by printing conductive lines on plastic film, thereby physically separating
; neighbour cells and layers.

- The whole assembly is held by an aluminium drum with A] end plates. This drum
supports all the wire tensions. The two inner detectors, the TRD and the Vertex
chamber, are hung from the CDC endp]ate.

42
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5.2. The Mechanics of the CDC
....... .

5.2.1. Overview

Logically the inner drift chamber separates into 4 layers which surround the beam
pipe. Each layer consists of 32 individual drift cells, each of which is a small self con-
tained drift chamber with 7 anode wires. Each layer is rotated with respect to its

neighbours by half a cell width. The result is a rather complicated looking arrange-
ment of cells as shown in Fig. [17] .

Mechanically the complete circle has been broken up into 32 individual modules.
Each moduJe coven 11.25 o in 4_,and extends from the inner to the outer radius. Due

to the staggering cells are shared between neighbour modules. Each cell is contained
to 75% in one module and to 25 % in the next one.

Each module forms a self contained unit, that is able to support the tension of
all wires strung in that module. However in the final configuration the modules axe
mounted in an Aluminum support tube, which positions the modules precisely and
takes the load from the wires.

This ouler support tube consists of an AI- tube made from rolled 3/8 inch thick

. Aluminum, two end plates which engage the modules, and an inner tube, made from
a light composite material, which closes the gas volume and provides additional me-
chanical stiffnesstotheassembly.

theanode wiresofeachcellareheldby-plasticend plugs,whichsiton thesurface

ofxhemodulesand areengagedby precisionmachinedholesintheAl-endplates.The

wireterminationsareaccessiblefromtheoutsidewithoutinterferingwiththegasseal.

The delay'linesarebroughttotheoutsideofthechamber usingtheseend plugsas
well.

Amplifiersand cableconnectionsaremade on theAl-endplate.A 3/4inchthick

space is available, making miniaturized cables and amplifiers necessary.

5.3. The Module

The Module is the basic building block of the central drift chamber. Essentially
all important parts of the cells are contained within one module. The modules are

made from composite materials with special attention to lightness and stiffness while
still being strong enough _o support the full tension of the wires and maintaining the
mechanical accuracy required. Four sets of sense- and potential wires are housed in
each module. De[fin end plugs are mounted on the module end plates and position
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Figure 17 . Crossectional view of the CDC. Inside the chamber a 5-sector section of modules is
shown,holes. The large oval holes are for the end plugs, the smaller ones are gas inlets and mounting
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lPi|us_e 18 • Crouectionul view of the five differentshelves. One shelfhu been enlargedto show
the differentmaterialsused in the construcuon.

the wires through crimp pins. During the assembly period the modules form a self

supporting independent system. Once they are inserted into the A]- she]] the tension
of the wires is transferred onto the A]-drum by pulling each end plug awa._"from the

modules with the help of two "bridges".

5.3.1. Shelves

Each module is built using five so called shelves, 4 sepia strips and two end plates.
The shelves are the dividers between layers and provide a surface for the fieldshaping

strips and support the delay lines. Fig. _18] shows a cross sectional view of all five
shelves. The innermost surface of shelf 1 xnd the outermost one of shelve 5 form a

mu]tifaced polygon to fit more tightly against the inner and outer shell, respectively.

Each shelf is made from z Rohscell core with a Ke_.lar-Epoxy skin on the top
and bottom. Rohacel] is a dosed cell Po]ymethacrylimide rigid foam, which can be

euily machined to good precision and which glues very well with epoxy. A plank of
Rohacell is machined to _he correct, shape and dimensions using a special plxner-like

cutting machine. Two &rooves are cut into the Rohace]] plank to accommodate a
teflon tube used for '.he delay lines. As can be seen in Fig. [18] delay lines are found
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.............................. Keviar'49' Du Pont ' Dacron' -_HTS ........Sisinless '"'

Aramid Nylon Polyester Glass Steel
......TensileStren-St ....27. ........ 9S6........ lZ2i5...... - ............i724.....

(MPa)
" 3620 - - 2413 -

Modulus 124110 5516 12790 68950 199955
(MPa)

'" Elongationto 2.5 18.3 14.5 3.5 2.0

Break (%)
Densitv 1.44 I. 14 1.38 2.55 7.86

,' ,
i -- ,,i

" Unimpregnated twisted yarn pat. from:DuPont technicalbulletinKEVLAR, page K-|
"" Impregnated strands

Table 1

Properties of commonly ured llbers and steels

at the thinnest and at the thickest point of each shelf. At the thickest point a simple
T groove it cut, at the thinnest however space for an additional Noryl "U" channel is

provided. The Teflon tube is laid in the "U" channel which is glued to the Rohacell.

This lends additional mechanical support and in particular helps in insulating the
thin part of the shelf against HV breakthrough.

The top and the bottom of each shelf is laminated with an epoxy saturated Kevlar

cloth. Kevlar * is an aramid £ber developed by DuPont. It has a high tensile strength
(2758 Mpa) and a high modulus (124 110 MPa) at only about one fifth of the weight
of steel. Table 1 shows a comparison between different commonly used fibers, Kevlar
and Steel.

The cloth is woven with seven times as many fibers in the longitudinal direction
as in the transverse. This configuration shows superior stiffness against bending as
illustrated in Table 2.

The whole shelf is wrapped with a sheet of Kapton foil for electrical insulation

and to provide a good surface for the field shaping strips. The Kapton is doubled on
the top and the bottom to minimize the chance that a pinhole will penetrate the skin
of the shelf and cause High Voltage problems.

Each of these sandwiches is individually laid up by hand in a mold. A piece of
Kapton cut to the correct dimensions is laid into the bottom part of the mold. A
strip of Kevlar is laid up onto this followed by the two pieces of Rohacell, the Noryl

• Kevlar is a trademark of the DuPont Co. USA
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Mate_ ' _hickness ....... Deflection/rail Relative performance

of,k  i/ioo0-) 24.7 6T.s,) . '
' _i0 ' ! ' ' 10 9.S 27 ..... 22.S ..............1.4

Ksvlar I 4" 13 3S 18 I
Kedar [ I 1"" 4.S 18 48 2.9 .

OOOItoh-__eu I ........... 2!4 ass.... I 0.0e
1) M_uurements were done with the two listed weights applied to the center of a 45" Ion', 2.5"

. wide plank supported at the ends.
" Kevlar cloth with equal number of strands in transverse and in lonsitudinal direction.

" Kevlsr cloth with T longitudinal fibers for every transverse fiber. Individual fiber sise is equal
for both samples.

"'" Rohacell shelf is 30" Ions and 6.5" wide. It is listed here just for qualitative comparison.
,s

Table 2

Measured deflections of different laminates

"U" channel xnd the Teflon tubes for the delay lines. Next the ends are molded by

filling recesses with a premixed Epoxy-Silicon Powder compound (Shell 828 Epoxy
with 40%V40 Hardener, thickened with Cabosil Silicon powder). A slot is molded in
the ends which is used to key to shelf into the endplxte during the assembly. After
carefully checking for alignment and removing as many sir pockets as possible the
top piece of Kevlar is laid down into Epoxy and the Kapton folded over. Air bubbles
are removed and the mold is closed. This procedure is repeated five times with five
different molds for the five shelves. After closing the shelves are allowed to cure for 18

" hours. They are then removed and the molds are prepared for the next batch. Since

the epoxy used (Shell 815 epoxy with t,eta Hardener at a ratio of 10:1) needs 7 days to
reach its ultimate strength, they are stored for at ]east one week on a flat surface to

• avoid distortions during the final curing process. Using a mold to do the final forming
of the shelves guarantees closer mecha_xical tolerances of the final product and better

reproducibility, although it complicates the production process somewhat and needs
a rather expensive tooling.

5.3.2. Sept.m: Cathode sandwiches

The cathodes in '.he moduJe are made from a thin laminate principally quite
similar to the she|f. 1"I_eKs.ritz however has been replaced with a thinner fiberglas
cloth. These htm_:_a_es ere made from a 1 mm thick Rohacell core, fiberglas and a

strip of Ktpton on both sides. They are produced in a big sheet using a vacuum bag

as a pres,raz/d "mold" and then cut down to size. The fiberglas is laid down with the
..... fibers running at 45° to the long side to improve the stiffness against bending (see
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. . 8.8.4. Assembly of a Module

. Five shelves, 4 sepia strips and two end plates get assembled into one module.
The assembly is done using a special jiK, which positions the shelves, sept& and end
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'. riKm'e 20..5 shelves be/as assembledin the assemblyjis

plates. A cross sectional view of a module in this ji s is shown in FiK. [20! . The
critical meuurement of the module is the heisht of each layer at the position of the
sense wires. The jig provides precision machined cylinders which keep the shelves at

.. the correct distance. ]nflatab]e tubes press she shelves against the meta] tubes and
cla,-np them Jn the correct position.

. After the shelves have been laid into the J_S, the end plates are slued to the
shelves and the sc-p_,sconnected to the she//' surface b.v a bead of Epox,,,-. Once cured
the module is remo_,ed and a second bead of epoxy is applied to each septa.

FIs. [21" shows a complete module. Pazt of the endplate on the HV-side has
been cut away to Lllow a better view of the inside. The stasgered cathodes are clearly
v_sible u are the ends of she tubes l'or the delay lines on two shelves..

• e •

• .

,,
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•. " Figure 21 . Cutawa7 view of a module.

S.4. The End plug

Fig. [22] shows a drawing of the two end plugs used in the chamber. The end
.,I - plugs are responsible for positioning the wire crimp pins, to key the module into the

Al-endplate of the drum, to seal the gas volume inside the chamber, to bring out the
delay lines and to feed the HV for the central strip into the chamber. The upper
part oLthe plug is equipped with an uOn-ring and seals against a precisien machined

surf'ace in the Al-endplate. The hole is machined to nominal 1/1000" clearance all
the way around positioning the end plug to -4:1/1000 n. The lower part of the end
plus fits into a hole in the Gl0-endplate and keys the module to the Al-endplate. The
plugs which are being used on the HV side of the chamber have longer Uears', which

e

i extend about 0.5" inside the active chamber volume close to the shelve surface. This
, . . protects the resistive divider strip, which is glued to the shelf surface, from discharge .

originating from the closest sense wires. The crimp _ins to hold the different wires
are press fit into holes in the end plug. The pins for the potential wires sit flush on
the outer plug surface, while the sense wire pins are recessed by 0.2". This provides
• longer discharge p•th between sense wire and potential wire pins, and allows the
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.m..

"-" lrisure 22. a) esd P/us used on the HV side. The Ions ears sre to protect the resistive dividers
on the sbe_fassinst discharses from the wires, b) end plus used on the sisnsl side of the chamber

use of an insulating connector to the sense wire pin to further sai'eguard against HV
breakthrough ( Fig. _23] ).

. Two holes are provided in the plugs t'or the delay line tubes. They are sealed
with a gland "O'-rins seal and a special washer to keep the "O"-rins in place after
insertion. The "O'-rins is a made from Viton V 884 compound with a hardness of

" 75 durometer ."23 _. On the HV side, the High Voltage for the central strip is fed
in/'our locations to the modu/e. Two each are located on top and on the bottom of
each cell. A spring loaded probe is pressed into these holes and makes contact with
a f_oldplated surface on the module. For redundanc.v two probes are always paired
and serve the same potential.

Four threaded rods extend from the oute_ surface o/.the plus. These will be used
by bridses after the r_nalassembly o/"the chamber _o pull the end plus away from the
module and transf_ file w/re tensions onto the Al.drum. The bridses have openinss
for the delay fine tubes and for the HV- connections to the central strip ( FiS. [24] ).

5.4.1. HV-plug and Pulling Screw



GIO endplate

HV- _qide _i£naI'..si.d._
Fis_re 23 . Sideview of an end plug show/ng the crimp pins installed. The view shows the plug

: resiins qs/nst the GI0 endplate before beins pulled.

On the HV side two other plugs connect to the module, the main HV feed through
and a so called pulling screw. The later is simply a piece of ,Nory.1with a threaded hole

into which z screw from the outside engages. This pulls the module to a prede_ined

I position with respect to the Al-plate and keeps it from sliding back and forth.
The HV feedthrough is similar to the central strip connections, but self contained. ',,

A round piece of noryl fits into a hole in the Al-endplate, sealed with an "O'-ring,
and extends into a matching hole of the GI0 plate. A spring loaded probe mounted
inside the nory] piece contacts a gold plated metal disk glued to the sepia of the

module and provides the contact for the main cathode high voltage.

S.S. Mechanical support system: The outer shell

The drum into which the modules are mounted is fabricated mostly from Alu-

- . n,.inum with only the inner cylinder made from a lightweight composite. The outer
c.v]inder is rolled from 3/8" thick AI, with 0.5" rings welded to the ends of it. Only
the end rings are machined. The 0.5" thick end plates engage to the drum with a
little lip and are bolted to it. A "O'-ring is captured in a groove in the endp]ate



. Delay line

FiKure 24. View of a plus insta/led in its final position in the chamber. The plus has been pulled
• away from the GI0 endplate and is now supported entirely by the bridges, which rest asalnst t.he

A/-e'ndpJate. The probed t'orthe central strip HV are halfway extended to provide contact with the
G10 endplate.

_d sells the plate aKa_nst the outer drum. On the inner radius a composite cylin-
- der closes the _'olume. It is made from two thin Carbon Fiber skins with a shee_

. of Rohace]] laminated in between. Again two recta] rinks are slued to the ends and
...... provide a surface for the "O'-r]ng to sea] aKa]nst and mater]a] for bolts to be screwed

, into. FiK. _25] shows an usembl.v drawin Ko/' the whole system. Shown are also two
extens/on cylinders _rhich are attached to both ends oi"the central trackinK shell and
are used by the forward dr]ft chambers.

The complete system is mounted inside the cyros_t on 4 feet, attached to the

ends of the extension cylinders. The other two inner chamber systems, the TRD and
the Vertex chamber, are hung from spokes attached to the inne_ rsdius of the CDC
endplate. ..

_... °

o_.
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_lll}C module
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Figure 25 . CDC outer shell

5.6. The HV distribution in the Chamber

5.6.1. The field shaping cage

I " As mentioned earlier only the sense and potential wires are actually wires, all
other electrodes are resistive lines printed on the shelf surfaces. Fig. [26] shows

- 'schematic-ally the position and numbers of strips in one cell. A number of problems
have to-be addressed in the design of these strip_. Since they cover a large part of the

chamber, the amount of material introduced into the chamber by the strips should

be kept as small as possible. Copper as the material is not favored because of too

high density. Resistive plastics/Epoxies offer a better alternative with considerably
less material involved.

Since the delay lines are mounted inside the shelves lines have to be printed on
the surfaces in the immediate facinity of the delay fines. This has to be done in a way

" " that does n_;',interfere with the induction of a pulse onto the delay Line. Electrostatic
calculations indicate that a strip in the center of the chamber st the position of the

delay line produces a favorable field con_suration. However, since this line wQuld b..._ee......



Delay line

... "Figure 26. Crouection of one cell showing the positions of the field shapingstr/ps

positioned right on top of the delay line, it has to be investigated how this aft'acts
the signal seen by the line and how the signal propagation properties on the llne are
a.q'ected.

-- The onl.v parameter which can be controlled is the resistivity of the field shaping
strips. Too low a resistivity would attenuate the induced signal from the sense wires

• considerably and.slow the rise time of the signal dmrn. Two difl'erent sources of these

efrects have to be distinguished: The influence of the strip on the induction process,
and the interaction between strip and signal after the induction when the signal starts

propagating on the line.

The second question is addressed in table I. A resistive line was printed onto
a shelf on top of a delay line, but extending only for half the length of the line. A
signal was then induced in the llne with an antenna in a part of the line which was
not covered bv the strip. The rise time and attenuation of the signal after passing.r
through the section of the line with the strip on top were measured.

The table shows that the intrinsic rise time of the delay line in the shelve is around
44ns (measured from I0 to 90 % oi' the signal). For line resistances around Ikfl/a the
rise times with and without strip are very similar. The slowing down of the signal
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I = 22o/ .,,ip---,..
31 6S _ 37 60

15 57 36 32 61 39 $7
30 63 33 38 51 45 $0
40 60 _ 44 44 46 44

+Table1

Rise times and Amplitudesof pulses propagatingon delay fines with strips of differentresistancesdose by, u a function of the risetime of the input pulse.

due to propagation of the signal in the environment of the resistive strip is negligible
for Lines with an resistance of more than lkfl/c_. This effect is important because the

delay line is surrounded by strips of different resistivity: the strip immediately on top
° of the line. but also the strips printed on the sepia on the other side of the she/ve.

The second effect is particularly important for those Hnes mounted at the thinnestpart of the shelve.

However if one also takes the induction process into account considerably higher
resistances are needed in order not to degrade the rise time appreciably. Due to

technical difficulties no reliable data exist for the resistivity range from a few kfl/r_
to _ 20k_/c3. The/.ol/o_ng table gives an indication of the change in rise time as
more and more lines are added in the field cage:

'.' _ ,,_

These measurements were done inducing the signal through the 1. Line with

i 56kilts. The rise times quoted are measured for the fast part of the pulse by fitting
i straight Line to tlds part and talcing the intersect of the baseline and of the 100%

line as the timing points. Another important question is how the rise time changes
with the distance of the strips to the de/ay line. Although the strip closest to the line

is at a riced distance, the previous table shows that adding lines has a non negligible
efl'ect on the rise time. In particular the septa will put some lines rather close to the

delay line. The septa lines should ideally be of a low resistance, because they have tocarry the cathode current.

The values eventually adopted in the chamber are 22kfl/c_ for the inner lines on
the septum and 80kCt/c_ for the two edge Line on each septum. For a Cathode current
due to positive ions of 100nA teas translates into a maxima] voltage drop across the

- • cathode of 151" or 51" respectively (assuming 1.80m long shelf and Imm wide field
shaping strip). To reduce the drop l'or the outer two lines they are connected in/_ve

points along the septum to the first of the low resistance strips. This lowers the actual
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_.a- _' voltase drop on the outer strip in the worst case to the drop on the low resistance line
"" : plus one tenth of the possible drop ot' the hish resistance line. In reMity the potentiM

...,:,., drop will be normally lower than discusserl, because the ions will be spread out along
" _;'_" ' r the strip and not the whole chamber current will arrive on one strip. Voltage drops
"L, "..'_"" below 5V along the cathode are about _ of the drift field and probably acceptable.

..._,..

g.fl.2. The Module: an electrical description

Two main groups of potentials have to be brought to each module and distributed:
The sense wire/ potential wire voltages, and the voltages supplying the complete

"field case. The former ones represent no big problem, since all the wires are easily
accessible from the outside through the crimp pins. The later however is a fairly
complicated problem, because the field cage consists of some 130 odd resistive lines
printed on the different shelf surfaces, each of which has to be supplied with the
correct potential. Only two voltages are applied externally: the cathode voltage and
the central strip voltage. The central strip is the field shaping strip which is located
directly on top of the delay line, and which is the endpoint of the field cage. The
cathode voltage is applied to the top of each septum through the above described
feed through connect.or. From the_e it is graded down by a resistive divider to the

;.'

correct central strip potential. For this a surface mount resistive divider is glued
to the end of each shelve. Two resistors in parallel connect each neighbouring field
shaping lines. They are connected to the line with a carbon loaded conductive epoxy.
Since each cell is shared between two neighbour modules connections have to be made
from one module to the next at each shelf surface. This is done with little jumper
wires, that plug into receptables mounted on the inside of the G10 endp]ate. Fig. [271

illustra_es the different connections. At the central strip, a thin wire is soldered to
- the divider and guided alon_ a groove in the opening for the plug to the outside of

the G10 endplate, and connects to a gold plated metal disk which is glued into a
recess of the plate. The spring loaded probes from the end plug "]and" onto this disk
and make the connection to the outside of the chamber.

The sense wires have to be connected t',vice: on one side the high voltage is
connected to the, on the other side t[xe signn.l are coupled through a capacitor to the
preamp. The high voltage connections axe made with a molded plug, with fits on all
seven sense wires at once and connects them to the two different potentials. Resistors
are molded into the H\.'.¢onnect_ I.o protect the wires during possible discharges.

On the other side each wire is individually connected to a capacitor, which in
turn feeds the sense _,ire signal into a preamp. On both sides the connection to the
crimp pin is clone wi_b.little square tubes, which slide over the thick part of the pin.
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Figure 27 • Schematics of the electrical connectionl within a module and between neighboat ::
mo_tules

They are insulated with a teflon tube, which reaches to the bottom of the recessed
hole in the plug. ..

The potential wires are all grounded. Before they are inserted into the end plug
a printed circuit board is put on the plug. The pins rest with their shoulders on this
board and make electrical contact. On the side where the signals are read out all

the pins are connected together to form a good ground return for the signal, and are .
connected to a ground on the amplifier board. On the other side the traces are not.
interconnected, but they allow for euy access to the pins for testing and debugging
of the chamber.

5.7. Wiring of the modules

2688 wires need to be strung in the Central Drift Chamber. Although small at
the standard of many large drift chambers this is still a large enough number that a

dedicated system to string the wires and _o check them afterwards was developed and
built. Due to the modular design of the chamber the wiring can be done one module
at the time. This has the advantage that the wiring system can be considerably
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"- "'" dmp|er than if it wom[d have to hgndle the full chamber at one time, and that the
wires are easily accessible dur_nS the strinKins process.

The system adopted is very closely modell_-d after one developed by RJchardo De

Salvo et. al. for the wirin8 of the CLEO upgrade central drift chamber ([ 24 ] ) The
-...-..- ...... basic idea of this system is to put the chamber vertical and to drop the wires through

the chamber rather than to pull them along horizontally as in more conventional
• • approaches.

At least two people are needed to string a wire in this scheme. One operates from

the top of the chamber, the other from below the setup. The wire is kept on a spool
which is driven by an electric motor suspended above the chamber. A metallic needle

"is connected to the wire and is threaded into the chamber. As the motor unwinds the

wire the needle drops through the chamber. At the bottom a little permanent magnet
is put through the feedthroush hole into the chamber. The needle is being attracted
to the ma_aet and. if everything goes well, connects to it. An electrical circuit is

c]med by this contact and the motor stops abruptly. The needle and the magnet
together are than fed through the bottom feedthrough by manually manipulating th_

-motor.

Once the wire is fed through the chamber an additional foot or so is unwound

. from the spool to make sure that any part of the wire which might have been handled
during the wir_mgprocess is not inside the chamber. The crimp pins are threaded
onto the wire at the top and the bottom, pressed into their respective holes in the
end p]ug5 and the top pin is crimped. A weight is attached to the wire ai the bottom

" and the second pin is crimped. Each wire is visually inspected for kinks or other
irregularities before the next wire is started. After a module is completely wired all
pins are recrimped at the ends with a "supercrimp". This is been done using a special

. crimp tool in order to clamp clown on the end of the wire and avoid slippage.

Although in theory two people are able to operated the system, in practice three
persons were usually involved. One person would work on the top of the chamber,
one person sit below, and the third person would control the dropping down of the
wire and inspect it after each operation.

Using this system and after some training it took about 60 seconds to completely
string one wire, or rough.ty 2 hosu's i'or one complete module.

Fig. [28] shows a simplified _wing of the wiring stand. The oval objects at
the side of the module are Helmholtz coils which were used to measure the tension of

the wires after the stringing.

After the wiring was done, the wires were subjected to a period of over tension.
The top p_te of the wiring stand was moved away from the module to increase the
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tension bF about 10% fm a couple of minutes. This was done to Rnd any crimp pins
" who did not properly clamp on to the wire, and which later miKht start slippins.

After the over tension was relieved, the tension on the wires was measured. For

, this an PC based system was constructed (see i 25 ] for a detailed description). A

• masnetic-field is applied perpendicular to the wires and a current pulse is injected.
The wire is deflected due to the resultln$ force and, after the pulse switches of, wi_'l]

vibrate at its natural frequency

• (5-I)
21_ +1

where m is the mass of the wire, I the free lensth and T the Tension in the wire.

Since the masnetic _eld is still switched on a current is induced in the wire with the

. . frequency of the vibration. This current is disitized usins a CAMAC based A to D
converter, and read out by an IBM PC. A hat fourier trusform is performed on the
trace and the peak is found. The position of the peak in the fourier spectrum is the
elsen frequency oi"the pulsed wire and is, accordins to Eq.(5- I), directly related to
the tension of the wire. Fis. [29] shows the measured distributions for wire tensions
in sense wires and in potential wires respectively. These measurements were made 3

+

,+ +++.i.
-,, • Ip +'I.
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-/ Ffsure 29 . Distribution of the measuredwire tensions in the sense and potential wires. The
nominalsense wire tension is 80 S, the nominal potential wire tension 600 S

months after the actual wiring of the chamber, after all modules had been installed

in the CDC shell for a number o/' weeks. No slipped wire was found. The sUghtly
asymmetrical shape of the distributions, in particular the potential wire one, indicates

that some very limite:i slippage might have occurred immediately at'ter the crimping,
. possibly in the period between the normal crimping and the super crimping. Howe_'er

the amount o/' sl|ppzge is very srna/l around 7%. During the wirinK any wire who

deviated from the nominal tension by more than 5% was replaced. On the average
' this had to be done to about ! wire per module. Once the modules passed the tension

test the end plugs were released onto the G10 end plates and the module was removed

from the wiring stand. They were stored in this state of reduced wire tension to avoid
damage to the plastic shelves.

5.B. Assembly of the chamber

Once _l the modules are assembled, wired and tested, they are ready to be

inserted ires0 the outer shell. For this, the endplate on the side of the preamps is
mou_ted. -The chamber is turned vertical, with the endplate at the bottom, and
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the inner cylinder inserted and bolted to the endplate. Now the modules are inserted
from the top one after the other and engased into the lower endplate. However at this

point they are not yet i'uliy pushed into the holes, but rest ]ishtly on the "O"-ring. As
modules are being added the connections to neighbour modules are made. Once the
ring of modules is closed the top endplate is carefully lowered onto the chamber. It
will first engage with the standoff bolts from the drum, which positions the endplate

'.i with respect to the chamber. Then the 4 screws on each end plug will engage and
! key in each module to the endplate. They are now sitting completely to one side in
' the drum, with the "O" rings on all plugs not seated properly. Next each module is

. pushed up from the bottom until the modules is 0.2" away from the top endplzte.
This pushing is done in two steps, first about half the distance, then completely, so
as to not stress the inter module connections more than necessary. At this point all

"O"-rings are engased in their respective holes and the top plate is bolted down. The
pul]ing screws are inserted and the modules are Kxed in this position.

The final step in the assembly of the chamber is the pullin8 out of the end plugs
to their final position flush with the AI- endplate. Once this is clone the whole wire
tension is supported by the AI. drum, while the module only has to support its

own weight. At this point the chamber is ready for mountin$ the electronics and
• connecting the HV systems.

!

0. I •
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6. The D_ central drift chamber: Delay lines

6.1. IntrQdaet/on

A drift cha_nber as the DO cham'c_eTeasiI.v measures the I._ coordinates of a track,
but not the z.coordJnate along the sense wire. Different methods for doing this exist.
One method, used for example in the MARK II upgrade chamber ! 26 ] is to use

stereo layers for z-measurement. A set of sense wires is strung at an ankle to the
direction of the beam and allows together with the "normal" wires the reconstruction
"of the z-position of the track. Rather common is the use of charge division for
the third coordinate. By reading out the signal on both sides of the sense wire,
and by recording the pulse area in addition to the timing the z-coordinate cam be

i calculated as essentially the ratio of the pulse heights. This method works best if
resistive _-_Tesare used for the anode. The method chosen for the DO central and

i'orward/backward drift chambers is the readout of the third coordinate with delay
lines. Here a long thin coil is run parallel to the sense wire and picks up the signal
from the avalanche. The induced signal will start to propagate towards both sides
on the delay line. By measuring the time on both sides the z-coordinate can be

• ;.

calculated. Delay lines offer some advantages over charge division, mostly in that
they offer intrinsically a better z-resolution and pattern recognition power, however
they introduce considerable material in the dexector, need space next to the sense
wires and complicate the cons',ruction of the chamber. Few experiment besides DO so

far has used delay lines for third coordinate readout, in a drih chamber on a large scale
-- • r 28 " The use of delay lines{ 2T j, but other groups have done tests of such systems: L

__ for third coordinate readout should not be confused with its use as a multiple.xin&
.... device in proportional chambers (see e.g. i 29 ]).

Jn the following chapter the basics of the operation of delay lines and their ad-
vantages, _heir d]sadv'_n_ages and the implementation in the case oi"the DO chamber
will be discussed.

6.2. Principles of Operation of Delay Lines

The delay lines used for position readout are essentially long and thin coils. They
consist of a wound conductor, usually thin copper wire, and a ground return. The

ground may be either on the outside of the line (this is e.g. the case for the lines
of the CCOR group described in Ref. [I]) or in the inside of the line. This system

._ forms electrically a transmission line with some distributed inductance, capacitance

83
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......----.

" a) general circuit b) realistic circuit representation

R L
1 L

00Tllll,00o

x x.dx x x+dx

Figure 30 . Network representations t'ora delay line: a)seneral circuit b) realistic cizcuit.
. " L=lnductance, C=Capacituce winding-core,R=ohmic resistance of the wire, Co= Capacitancebetweenneighbourwindings

and resistance. A pc ,ced on the line will travel down the line with a fixed

velocity which is typicaJa,, much slower than the speed of light.
Fig. [30] shows a generalized network with two complex resistances, one in

series, the other in parallel. Z_ is called the Impedance, 1/Z_ the admittance of the

•. system. The_dia_'am represents an infinitesimal lengsh dz of the line. Applying the
laws ot:'Ki_chhoff yields the following equations:

dV
_- = -z,(_,,,)1
dl

= -YC/,,,)v(=) (o- 1)
1

where ]" = --

Taking the derivative with respect to x of both equations and replacing the single

,.,

. j.,. . .

1. ,- < -4"., .
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x-derivatives one finds:

d2l
_-----_= Z(i,,,)YCi,,,)zC=)
_-'u (6- 2)
d--'-_.= Z(_)Y'Ciw)U(z )

The genera] solution to this differentia] equation is:

v'(=.i..,)= .4ev(_)"+ Be-_(_)" (6-3)

F|g. [30!shows a realistic replacement circuit for a delay line. A piece of length clx
of the line will have a certain characteristic impedance _d ohmic resistance and a

certain capacitance to ground. In addition this piece dx xvill capacitively couple to the
next section dg through the capacitance Co. Since dielectric media are not perfect,

. there will be some losses to ground, described by the shunt conductivity G.

Using the generalized expressions for Z and _ derived above one finds:

z(_..)= ;,,,.z---(_ + _) R

a-.,=_L (1+ ,---_) (6-6)
- -- (1 + _) )I/2

" "/(ioa) =/_'¢'/'C((1 + _---_7)(1- _2C-o£ (1 + &j

For _fie ease of ]iwL 1 > R and liwCt > G (low loss approximation) one finds after
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some edgebra:

---- 1 R G

J

---- l R G
T = v'_c _. (_+ ( _ )2)

;t r-- 2(1 -w2CoL)l/2 8-_ L" F (6- 7)

I " ReZ=_/_ 1 1 R G 2' ,v 2C1_,,,,2_z)_/2(J_ s-"__(7 +F) )
ImZ=/-L I i G R

° VC 2(1- _']CeL) 1/2 2_ (C - L')

As long as w2CeL is smedl compared to I both the toted delay time T and the real part
of the impedance do not depend explicitly strongly on the frequency. Only indirectly
via a possible frequency dependance of L or C will either one change. For ,:2Ce£ < I

! no wave propagation is possible any more. An interesting specied case i_ R/L - G/C.
- In this case T = v/LC/2(1 -w2CoL) 1/2 and the phase shift is proportional to w. A

transmission line with these properties is called a Heavyside cable.
, ..

:o,

8.3. Measuring z with Delay Lines

As pointed out in the introduction a delay line operates on a pulse induced from

• the sense wire. As the charge is accumulated on the sense wire a charge of opposite
, _ sign is induced on the delay line and starts traveling toward the end of the line. The
! signed is read out at both ends and timed with respect to the time of arrived of the

• electrons, on the sense wire. In principle this method can edso be used directly on
the sense, wire signed, but since the velocity v of the delay line is smedl compared to
the velocity of propagation on a sense wire it is possible to measure the position of
the pulse &long the line more accurately that it cax_ be done for a sense wire. The

difference of those two times is proportional to the z-position edong the line:

tl =_+t_

t, = t. + _ (e- 8)

where t_, t, and t_ denote the time for the signal to reach the left side of the delay
line, the right side of the delay line and the drift time of the electrons, respectively.
The sum of the ]eft and the right time ought to be constant and equed to the total
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", delay time T:
T= t_ +t,

= tx + t_ - 2td (6 - 9)

The z position measured in a syste_ where z=0 in the middle of the Hne is then given
"' by:

1

' 1 (6-
= - t.)

For the z-position the dependance on the drift time cancels. An important question
" is how one knows which left and which right times belong to the same pulse. This

is obvious if there is only one track in the chamber and therefore only one signal on
the delay line. If however more than one avaJanche arrives during a period of the
order of the toraJ delay time of the delay line, some confusion can arise. Eq.(6-
9) allows in many cases to disentangle the different contributions. By requiring that
after correcting for drift times left and right times add up to the total delay time
of the line all but those signals which overlap in drift or overlap on the line can
be resolved. F_g. 131] illustrates the different possibilities. Shown is an area in

: - the chamber, with d the direction of drift and z the coordinate along the delay line.
(0.0) in this plot is the actual position of a track in the chamber. A second track

may lie anywhere in the ...%d._: space limited only by the physical dimensions of the
chamber. If the track lies outside of either strips, both signals on both sides of the
delay line can be resolved. An unambiguous determination of z is possible. If the

.__ track falls within one of the strips, but outside of the central diamond, the signals
can be differentiated on one side of the line, but not on the other. In this case the

reconstruction of the two tracks is still possible, but at the cost of a somewhat larger
" calculatiou anderror. If the second track lies within the central diamond, both pulses

on either side overlap mad no reconstruction is possible. This plot was made using
a drift velocity of 40/_m/nj and a delay line velocity of 0.24cm/nJ. It was assumed
that two pulses can be distinguished if they _xreseparated by 50 ns. This corresponds
to a double track resolution of 2 mm in drift and 12 cm in z.

The cases in which pulses partiaJly overlap wazraat some special attention. In
the following only the case of two tracks in one cell will be discussed. More than

two tracks can be treau.-d essentially iu the same manner, the results however will be
somewh&t more complicated.

The 6rst. nontriviiJ-'c_e is the one, where both delay lines are separated and
both pulses overlap in drift. Since the determination of z does not depend on the
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F|Kure $1 . Areas of overlap on the dela_ line t'or two tracks in the chamber. The first track lles
at _,0 in this plot, the seconda distance Ad Az away. If it falls in one of the strips one aide on the
line will overlap;it it falls into the diamond shaped area in the center both sides will overlap

knowledge of the drift time, this is no problem for calculating the z-coordinate. For
the track with the shorter drift time, a full 3D point can be calc_ated, for the second

..

track, only z will be known with normal precision.

The second possibility is that the signals measured on one side of the delay line
overlap, but are separated on the other side and that the drift times for the two tracks

are separated. In this case, the fact that the sum of the ]eft and the right delay times
have to be equal to the total delay time of the line allows to disentangle the two tracks.
On the side on which the signals overlap the time of the first arriving p_Ise can be
measured. By pairing this with both of the drift times, computing the resulting sums
and requiring that they add up to the total delay time, it can be decided, whichtime

on the other side of the delay line belongs to the same pulse. One then knows, which
- • drift time pairs up with the other track, and using the measured delay time on the

non overlapping side, can calc_late the z-coordinate of this track as we]]. However

b_cause one needs to use explicitly the total delay time md the drift time this position
will be somewhat less precise. -----

If the delay line p_ses overlap on one side and both drift pulses overlap, onl_. one

... .t • .

e*PJ s. ,. , " /".'" '

;,_.._,; ..,." _ • ,,.,_._..,-,'.
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Description measured Az _. ,

drift & delaypuLse.s _,t., f_, ½¢(_, _.,) (_-_¢1",2 +
resolved

lay resolved 2 "
delay ov]ps, on one _i,t,l,l,K,T _u(t_1 -- t,l) ¢r_,.o
side, drift resolved 1 -L,.+
Drift overlaps, de- tdz,h_ t.L T no individual re- _. _2, _ 2 tl,a,t_

lay overlaps on ei- construction pos-
.ther side sible

" Table 1.

Measurable variables and expected resolution for two tracks seen by the delay line in one ceil de-
pendint on whether all or oniv some of the four possible pulses can be resol_ed. A subscript "i_
means, that for this variable all possible m.easurements can be done. "I.", tha_ the earliest srriv!n_
pulse can be measured, etc.. To simp|if¢ tl_e table, it has been assumed, that tlle timing resolution

.for delay lines and sense wires is equal."

._, z-position can be determined. As before the early arriving track car,_be measured
in drift. Follow'ins the procedure outlined for the second case, z can be calculated

for zhis one (this is possible, because the pulse which arrives firs_ in drift is also the
- one which will arrive first on the delay Line side. where the pulses separate). For the• ..*

second track, the z determination will be less precise, since the drift time is known

only to within 1 cr__,._,.

The last and worst case is the one, where both drift and delay line pulses overlap.
Here not too much can be done. No statement is possible about which pulse pairs

up with which.-The z-position and the drift pos/tioa ca_ be determined oa/y as
an averaged position between the t_o t:acks with a_n error compargble to the 2-

. -. track resolution in both drift and delay: Onh.. "if _.he tracks separate later in the
chamber some degree o/"coordinate determination can be achieved by fitting a track
and minimizing its X_. Table 1:.summarizes the di_ereat eases.

As one c_n see, ;n most cases the _ra_ position can be reconstructed with good
accuracy. Nearly a_ways same pa_. af the information can be recovered and used to
arrive at some mez.sarmea_ o[ the :..9osition of the track. According to table 1. only

in the case _here hc_h _'.hedelay.line" pulses and the sense wire pulses can not be
separg_ed, s :_i_e.ab|e de_.,-riora_tionof the resolution takes place. Even in the third
_.-_se, where the delay line pulses overlap on one side, one track can be measured

. ,
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with normal accuracy, the other one with somewhat smaller precision (typically for
Gr---2 rant for the line, the second track would be determined with a _ of 3.5 ram).

The possibility to retrieve information on tracks with partially concealed infor-
mation is one of the strong points in favor of delay lines. Charge division e.g. does
not offer this possibility. In a system with charge division the sense wires are made
from a resistive wire. The charge of the avalanche splits up between both sides of the

' wire. The measured charge depends on the distance traveled. If one measures the
signal on both sides, the z-position can be determined as essentially the ratio of the

I two pulses [ 30 ]:

Q2 (6- 11)
zl= l q_+ q2

. where QI, Q2 are the measured charges on either side and l the length of the wire.
This formula is only correct for parts of the wire away from the immediate end. For
single tracks accuracies of around 1% of the wire have been obtained.

The only measurable quantity here is the charge detected on both sides. If more
than one track overlaps, it is impossible to tell the difl'ezent contributions apart. Other
thaninthecaseofdelaylinesno additionalconstraintsexistwhich would allowthe

disentanglingofthetwo ormore tracks.

i Another possibility to measure the z-coordinate along the wire is the installation
of %tereo layers" in the chamber. Stereo layers are sets of sense wires which are strung
at an angle to the normal sense wire. In a colUder environment with a cylindrical
drift chamber like in D(2)the stereo angle has to be kept small, if one doesn't want to
separate stereo and non stereo layers by a thick deazl region. The achievable resolution

in z degrades like 1/8in(6) with the stereo angle. At practical angles of less than 5°
this translates into a resolution of the order of cm.

Delay lines on the other hand allow resolutions of better than 0.2% of the line
length. The drawback is that o.le has to introduce a rather large amount of material
into the chamber and that one has to find a suitable way of mounting and supporting
the lines parallel to the sense wires.

e.4. The 'Stony Brook' Delay lines

In table 2. a number ot"different delay lines are compa:ed. # 1 and # 2 are
early D_ prototypes, # 3 is a line built for the CCOR experiment, # 4 and # 5 are

late designs showing the eventually _dopted geometry but from somewhat opposite
design philosophies.

Fig. [32] shows the attenuation for lines #1,3,4 and 5..It is interesting to note,
that the cutoff frequency (the frequency, at which the signal is atten_Lted to half the

o ,
4 _,.0

.'.' _t'.*_k .

i",tl, qr_. k ,_'. •
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j. ,o
Line l turns L C Z v _ ul/:

# cm c.m-I _H/cm pF/cm f/ cm/ns MHz

1 48 167 6.88 18.63 540 0.096 10.4 10.5
2 4,4.4 152 9.68 10.36 1090 0.110 9.53 7.24
3 I47 80 1.39 4.49 558 0.455 5.4 -
4 132 66 5.4" 18.9 285 0.18 18.0 14..

5 180 267 8.928 2.576 1530 0.235 32 20
I

Chasaeterisd,: properties of a number of different delay line designs.
I bmdmting core, 2/'1000" thick copper ground plate, $/I000 n K&ptondielectric, 2.4/I000" DIA.

cu-,,'ire.
2 Same as #I, except that the dielectric is 15/1000" thick
;_ fiat insulating core 2.5x 0.8 mm Vetronite, wire wound on core, Cu.vetronite strip glued to the

outside of the line on one side as ground strip (CCOR collaboration)
4 1/16" C-fiber-epoxy core. 5/1000" heat shrink tubing as dielectric, 0.006"Cu wire

•" $ 1/16" c-fiber-epoxy core. 16/1000" Teflon dielectric, 0.0015" Cu wire
Line # 5 is of the final design.

Cuttoff frequency is defined as the frequency, at which a pure sin-wave gets attenuated to half
" its amplitude normalized to a IkHz signed. Capacitance and Inductance have been measured at a

frequency of IC kHz. Rise times are measured from 10% to 90% of the signal.
"For this line no direct measurement of the inductance was available. The cited value was cedcu]ated
from the measured capacitance and impedar_ces Z = Z:C

Table 2.

value at IkHz) israthersimilarforallthe linesand seems to be weakly correlatedto
" ....the number of turnson the line.

A rather good figure of merit for a delay line is the ratio del-y time over rise
time. This measures essentially the dispersion in the line and therefore the ability of

the llne, to propagate a short pulse without distortions. This is important, because

• short pulse allows a more precise measurement of its timing. This also allows a

harder shaping of the tail of the pulse, thereby making it possible to shorten the

pulse more and improve the double track resolution. Ideally the Line has a small

enoush dispersion and attenuation so that the pulse shape is dominated by the shape

of the pulse on the inducing sense wire, rather than by the properties of the I_ne itself.

If this ideal is reached, the pulse sheLpe will not vary as a function of position along

the line and thereby ghe accuracy, oi" measuring z will not depend on z. The delay

time over rise time ra,tio is significantly better for the last two lines in the table, with
line _-.5beht_ by far the best.
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"." Fiwure 82 . Attenuation as a function of frequency normalised to the attenuation at I Ells fordi_'eren¢delay lines

The main difi'erence is the use of a cubon fiber rod as the core in lines _4 and #5.
. • The carbon fiber rod is made oi"fibers running lengthwise in an epoxy matrix. Each

_ individual fiber is conductive, but insulated from its neighbour s by the epoxy. This

produces 8 core material which has a low lon_tudina].resistance, but a high transverse
one. (The use of Carbon fiber rods as cores for delay lines was first suueste d by Mark

" Strovink, Berkeley).

Lines 4 and 5 are made with somewhat opposite design philosophies in mind. No.

4 arrest's the capa.citance in the fine, thereby achier-ins a line with a low s eed an
low zmpedance. Line no. 5 has a com .... ....._,_ __ . ... . . p d
ca acitan _ . .__ .-- s_-_,,-vcsy mucn mgner Inductance and lower

P ce. The result ss a li,c w_th low speed .and very. high impedance. Both lines

u_ the carbon fiber core, and get good delay tame over rise time ratios. The m'
difFerence.between them Is the use of a thick Tefion * dielectric In line #5. mn .

. . The hlgh impedance line is the favorable design. Frequency res onse and 2]are better. P _/Tm

There are however some problems with choosing a high impedance design. It is..---.-....__

• Talon is 8 trademark of the DuPont Company, Delaware -___..

• . . "_" __._
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- " "" not easy-to extract .a charge from a system with an impedance of more than lkfl.
Typical preamp designs have input impedances of the order of 100ft. These different
impedances wiil have to be matched. The simplest solution is to put a resistor in
series with the preamp _1tpu_so, _hat this resistor and the input impedance of the

presmp add up to the total impedance of the line. Now however the signal seen by
the preamp is only 100/1500 of the signal on the line. In addition a series resistor

represents a source of noise. The rum equivalent noise per H, -1/2 is given by

o

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature in Kelvin and Rs the value of

t}_e effective series resistance of the system [ 31 ].

An alternative method for readout has been proposed by V. Radeka [-1]. Instead
of using a real resistor to terminate the Line, a capacitor in a feedback circuit can be
used. This simulates a resistor without introducing the noise due to a real "warm"
one. This method is called "cold termination". Theoretically the noise can be reduced
by ----

n2go, /h
r/! - _ [I+2_) (6-13)

For Z = 1500fl and R_ = 1001"1this improves the signal to noise ratio by a factor 4.1.
Fig. [33_ shows the circuits for the two possibilities. Although the cold termination
promises a sizable improvement of the signal to noise ratio, for the DO chamber the
easier way of using the same amplifier as on the sense wires was chosen. The main

reason for this decision was the availability of a integrated charge sensitive amplifier,
while for cold termination an equivalent circuit would have had to be developed. For
a future upgrade of the chamber however this option is being explored.

6.5. Production of the Delay lines

In order to produce the 256 delay lines needed in the central drift cham_ er with

consistent quality a machine was designed and built, which would accomplish this
task. The machine condos of two main components: A system which moves the core
of the delay line linearly upwards, and a winding head, which rotates around the core
and winds the wire on it. The goa_ of the machine is to wind the wire on the core

w;.th constant tension amd to lay t-very wire immediately next to the one before.

The basic idea zf the delay line winder is that the core is slowly moved with

r,:spect to the winding head, but does not rotate. The head spins around the core
and lays the wire, hut does not move linearly. The g'hole system is mounted vertical

.....
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• m_m,d

• air -- Np ' D_ay Lima |.......
amll,lUlm ldeQ/mll_ll_

c reodbuk . 8tmm c feNtmek

/oo0o,ooooo,o0oo00" amt ki_

tdm_w_utm
" _ aml_tam,

:" Fill_re #3. C|rcu/t diallrsms for a) warm termination b)cold 'termination of delay lines

with the core moving up in order to minimize problems due to gaging o/' lhe coreetc..

-. The Linearupwards movement of the core is split into two tasks: a rough posi.
t/on/n8 of the core within a few mm to the right height and a _ne correction of the

• . core position to follow any var/atlons in wire thickness etc. A Unear actuator [ 32 ]
is coupled to the motor which spins the winding heads and pulls a ]ever arm system
slowly apwards. The speed is set such that l'orevery,revolution of the winding head
the ]ever arm moves up by approx, the thickness of the w/re. The core o/' the line to
be wound is fixed to one side of the lever arm (see Fig. 134] ). The other side of
the arm is balanced by a weight which, as the line becomes longer and more wire is

wound onto it, is continuously adjusted as to nearly balance the weight of the delay
llne. There is always a small remaining weight which pushes down on the fine. As

. . the winding head lays another turn of the wire on the core, the line itself constantly
pushes down on the wire and makes sure that no spaces are left between the old and
the new windings. In other words, as s new turn of the wire is laid, the wire itself
pushes the line up byjust the correct amount. The lever arm system makes sure that

the push of the Hne on the wire is small and remains constant over the whole winding
..
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:: " F|Bus'e 84 . The delay line windingmachine(not to scale)• •

"--......

• . The'w/nding head is responsible for laying the wire down onto the core with a

constant ten,don. For this a mechanical feedback system is insta/led which regulates

" the tension. Fig. [3,q] shows a drawing of the winding head. The core passes through
the center of the plate. The coil with the wire sits in the center of the system, with

• _ .. the line p.a_g through its center. The w/re is guided through a system of wheels
from !he coil onto the brake arm (1) and.then over the guide wheel (2) onto the core.
A spnns presses the brake arm on the wire coil. Only if there is tension on the wire
will this brake be released. An adjustmem mechanism ('3) allows the tension to beset to the desired value.

l_mngthismachine aboat 300

densJt.v,ot wiadJngson the core as delay fines were produced. Fig. [36]. shows themeasured during the windin s o/' the lines for 244

delay lines. Both a scatter plot relating the density o/' the w/ndings to the serial
numl_wr and thereby the production sequence and a d|str]butlon o/' the densities are

_ -_ -shown. At around line # 280 there is a clear change and the spread becomes much
larger. The reasons l'or this are not completely known, it does however coincide with
a change o/' operator of the machine.
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used• More details about the system can be gotten from r_33 ]. Here only the results

of T,he calibration shall be discussed.

• FIg. [38] shows the deviations £rom a perfectly linear line, measured in ram.
" "Two thinks should be noted: the deviations appear to be systematic, not randomly

, scattered around the meu, and they are within one sisma of the line resolution. It is
therefore sensible to correct each delay line time u a function of z and try to improve

the resolution, but for maa_y applications a reasonable z determination is possible by

usins the average velocity.

In FiK. [39] shows a plot of the measured delay line ve]ocities from the calibra-
tion. li' one compares this with Fis. [37], it is inter.stinK to note that both scatter

plots have a "spj]ce_' sowards smaller ve/ociLies / J_ser windins densities at around
the same Aerial number 290. This ndsht indicates 'tEat the observed deviations from

the constant delay Hue _w.Jotity a,:tuaJ/y are caused by the nonuniform densities of

windinss, h _e_t/te statemettt ]sow.vet is dii_icu]t.

Fig. ,]40_ shows _he e_'ects o/"the inhomoseneities on the overall performance o/"
the Hues. I( one does not take Lhe local variations oi"the velocities into account,but
on].v ..cs the xverase individual velocities, the resulti_ resi_luaJ distribution has a
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Figure 37. System to calibrate the delay lines

sigma of I.I ram. This is about half the quoted sigma for the fines. For most purposes
this is probably good enough and a deterioration of the line resolution from e.g. 2.5to 2.75 mm wi/] not be noticeable.

To summarize it has been shown that delay fines can be wound consistently with
_ the density of windings constant on the 3 % level (270.7cm -1 :[:2.4%). The measured

i variations in average velocity m/ght be due in part to variations in winding density.
Within one Line the velocity varies ]oca/]y in a not random manner. By measuring the

• velocity for 16 points along the line a individual line calibration is poss/ble. However

the average dev/ation from the straight line fit is of the order of (I/2)_ o/"the intrinsicposition resolution.
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T. The IX_ central Drift chamber: Electronics

In this chapter a brief description of the complete electronic chain starzin S at the .
sense wires/delay fines and ending with the reading of the data into the computer is
Oven. It is meant only to give an overview of the electronics involved, not to provide

an in depth explanation of every component. For more detail a number of engineering
notes exist i 34 ], [ 35 ], [ 36 ], [ 37 ].

Fig. 141] shows a genera] layout of the central trac]dng electronics chain. Analog
signals go through three stages: after the preamp they are amplified and shaped in
the shaper amplifier, then sent to the analog part of the FADC, where they are once
more amplified and, using a specia] bilinear amplifier, compressed to an 8 bit total
dynamic range. After this the signals are digitized. They are compressed by removing
those parts of the traces which are only base Lines, and sent out to the #Vax data
acquisition system.

T.1. The Preamp
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Figure 42 • Schematicof the FujitsuMB43458chargesensitivepreamplifier

A special hybrid was developed for the D_ central tracking detectors with 8
, channels of charge sensitive preamps, test pulse inputs and spark protection. The

preamp is based on the Fujitsu MB43458 chip, a 4 channel charge sensitive pream-
p]ifier. Fig. [42I. shows a schematic of one channel oi"this chip. This amplifier hu
a common base input stage followed by a two stage emitter follower. If a negative

" current arrives at the input, the current through the collector of the input transistor
will increase by the same amount. This in turn drops the potential at the base of the
first transistor of the emitter follower by A _; - R,. AX. for times large compared to

the input time constant given by the 15kfl resistor and the tots] capacitance of the
collector to ground. , '

The two emitter followers simply act as a driver for the output Une with a voltage
swing of A_. The input current pu|se _,T_ is converted into an output voltage swing

T: = P_, A/.. The input impedance of the amplifier is 150 fl . A low input
impedance _ achieved by using the common base input stage. It is important for

- -, fas_ current pulses as expected from the drift chamber. The input of the device is

protected by two diodes against large signals.

One Fujitsu chip has four of these preamps integrated into a small surface mount
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package. Two of these chips are combined to a hybrid amplifier with eight channels.
In addition to the built in protection circuits additional protection diodes and a
small series resistor have been added to the input for further protection. In this
configuration with an 50 I"lresistor in series the circuit survived sparking from a 2kV0

•." source through a 470pF capactitor.mmmw,

T_. 7.2. The Shaper
r-

k,

• " The shaper is based on a crate with a VME bus. The crate is used to monitor

the shaper board remotely and for controlling and setting th,.- test pulse distribution.
For this purpose the 32 channels of shaping amplifier on one board are divided into

" 4 quadrants, each of which can be addressed individually.

The shaper has two functions: it provides an amplification of the signal by a
factor variable between 2 and 80, and it can be used to shape the pulses from the

. chamber. Two zero pole filters mounted on headers in the amplifier allow the users
to adjust the shaping function to their particular needs. For the CDC the main use

: of this is to cut off the long tails of the sense wire pulses due to the ion drift. The aim

:' istoproducea nearlysymmetricalsignaltoimprovethedoubletrackresolution.In

Fig.[43] a simplifiedlayoutoftheshapercardisshown.An inputnetworksupplies

impeda_acematchingbetweenthecablesand theamplifier,and decouplestheground

oftheshaperfrom thecablegroundviaa couplingtransformer.The amplificationis

doneinthreestages.The firstand thelaststagearedone by,differentialamplifiers

equippedwithone polezerofiltereachforpulseshaping.The intermediatestageis
a singleended amplifier.An RC networkforcompensationoflossesand distortions

inthecableislocatedhere.Both zeropolefilters,thecablecompensationnetwork

and theinputnetworkaremounted on a removableheader.Thisway a tuningofthe

parameterforthe needsofthespecificchanneliseasy.Inthefinalexperimentthe

shaperswillbe mounted underneaththe detectoron theso calledplatform.They

willnotbe accessibleunder normalrunningconditions.Specialcarehas beentaken

todesignthem reliable.A specialcardintheshapercrateprovidesa programmable

testpulsesystem,which iscontrolledby a 1553bus interfacedtothetokenringto
themain controlroom.
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Circuit I
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, : Parometera ' YM£ interface ,,'
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• Control
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Digital
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rAOC

from Army I
Trigger Irlrmt LO_I

ann Memory Loglo [" 1lining
Card

• l
Cloak and TTrnlng Logic: ,

N., d

:.. " Fisure 44 . Layout of the FADC card.

a total dynamic range of 9.5 bit, with reduced accuracy for the top part. Fig. [46j

is a plot of the transfer function for the buffer amplifier. Above an input voltage
of 0.129 V the output is compressed by & factor II, expanding the range of possible

inputs without saturating the output by a fa_:tor 3. After the amplification stage the -
offset of the output can be set via a control voltage.

Both- control voltages, the gain and the offset or pedesta2, are controlled _'ia 8 bit

DAC's. They are set by parameters sent to the crate via the token ring connectionto the'data acquisition system.

Signals from the buffers _e digitized in the FADC's. These are 100MHz 8 bit

chips manufactured by SONY. They have _n input range of 2 V. From the FADC

the digitized signal is read into a first level fast memory. If a trigger arrives in time

and declares the signal a good signal, the digitization cycle is stopped gad the data

. . in the fast memory Lre not overwritten. They Lre read into a specia/chip, the I_

zero suppress chip. The data are fed into a 8 bit wide 9 stages deep pipeline. As
they are clocked down the pipeline they are compared to a number of levels for the

absolute value nJad the difference between adjacent vLlues. 4 thresholds _T1 to T4)

and 3 slopes (differences, S 1 to $3)) can be set from the outside indlvidual]y_for-eveL_ _
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Figure 45. Simplifiedschematicsof the bufferamplifier

channel. The purpose of this chip is to find those areas in the data which are real
pulses, and to eliminate all those where ordy base lines were measured. The exact
conditions are as follows:

Let/_ be the [- th data word, D,-/_-/_-a. Six internal flags are set:

•" _ cz = (__, > Tz). (__, > Tz), (_ > Tz)
C2 = (__, >_.T2). (__, _>T2)• (_ _>T2)

.... , ""

c3 = (__, < T3). (__, < T3). (_ < y3) . :_,.._
(7,4 = (1_., < T4). (l_.a < T4). (a < T4) .,:.,:;._.:._

c5= (z__,> sz). (D,> sz) ._._,,:,'__
C6- ($2 < D_.t < $3),, ($2 < D, < $3) ":"':':

The lezdin_ edge m_d the tr_ilin 8 edge are then defined by the following two relations:

I,E = C1 . C5 + C2 .,,._...._...:_.._

. TE -'- C3 . C6 + C4 ,.. .

...... Only those data words which fall within a leading and a trailing edge are read out
. _ .
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from the pipeline. They _e stacked from 8 to 16 bit and sent out onto the 16 bit

data path. The data cable will sent the data ms 32 bit words to the

T.4. Conclusions

A complete data readout system for the DI2) detector has been designed and

implemented at Fermilab. This system provides a fast and very flexible means of
reading out information and digitizing them. A wide range ot"input signals sizes can
be accommodated. A prototype version of this system was used at Fermilab for some
time under realistic data taking conditions and performed satisfactorily.



8. The Electrostatics Program

8.1. Introduction

An important part of the design of the cent_ drift chamber was played by a

program that simulates the electrostatics of the chamber. This program - a more
detailed description of which wiU follow- calculates the drift paths of electrons given a

specific cell geometry and re|ated quantities like drift time,potential etc.. In addition
it allows the approximate calculation of induced pulses on wires a_d thereby the
calculation of crosstalk and delay line pulses.

The information extracted from this program was used to explore the behaviour
of the chamber under various operating conditions.

The goal of this study was to find a cell geometry, which, given the mechanical
limitations imposed by the general design, allowed

- to find the potential distribution in the chamber that produces the best field
con_guration.

" - to minimize the time dispersion.

- to find the oplimal position of sense- and potential wires and the optimal number
of potential wires so that crosstalk is minimized while disturbing the field as little
as possible.

- tomaximizethepulseinduceon the delay"linewhileminimizingthecrosstalk
from the next neighbour sense wire.

- Io minimize the electrostatic deflection of the wires.

The results ob, ained from the program were, wherever possible, compared to direct
measurements on test cells or prototypes of the final detector. .

In the following chaplet the program wiU be discassed briefly. Then results from
calculations will be presented and compared to experimentL1 results.

8.2. The "Drift" Pt_rmm
.,

The program used _o do th_ _bove outlined calculations is based on one written

by Jerry Vav'ra, SLAC [ 38 ]. Tb,e underlying theory was first formulated by Erskine,
--.__CERN [ 39 ]. Other e_thors have written similar programs: [ 40 ], [ 41 ], [ 42 ]. The

basic idea is to simulate a drift cell by an array of wires, which are infinitely long
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_."::" Program_,:. _ _ L,_..__ _

.... _':,:'::_. The fieldinthe chamber isthencomputed by superpositionof

_:',_i:!":' ' wires. This system was developed for chambers made up
' works quite well for chambers like the DO drift chamber,

_. ' with nearly continuous potential distributions everywhere but

. _ ;,assuming that no charge is deposited on the insulating surfaces

T_ _I- ,_f a single wire with radius rw and charge per unit length _ is
! E = 8_r_oQ r for r > rw (8- I)

• where r is the distance from the center of the wire (_ the unit vector in the radialdirection).

The potential outside the wire is

- V= - Edr
• . .

I _ In r (8 - 2)=_-__ __ +_
2Teo " r.

Since under normal conditions the potentials on the wires, but not the charges are
. known, the first step in the chamber simuJ&tion is to calculate the charges . Once

:. the charges are known, Eq.(8- 1) and Eq.(8- 2) can be used to calculate the field
and potential at every point in the chamber by simple superposition of the individualwire contributions.

, Given an array of n wires at known but possibly different potentials, the charges
O.iare connected to the potentials via the capacitance matrix Cij:

0.'_= C_j_ (8 - 3)

where Q_ is the charge per unit length on wire _ i; _ the potential of wire # j; an_d
Cij is the capacitance per unit length between wires i and j. The capacitance matrix
depends only on the geometry of the chamber (up to a scale factor, if the chamber is

not in perfect vacuum). Rewriting Eq.(8. 2) by defining Q = O/2a'eo and T"= r/royields

V= -Qlnr+Vo (8-4)

The potential produced at the position of wire # i due to the contributions of allother wires is

- - E(]nrij)Oj . 1,_, (8 - 5)j_i -- _._..--.
--...._
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where rij is t_t_ d_s_azt_e _tweeB the jth to the i th wire. To calculate the charges
Eq.(8- 5) has to be inverted:

The program, rather than actually inverting the Matrix, solves Eq.(8- 5) for a given
set of voltages. This methods is considerably faster than the inversion of a matrix
with typically up to 100,100 entries. In order to normalize the system correctly an

additional row and column is introduced in the matrix of equation Eq.(8- 6), with
only the diagonal element non zero. This is equivalent to fixing the constant in Eq.(8-

"6) in a _-ay that the total charge in the system is 0.

8.3. The Drift Map

A helpful aid in visualizing the behaviour of the chamber is a drift map for the
electrons or the ions. A drift map shows the paths of electrons (or ions) as they drift

from their originating point towards the sense wire (cathode). To generate these plots
the program deposits charges at constant intervals along the trajectory of a charged
particle passing through the chamber. Each charge is then drifted along the field lines
until it hits a wire. Electrons whose drift path converge on the same sense wire are
collected into a bunch. For each bunch distances of equal drift time from the sense
wire are calculated and plotted.

To actually calculate the drift path the program first determines the x and y

component of the electric field at the location of the electron. It then steps the
electron along the field vector some distance. The step size is vsried so that the field

at the new location in both magnitude and direcl.ion is different from the original one

by less than some preset limit. Once this condition is fulfilled the electron is actuadly
stepped to its new position, the drift time for this step is calculated and the new
position is used as the starting point for the next step. In order to calculate the time

an empirical relation between the electric field and the drift velocity for a specific gas
is used. •

Once the drifting electron approaches a sense wire to within twice the wire radius

the drifting stops. Starting from a point on the drift path, that is exactly two radii
away from the wire points of equal _stance in time on the path are found by inter-
po]ating between the steps. The.re_'orethe equal time Lines which Lre plotted on the
drift map are lines on which the electrons would have to szart drifting should they all
arrive on the wire at the same time.
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The resultofthiscalculationsisa plotthatshowsforone quarterofthedriftcell

drift lines and equal time lines.

8.4. Time dispersion ':-
O_.=., ..

•_': The drifting electrons do not all arrive at the same time on the sense wires. This
time spread, the time dispersion, is an important measure for the performance of the

,_g_.:... drift chamber.
.' _ The time dispersion depends on the geometry of the chamber- mostly on the

width of the gap over which electrons are collected by a specific sense wire-, on the
potential distribution of the surrounding wires and on the gas used. Of particular

" importance is the region immediately surrounding a sense wire up to distances of the
order of the inter wire spacing.

Electrons get collected by a given sense wire over an extended part of the track
. of the ionizing particle. Electrons starting on different points on this primary track

.- travel along different paths _o arrive on the same sense wire. Those electrons which

| were freed just at the edge of the region which is collected by this sense wire will have
the longest path while the ones starting in the center of the collection region have the
shortest.

To calculate the time dispersion a consequence of gauss law is used, which states
that the electric flux for the drift field is conserved. The field in the immediate

surrounding of the sense wire is essentially a radial field, out in the drift volume
it is uniform. A flux arriving through a given opening angle at the wire will have

originated over a equivalent length of the track of the ionizing particle. For example
all the charge produced over 10% of the track segment which drifts to one particular
sense wire will arrive within 10 % of the opening angle of this bunch at the wire.

The pi'ogram determines the part of the track which drifts towards one sense wire
• and calculates the drift time for the inner 90% of all charges on this track to arrive

on the wire.

The difference between this time and the shortest drift time for these charges is

then the time dispersion (90 %).

A small time dispersion is important because it enters directly into the rise time

of the pulse. In principle a longer rise time is not necessarily a draw back, because
in a system using digitization electronics as DO does a longer rise time will actually
mean a better precision. However as discussed in the section on the physics of drift
chambers the deposition of the primary electrons is a statistical process resulting
in the formation of dusters of electrons along the track of the ionizing particle. A
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|a_er Lime dispersion due to the field would increase the fluctuations seen due to this
clustering and lower the intrinsic accuracy of the chamber.

8.5. Calculation of induc_.d pulses

One important criterium in _he design of a chamber is the crosstalk between
neighbouring electrodes like sense wires and, in the DO case, delay lines. A certain

fraction of the signal seen on wire #1 will be induced with opposite sign on the
neighbour wires. One goal of the design of the chamber is to minimize this induced
signal between sense wires and maximize it for the case sense wire delay line.

" The two cases -sense wire to sense wire crosstalk and sense wire to delay line
crosstalk- should be looked at under slightly different circumstances. For the sense
wires the crosstaJk should be kept as small as possible. The parameters that influence
the size of the induced pulse and which can be changed are the distance to the

neighbour wire and the number and arrangement of the potential wires, separating
the two sense wires. In the case of the delay line pulse it was found that two sense
scires contribute to the signals: the one closest to the delay line and the next one

in the cell. The contribution of the second wire should be kept as small as possible,
while the closest wire should induce a large signal on the line..!o

Two things can be changed to improve the situation: The shielding between the
second wire and the delay line can be improved. At the same time the gain on the
wire closest to the line can be raised increasing the delay line signal. Now however
care has to be laken to make sure that the crosstalk between the two sense wires does
not increase to unacceptable levels.

In order to calculate induced pulses a simplified scenario is investigated. As
. discussed in the section on the physics of the drift chamber, the pulse seen on a sense

wire is mostly due to the charge induced on this wire by the positive ions as they are
moving away from the wire. Simplified the wire is surrounded by a sheet of positive
charge which slowly expands and drifts away from the wire. The fidd of the wire is

nearly radial for small distances from the wire, and falls off"like 1/r with the distance
r from the wire. The largest contribution to the current pulse comes from the first

few wire radiuses of drift distance of the ions, and most of the pulses seen on other
wires will have been induced during this initial time period. To calculate the relative
induced pulse height on other electrodes, this dynamic situation is replaced by a static
one, where the moving shee_ of ions is replaced by a charge at the position of the wire.
The induced charge is then determined by the capacitive coupling between this wire
and the surrounding electrodes. This describes the process integrated over the initial

. part of the pulse. This is a very good approximation oC the actual process because
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the preamplifiers used are integrating amplifiers.

For example, consider the case where the charge q_ induced on conductor I by a

charge placed on conductor 2 shall be calculated, i and 2 are parts of a larger system
of wires. The whole system is described by the equation

s o
%

• ._' .... _,

: Q,= (8-7)

:_-" To simplify the problem, a unit charge is placed on the conductor 2 and all other

-_ conductors are grounded. So _ - 0 except for i = 2, and Eq.(8- 7) reduces to

ql =
° Q=-- 1 -C,=V=

or CI2

.- _ - ._'==".._

J For a more complete description of this method see for example [ 43 ]:

To get the induced pulse on the delay Une a wire was put at the position of the

delay line. No information about the absolute pulse height will be obtained in this

. way, only relative pulses can be calculated.

:" This method of calculating induced pulses has a few drawbacks:

- it does not give any information about pulse shape or relative timing of original

and induced pulse.

- the representation of the delay line with a single wire is a rather crude one and

some discrepancy between calculated and experimental numbers are to be ex-

pected

- as stated above this method does not take into account the signal induced by the

positive ions as they are drifting away from the sense wire.

8.6. Calculation of the Displacement of wires

Under the influence of the electric field and the gravitational field the wires in .

the chamber will deflect by a certain amount. This displacement has to be kept to a

minimum if it should not seriously a_'ect the position resolution of the wire and the

• uniformity of the gain along the wire.

The deflection of a wire in an electric field can be easily calculated: The two ..

forces acting on the wire (for the moment electrostatic and gravitational force will
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not be considered separate]y) are the e]eczrical force and the opposing force due to
the tension in the wire that tries to keep the wire in the position with zero deflection.
If T is the tension at a point s on the wire and ._ the force per unit length due to the
external field then .,o

- dTAa + OIAs 2)T{s + As)- T(s) = d-'_"
df - . (s-s)
_-- +F= 0

or, in components (where x is the coordinate along the wire, y perpendicuJar to it):

dTz
" d, -- 0 dYy _

d8 - FyT= = co_t (8 - 9)
T_= F_(,-,.)=To

Here it was assumed, that the force acts only in the direction of the y-coordinate and
is constant along the wire. Solving these two first order differential equations and

calculus.lag the total tension as T = _(T_ . T_) gives:
..._

T = Tov/C1+ o_(, _,.)2) (s- 10)

where a = F/To and F the electrostatic / gravitational force. Eq.(8- 10) describes
the tension as a function of the coordinate a along the _vire.
With

Tz = T cos a Ty = T sin a

=T_,t, = T_ (S- zZ)
• one gets using Eq.-(8- 11)

dz 1 dy _z(._-no) (8- 12)

Solving these equations and eliminating _-no) yields:

l(cosha(z-zo)- 1) (8- 13)

For small deflectio_xs.one gets• _ .

1 a2(z -go) 2
(Y-yo) _ - (8 - 14)o 2
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At the center of the wire (z = 0 and zo = I/2)

a 12
= _-yo = -- (s - 15)24

._ This formula is applicable for both the electrostatic deflection and the gravitational
• sagging. In the former

_=_ (8-16)ToI
and in the electrostatic case

..I.--.

'_= Tol (8- 17)
where Q = charge per unit length on the wire, E the electric field at the position of

the wire, To the mechanical tension, l the length and _ the linear mass density of the

wire and g the gravitational acceleration.

This formalism works reasonably well as long as the deflections of the wires are

•- small. For larger deflections an iterative process has to be employed, since moving

3. the wire in principle changes the field on the wire and therefore the force it sees. The

tt calculation of the deflection of each wire should be repeated using the displaced wire

position and the field at the new position. However at this point the wire can no

longer be treated at an infinitely long straight object in the third dimension, and the

whole concept used for this program starts to break down.

The following table shows both the measured deflection of a sense wire and the

calculated deflection. The wire used was an edge sense wire.

i _q_._d _t,,p V-- V.,- [ measured ; calculated

* 0 -- 0 0 0 i 0 i 0 I
0 0.35 0 0 [ -42 _-- 15 i -20 i

_- '4.2 o._s o o I -o=15 , s !

i -4.,. o.3s I.oo I.oo I 5e_ is t s: !
-4.2 0.35 1.40 1.40 1 42 __ 15 I 54 t*

!-4.2 0.35 1.50 1.50 42 .- 15 : 52 i
, , "*" t ,

i -4.2 055 1.so 1.5o ! . 187= 15 I 112 t

The calculated and the measured values are roughly in agreement. The discrep-

andes can be understood in the following way:

- The measurement error is rather large. The deflections were measured with a

microscope with a scale in the ocular, but the overall calibration was estimated

to be good to not better than 10_tm. In addition each measurement carries a

measurement error of about the same order: ±10_rn.
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- The module which was used for thesemeasurements was an early prototype. The
mechanical tensionsof the wires in this module were known only to within ±20%.

- As pointed out above the calculations are not iterative and will break down the
moment the deflections becomelarge. This can actually be seenat the last entry
in the tzble, where a measured deflection of 167/zm is put against a calculated
one of only 112_m. Q

All these effects contribute to the discrepancies between the measured and the
calculated value. However the table shows that for small deflection ( small mean-

ing less than 100_m ) the agreement between theory and experiment is acceptable.
_I'hese calculations certainly can be used as an indication of the size and direction of
deflections to be expected.

To get a better prediction of the wire deflection, a considerably more sophisticated
program is needed. This program not only uses an iterative process to calculate
deflections but should also take into account that the wire is no longer straight in its

deflected state and the field along the wire is no longer constant.

8.7. Electrostatic Stability of Wires

-

If sufficient charge is put on a wire in a field the force experienced by that wire
can become large enough to put the system in an unstable state. More than one
metastable configurations might arise and the wire starts oscillating between them.
Tom Trippe 44 : shows that for a simple linear array, of _'ires under equal tension
and with equal charge there exists a critical tension T_. which separates the stable

configuration from the unstable one. In the following his results are expanded to the
case of a _'ire configuration of the arrangement as the DO chamber and to wires with

" different charges. "

In a system of _'ires as sketched in Fig. [47] two different coherent displacement
patterns can be found. In Fig a) the sense wires are deflected out of the sense wire
plane, one up, one down. It is assumed, that the potential wires do not move, since

they are strung at a much larger tension. Above a certain charge on the wires this
pattern rather than the normal "design" pattern has a minimal energy for the sys-
tem, and the transformation into this state will occur suddenly upon an infinitesimal

deflection of any wire of the array. Fig b) shows the second mode: All sense wires
are displaced by the same amount in the sense wire plane towards one side. The

sense wires are sitting asymmetrical in the cage of potential wires, which again were
assumed to be stationary. This position as well will be reached suddenly following a
small disturbance of any one sense wire in the correct direction, if one goes beyond
the so called limit of stability. Both modes have two separate solutions, because the
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. Figure. Two coherent modes of displscements under the electrostatic force for sense- snd
potenfim _ Indicated the forces acting in the two different cases.• array|, are

directions of the disturbance that initiates the transition can be either up or down
for the ilrst type or ]eft or right for the second type.

. For the first type of instabilities three different contributions can be separaled.

The bottom row of potential wires acts on the sense wire, the top row counteracts thisforce somewhat, and every,second sense wire has a non vanishing force component on
the central wire. Only those sense wires which are at a diff.erenty-coordinate than

• the wire being looked at will contribute a net force. These different forces are

Fz=2 _ 1

1 b-_

I I (8- Is)
= -2--, g,,/n,. 21r_o v,- A)2 + =2sina

1 b-_

;; (b' "p ....._..- g,q, __ +a 2,g,

where a is the inter wire spacing, b the off.set of the potential wires out of the plane,

• ;: . . ° -,
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and t_rns not linear in A have been dropped. After adding both forces and expanding
to order _ ome Knds:

1 2A

F=----9,_o2 b2 (8-19)rr_e +

This is the force due to the four next neighbour potential wires. The force due to the
two next sense wires can be obtained similarly:

l 2! sins
F = 22--_ q' r

z _ _ (8- 20)
" _ ---" q' 2-'_lreo

Again the expression has been expanding to include all order A terms. The total

force due to the next neighbours is the sum of Eq.(8- 20) and Eq.(8- 19):

1 A 4a 2

F = -'----_'ee2a2 q' { q' + _z2 + b2 _} (8 -- 21)

To derive the full force a sum over all wires in the array has to be done. For the

special case of b = 0 and _p = 2_ the sum can be done for a very large wire array:

9

F_ 17r" ,.A
_ s q'(q'- 2Q')2-_ (s- 22)

The second type of instability can be treated in a similar manner. Here the sense

wires - sense wire interaction does not contribute anything, since all sense wires are

• symmetric with r_spcc_ to the one being investigated. After some aJgebra one finds
that the force on a sense wire due to its immediate neighbours is given by:

._ (o2_b2)
r = ± _ (a2.b2)2_ (S- 23)

Again for b = 0 and a very large array the summation to compute the total force can
be done and the result is:

F_ 1 _2 A
,,.,,,s _'Q"_ (8- 24)

If the wire is being deflected the tension in the wire is producing a restoring force

F, = -T d__ (8 25)dr2
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9. Electrostatic Simulation of the Chamber

:..-. 9.1. Mechanical Tolerances

,, The mechanicalskeletonofthe DO centraldrift chamber ismade oflightcom-

_:i!Ip posite plates (see the section on the construction of the chamber for a more complete
, i |
. 4-.g descriptionl. This construction method has the drawback that it introduces the possi.

'" "_ bility of misalignment between this walls and the adjacent wires. These displacements
potentially are much larger than those expected in conventional "all wire" wire cham-
bers.

To study the eft'ect of these mechanical tolerances the electrostatic program was
used to calculate the charge on the sense wires for different positions of the chamber

._ wall. The charge on the wire determines the gain of this wire as G = A exp BQ,
, _ where A and B are constants. Empirically a 4% change in the charge on the wired

| ; _ results in a change of the gain by a factor 2 for most Argon based mixtures.
.,

Fig. {49] shows the charge on $1, $2 and $3 ( in arbitrary units) as a function
of the wall position x, measured with respect to the center of the chamber. One sees
that, as expected, $1 is the most affected wire. The charges on $2 and $3 are hardly
changed by moving the wall.

• The charge on S1 shows a weak minimum around x-2.3 cm. Variation of the wall
position around this value changes the charge by a rather small amount. The chosen
chamber half width of 2.21 cm is close enough to this minimum, so that variations of
:i: 0.5 mm vary the charge on S1 by about _- 1% .

Since the system is linear in the potential applied to the wires changes in the
wire potentials will not affect the basic shape or position of this minimum. The
bottom part of Fig. [49] confirms this statement. Also the gains of the wire changed
substantially, the position of the minimum remained constant.

Hand in hand with the question of the sensitivity of the gain against movements
of the wall goes the question how the electrostatic deflection of the wires depend on
the mechanical tolerances. Fig. [50] shows the electrostatic deflection of the outer
sense wire as a functio_ of the wall position. The waU position again is measured from
the center of the chamber. The deflection crosses 0.00#ra at z _. 2.05cra. At around

x-2.1 cm the curve levels out and, although at nonzero total deflection, becomes
rather insensitive to further changes in the wall position. The actual width x-2.21

cm is well within the flat region, so that no significant influence of the wall position

on the wire deflection is expected. _..... L_
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9.2. Crosstalk Measurements and Calculations

m.

_': a) Sense wire Sense wire crosstalk
; o

'II_! . As pointed out in the introduction the crosstalk between the sense wires can be
" ' changed by changing the distance between wires and by varying the number and
'" " arrangement of the potential wires separatins neighbour sense wires.

To compare the calculated predictions with measured values a small proportional
chamber was built and used to measure induced pulses for different wire geometries. ..

The signal in the chamber was obtained from s Fe 55 source, which has a monochro-
: matic soft X-ray line at 5.9 keV. The signal, was then amplified and digitized. The

;i cited numbers for crosstalk are the area (-total charge) under the averaged pulse.
i'

Three configurations were measured:
".

1) One potential wire separates two sense wires. The potential wire is located on a
• straight line connecting the two sense wires.

- 2) Two potential wires separate each sense wire pair. They are ofi'set from the sense
wire plane by half the sense wire spacing

3) Three potential wires separate the sense wires, one arranged as in geometry 1),the
other two as in geometry 2)

4) Two potential wires out of the sense wire plane by one quarter of the sense wire
. spacing are separating neighbourinR sense wires (no direct experimental data are

available for this setting)
• ,.

The quoted results are the relative pulses induced on wires or delay line
measured in percent of the pulse on the inducing wire. "'-The results of
the measurements and the calculation are compared in the following table:
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t Configurltion measured ea/culated- ..... croutalk cro.talk
• i!

l 4. . S.O ± l.O % 6.0 %

i. ,ll i

@

2 ._- • .t- 4.S _ 1.0 % 5.6 %
' ,. "_"' i ,

_ m

• '

, 3 4. • _ 3.5 -- 1.9 % ; 3.1%• 2ram
n

@

• 4 + . _._t.l.5- ./a 4.o %
t

Table 1

As expected three potential wires give optimal shielding power, however 2 poten-

tial wires arranged as in geometry 4) are nearly as good. Table 1 also shows that
the Lgreement between the measured values and the calculated crosstalk is very good
ud within the error of the experimental measurement. This shows that the simple

; method as described in the previous chapter is adequate for predictions of crosstalk
in the chamber.• • . o -

Fig. I52! and Fig. 1531 show predictions for sense _-ire sense wire crosstalk for
a pair of wires in the middle of the chamber ( which are therefore insensitive to edge
effects), and a pair of outer wires (S1 and $2). In both cases crosstalk for the case of
two and of three potential wires separating the sense wires is shown.

Although in bo_.h cases 3 potential wires perform better than 2 the difference is
rather small. In particular 2 wires can be somewhat closer to the sense wire plane

than the 2 outer ones of a 3 potential wire geometry, there/ore partially compensating
for the loss of the shielding power o/' the inner potential wire. For the 2 _-/res being out
of the sense wire plane by half the sense wire slmc/n 8 a crosstac]k of 4 % is achieved.
This is a very acceptab/e _evel. :;

The situation/s dJff'erent (or the two outermost sense wires. Here the aim is to

- ._ ..... reduce the crosstalk as much as possible because the outer wires will be run at about

twice the gain of the inner ones, there/ore making the crosstalk to $2 worse, and, in
particular, the signal seen on the delay fine from $2 has to be as small as possible.
Ther_ore for the two outer wires the additional shielding provided by three potential
wires is needed.

For mechanical reasons the spacing between three wires in a straight line cannot
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- Filure 52 • Cross talk from Sl to S2 for different potential wire geometries as predicted by the
:. progrm

be less than 3 ram. This forces the two outer potential wires further out into the

cha_nber a= _.+.3 ram. The crosstalk calculated for this configuration is 3.1%.

9.2.1. Delay line Signals

In order to maximize the pulses seen on the delay lines and to improve the shield-

ing of the delay line from sense wires other than the one right next to the line the
described methods of calculating induced pu/ses was used for delay lines 8.s well.

Again the values predicted by the program described in the previous chapter
" were cross checked with actual measurements on the above mentioned proportional

chamber, this time equipped with one delay line in addition to the sense wires.

•...

Table 2) summarizes the results: ----_
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S
Operating paint

m,.

- 1_ 4tn

2
0 1 2 3 4

d [mm]

_ pF_eram 53 . Cross talk from 53 to $4 for different potential wire 8eometries u predicted by the

Confisuration measured calculated

delay line signal dela._-line sisnal
d:2.5 mm 32 ± 1% 34 %
d=4.0 mm ' 20 ± 2 % 27 % -
d:ll.O mm 11 _- 1% ' 14 %
2 pot wire d=2.6 mm 31 ± 1% 33 % ....

_ 3 pot _re d-'2.5 mm 32 ± 1% ' 31%
_ 3 pot wire d:3.0 mm 30 d: 1% 31.7 %

T&ble 2 , -,:_.:_,,_,....,
,_. d ." b..o ' -.

T&ble 3. sho_s the signals induced on the delay line £rom the second sense'w/re.

The measurements asree rmmonzbly well with the calculzted values show/ns that the

predictions are reliable to about 20 %. It should be po/mted out thoush tb&t the

absolute value of the induced signal can not be predicted well within this method.

Only the z_ve size of induced pulses on the delay Hne aze CaJculable. _There imon
for this k that within the amtext of a chamber simulated entirdY bywires it is very

difficult _v _ntroduce asx extended object like a delay line. However the tables show
that once tb,e overall normalization has been fixed the relative sizes o/' induced pulses
are predicted rather well. ; _ _': ;" ';
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-- Configuration i measured c_culatea

"i ' [ delay line signal delay line signalI

!

;!! i 1 , , 6.6
L . ,. ! 2 .x o _ -('o,- 4.9 ::i:1.5 % 6.0 %

• , '

; 4.S ::J:1.3 % i 4.5 %
, 3 i.:ff._ , _ . I

t'"l 2.7%
' 4 _.._ , _ _ ._. 3.5:1:1.0 % '
: I.';$ • I .....

! ' 1

: _ '3'; ""' 13_ I I 3.4 %_: I s --, e _ {_. 2.5_z.o%
i: 3.0 , t

Table 3.

To measure the height of signal induced from S1 on the delay line and to compare

this with the signal induced by $2 it is convenient to introduce a ratio R such that

pulse induced by $1 on delay line
R -'- pulse induced by $2 on delay line• w

Ideally R would be co: no delay line signal is seen which is due to a signal on S2.
This ,of course, is impossible, so the goal is to make R as large as possible. To do
that Sl should be moved as close as possible towards the delay line while $2 should

be as far away as possible. In addition the electrostatic shielding between $1 and $2
and therefore the shielding of the delay line from $2 should be as good as possible.
Boweve_ S1 can not be moved too close to the delay line, because at some point the
electrostatic deflection of this wire will become too large - with the ultimate danger

of the wire being pulled into the wall and becoming inoperative. A 3 mm distance

to the wall appears to be a safe distance. Given the chamber height of 44.2 _m and
the chosen sense wire spacing 6 mm 7.1 mm are left between $1 and $2. Fig. [54]

- shows the (calculated) ratio R as • function of the offset d of the potential wires
from the sense wire plane. Both cases - 2 and 3 potential wires separating $1 and $2
- are shown. With 3 potential wires and d=3 mm R = 11.8 is achievable. It should
be noted that tt does'not appear to be as sensitive to the number of potential wires
as the sense wire sense wire crosstalk .......

. '" ;" . , . :• , " r

.. . _, .

,-

• "'i_ , . :
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F.isure 54. Ratio R (sisnal induced onto the delay line from Sl over sisnal induced onto the delay
line born $2) vs. the spa:ins of the potential wire separatin8 S] ud $2

9.3. Electrostatic Stability

An important question is whether the chosen wire geometry is electrostatica/]y
stable and whether possible de/]ections are srna/! compared to the intrinsic chamber

resolution. SI and $2 axe both in a somewhat asymmetric situation and there/ore

potenti_Zy Subject to ]axse forces. To first order the deliection D depends 0n, the
sense wire voltqe itself, the voltage applied to the central potentieJ wire separating

$1 and $2 and the voltage of the central field shaping strip. The following figures

show some typical slices of the _I - T]x_lin- ]',_ip deflection space.._ .;:_:, .
Fig. [55] shows the deflection of SI vs the strip voltage for di_eseat voltages

of $I. The inner wires axe kept at 1.43 kV. The depeadance of the'deflection_n the

2,50V end 300%'., _K. [58] shows the same situation in a di_'erej_t ]_r?jecti'on, with
V;I

-- _tp_p constant and the sense wire voltage varying. Fig. [57] shows the de_ection
of $2 vs the voltage on the outer sense wire for different voltages On the inner wires.

The deflections axe very small and do not vary stron$]y for quite a rs_e of both V$i,
and V$out. ," .: ;...

• '_
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From the above discussions the followins seometry seems to optimize both

crossta]k and R while keepins the deflections small :

" . 7 sense wires, the 5 inner ones spaced 6 mm apart, the two edse ones 7.1 mm

away fr.om the next .neishbou:.
• . The 5 tuner sense rares are separated by 2 potential wires each, which are o_set -

&ore the sense wire plane by 1.5 mm

- The 2 edse sense wires are shielded by 3 potential wires, one in line with the
se:_se wires, the other two of[set by ± 3 nun. For mechanical reasons the tuner

potentiaJ wire of the three is moved towards the edse sense wire by 0.S nun.

9.4. Time dispersion

- A number of popular drift Sases show a characteristic muimu m in the drift

velocity as a function of drift field. The velocity after p.usm, th:ouS,h thi.'sm L_=.= _
decreases and with increasins field levels out. This reason of "nesats ve slope ca= oe
used to reduce the time dispersion seen by a sense wire.

In a typical drift map the electrons start out driftins on paralle] trajectories

'f'i- . ' .' •

/.• ,
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towards the sensewire. Close to the wire fl2e outer llne start to bend inwards until

dose to the wire the field looks very much like the radial field of a single wire. The
path ]enKth for electrons on the outer bending trajectories is considerably ]anger than
for the inner ones. This trsnsl&tes into a longer drift time for the former. However, if
the drift field is chosen to be within the region of negative slope, the outer electrons
see in this inhomoseneous region a smaller field than the ones which axe drifting
straight to the wire. There/ore they are faster than the inner electrons and thereby

part|sally compensate l'or the longer path length. FIg. [SS] shows this elect q_ite
dearly: The main plot shows the time dispersion fora"track

startin& 2 cm from the 0e_se wire plane u • f_nefion o/"the drift Jield..The carve
hua clear minimum st &bout 500 V/cm drift fie|d. In the inset the velocity-drift

field plot for the used gas. },/ARK II in this _.sz. is _itown. The nesalti've_slope here
extends from a field o/' shoat 306 V/'cm toward 730 V/cm, which coincides with the
region at minimum thus disparities on thh, wire. The two curvu-shown in the main
p|ot are calculated for sense wlru 2 ud 3 respectively. They are different because of
the sttSse_n s of the sense wires. Wire 3 is moved towards the track, Which :educes

-..- the"fo_ussins effect of the potential wires and slightly increues the time dispersion.

" --- -- The program wu a/so used to try to answer the question oJ'how far the geometry
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• and the runnins conditions of the chamber influence the time dispersion. In particular
one seeks answers to the followins questions:

• . How does the time dispersion depend on the drift distances of the electrons.

- How does the time dispersion depend on the potential of the sense wires.

- Is sense wire 1 speciadin respect to its time dispersion, and by how much is itdifferent.

- How much does the strip voltase influence the time dispersion, in particular on
sense _re 1_

In Fis. [59] the time of ,urival for electrons with different startins points in the
chamber are show_, Each "cup" represents electrons which will end up on one sense
wire. The edse sense wire is at z = 1.91_n, the inner one at z = 0.0cm. Plots for two

. Sues are shown, the upp,:r one for a constant drift velocity, the lower one t'orMARK
II •as. The focus•ins effect of the MARK II gas and the stsssering of the wires are
apparent. In Fig. (60] the ti_e dispersion is plotted as s function of the percentase
of electrons in • particular bunch included in this _smeall•pen ion. In other words,
to collect 100% of all electrons on SW 2 one has to wait •bout 45 -_s,-'_hile for 90%

• one only has to wait around 15 ns. The time dispersion increases rapidly {or the last
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few percent. In the/'o]]owing time dispersion always refers to the first 90% of the
electrons collected.

The fact tI_t some of the sense wires in the DO geometry do not see a symmetr/cal

surroundin s can also be seen in the time dispersion. LookinS at r_'ig. [59] the curves
are not quite symmetric for x to the ]e/,t or x to the right of the sense wire. This is
particularly true for the edge sense wire and to some degree true for $2.

Fig. [61! is a summary of the time dispersion. Shown are plots for sense _res
l to 3 of the time dispersion u a/'unction of dri/'t distances/'or different potentials
of the sense wires. $2 and $3 show a basically fiat behavlo_r, that chanses only

very tittle with either dri/,t distances or sense wire potential. SI has a little more
structure at a _tly higher level, but S_ 4,:ceptab]e. The different behaviour of
SI can be an6e_stood because of the wider Sup ( 7.1 compared to 6 mm for S1 ) and
the closeness of the wail _' - :" "

-- In no cue, however, does the time dispersion rise above 25 ns, usually" being less
than 20 ns. This is be]ow the normal rise time of a chamber pulse, which is around
30 to 40 ns. However, as wu pointed out above, due to the statistical nature of the

deposition of the charges along the track of the particle passing through the chamber
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• large time dispersion will introduce largely fluctuating contributions to the rise time
and should be avoided.

..
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9.5. The Drift Field

g.5.1. Determination of the operating point
•

Every drift Chamber of £nite cell size has to live with distortions of the drift
field close to the edges oi"the cell This e_ect is partic_darly pronounced l'or the DO !

• __.._chamber, since the wills are solid and insulating.

Two efc_s are observed: I£ no counter measures are taken, regardless of whether

the chamber walls are solid or made of wires, the field close to the edges is going
to be distorted. Ionization produced anywhere close to the waUs is either going to
be lost comple_ely or wiU at least be nfismeu_red to mine degree. Distortions oi"

the fiel_ will also pm4_uce cltanges in the drift velocity in these region with resulting
changes ht drift times _d _ _. ]y. 1]ke _n the D(2)chamber, the we/Is are

made o( _et_d mtte6e]_ w_tk tqrposedhumiating surfaces, charges can be deposited
m_ these surfaces and change the 6e]d in a "dyntmic', time dependent, fashion. The

_er the ztte _f ln_mary io_zation in the chamber volume, the more charge will
I.. present in the drift region and the more o/"it will be deposited on the w_il. This
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.- .... w/ll change the field configuration which in turn will change the rate at which charge
gets deposited on the _'a//. One gets a feedback mechanism which will either reach

an equilibrium a_er some time or cause a breakdowu of the chamber. Either way the
normal func_ioni=g of the chamber will be impaired.

To alleviate these problems the chamber has to be designed in such a way that,

electrostatically, the walls "do not exist". This is of course an idealized prescription (
and a rather impossible one to achieve), but it describes the basic idea. The potential
distribution and the charge buildup on the walls of the cell have to be controlled in a
way that does not disturb the ideal drift field that one would have if the chamber was
aexual|y _nfinitely wide with no walls or edges. If this potential can be applied to the
wall, the drift field Will be essentially undisturbed up to very close to the wall. In the

" following the solution employed in the DO chamber will be described together with a
procedure to arrive at a set of operating conditions for different chamber parameters
like gain of the wire. drift field, etc.

As mentioned before the walls of the DO chamber are constructed of a light

composite material with the outer skin made of Kapton foil. To fix the potentials
on this (insulating) foil conductive lines are printed onto them. The center to center
distance between the lines is 0.1 ", and they are 40/1000" wide. A resistive divider
applies a potential to every line so that the potential distribution simulates the one
seen in an infinitely x_'idechamber at the equivalent position as closely as possible.

. •.b.

Unfortunately this can only be done approximately. The potential will be stepllke
as opposed to the smooth behaviour in the ideal chamber. Also in bet_'een the lines
strips of Kapton are exposed presenting the danger of charge being deposited there.
Originally it was hoped that the application of a slightly conductive epoxy to the wall
covering these open Kapton strips would solve this problem and allow the charge to
dissipate. Howeverno reliable and reproducible coating could be produced. All tested
coatings would s_.art out to be conductive in the right range, but would gradually
increase in resistance after exposure to dry gas for some time and finally end up
being nearly as insulating as Kapton. The use of these epoxies was consequently
abandoned.

The process of establishing a working set of voltages proceeds as follows:

The first step is to establish the size of the drift field. In _he case of MARK II gas
....... ( see Fig. [62! l'or V-E curve) the field is chosen to be around 620 V/on. This

places the drift field lust past the maximum on a part of the curve with a negative
slope. This negative slope helps in focussing the electrons and decreasing the time
dispersion.

Sense wire and cathode voltages are set to produce the intended drift field and
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sain respectively. Both are interconnected somewhat- changins the drift field will
chanse the sain and vice versa. The Eain is determined experimentally by usinE test
chambers. Once the charEe to achieve a specific Eain is known the program is used
to determine the appropriate set of sense and cathode voltages to set both drift field

and Eain correct .....

The last step is to find the correct potential for the central strip. As discussed
earlier the central strip is the field shapins strip which is located directly under the

edse s.ense w/re, risht on top of the delay line. This strip is the end o/' the voltaEe
divider, which Erades the potential down startinE from the cathode voltase.

A rather Eood approximation for this potential may be obtained in the/'ollowinE
way. First one plots the potential in the middle of the chamber away from any wall

efi'ect alon E a straisht line startins in the middle between two sense wires in a direction
- alone the drift fle]d, perpendicular to the wire plane. The resultins plot is shown in

FiE. [63] . A straiEht line is fitted to the potential for = > 0.4cm. The intersect
of this stra/sht line with the sense w/re plane is calculated and the resultinE value is
used as the first order strip voltase.

The final set of voltaEes is obtained by repeatinE the described steps, until a
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decent field map is obtained l'or an acceptable set of charges on the sense wires• The
finaJ set also hu to satisfy the stability criteria for the wire and the other points
discussed in the chapter on the electrostatics of the chamber.

It sho_/d be noted that changing any of the chamber parameters, e.g. the gain ra-
t/o between outer and inner sense wires, changes all the other parameter and requires
a new optimization o/' them.

..

9.5.2. The Behaviour of the Drift field

Fig. i64] show &series of drift plots, where the strip voltage was varied while all
the other vo/tases were kept constant. The sense wire voltages were the "standzrd _
settings from the summer '88 cosmic ray test:

VSis =1.45k1"

V 5'0./= 1.58k1"

l,_t/t = - 4.2k_"
• *

The mammum drift distance was the one for layer 3 in the chamber: d = 7.079cm.
The plots start with _(p_p = 0.00k1'" and end at _t,_p = 0.65ki'. The main effect
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of this is to tilt the drift field of the outer wires away or towards the wall. For
t'eirip -- O.OObl,_ the field of sense wire _2 is tilted quite heavily towards the wall at
large drift distances. This ¢.onaiderablj, reduces the amount of charge that will end

up on wire _1. For large _ di_ancu only about 1/4 of the normal charge will
be collected by wire #I, the rest will end up on wire #2. The fidd for wire #3 is

still slightly deformed. The situation is just the opposite for I_t_ip = 0.65kV. Here

the field tilts away from the wall for large drift distances and compresses the space
available to the drift lines which will end up on wire #2. The gap of wire # 1 collects

now a disproportionally large part of the primary ionization, however a sizable part of

that charge will not end up on the wire, but gets pulled into the wall of the chamber.

The optimum drift field seems to be around V, trip = 350V, which is in agreement
with the previously shown number.

Fig. [65] shows a set of drilt maps for constant wire and strip voltage, hut

chansing cathode voltage. The cathode voltage is changed from its nominal value

of-4.2 kV to -10kV. The overall pattern of the field remains unchanged, but around

'_:ach = -6.00hV the charge on the potential wires changes sign and drift lines ends

up on them. At |'c_th = -10hV a sizeable number of the drift lines end up on

the outermost potential wire. In order to retrieve these lines the potential on the

sense wires has to be increased with a corresponding increase of the charge difference

between the sense and the potential wires, which eventually will result in a breakdown
oi_the chamber.

In addition the equal time lines ( spaced at 30.0 ns on each of these plots) are consid-

erably more curved in the -10kV setting than they are in the nominal setting. This
is also a consequence of the now positively charged potential wires, which loose their
focussing ability.

9.6. Summary
..

A drift _ _rith 7 sense wires and 14 potential wires was selected for the final

DO drift cell. The 5 inner sense wires are spaced by 6 mm, with 2 potential wires

in between each pair. The potential wires are arranged in two rows ±l.Smm off the

sense wires plane. The 2 edge sense wires are 7.1 mm away from the next sense wire,
with 3 potential wires in between. The smd'ace of the shelves is 3 mm from the first

and last sease wire. F-.lectrostatic simulations indicate that a geometry like this is

mechanically stable" for wire tensions well below the elastic Limits of the wires. It

_s possible to find a suitable set of operating voltages so that the drift map shows
only very little distortion close to the edges of the chamber. The chosen drift field

minimizes the time dispersion and results in the proper gain for the sense wires. The
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7llgure 65 . Driftmap, for constant wire voltages, but the cathode voltqe chsas/nll. Plots for (in
o_e,) -4.2kV, -?.OkV and. lOkV are shown.
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geometry of the edge wires is such that small mechanical displacements of the wails "
_ do not lead to catastrophic conJequeacea/'or gain or drift field.

-



10.1. Introduction

::! During the design and construction phase of the central drift chamber two major
.. test beam efforts were undertaken. During the spring and early summer of 1985

two early prototypes were tested in a beam at the Alternating Gradient Synchroton
at the Brookhaven National Lab. The chambers tested were close to the final cell

configuration, but were made from different materials using methods different from
. the eventually adopted ones. In June of 1986 a ]Lrger effort encompassing a large

part of the collaboration took place, in which a prototype of the Vertex Chamber
, and a larger prototype of the central chamber were tested. The so called TC5 CDC

.' prototype was a close approximation of a two module piece of the final chamber,

._ however wi_h only two layers and flattened out.

The goals of both tests were to gain a basic understanding of the proposed cell
design, measure its characteristic behaviour and gain some insight into the influence
of the readout electronics on the results. In the following a short summary of the
two tests is presented. No details of the analysis are discussed, they can be found in
[ 45 ], [ 46 ],[ 47 ].

• 10.2. The Spring 1085 BNL test

The 1985 Testbeam took place in the A2 testbeam at the Alternating Gradient
Synchroton at the Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island. A momentum

separated secondary beam oi"0.8 to about 5 GeV of mostly pions and protons with
some electrons was used. Following a lead collimator with an opening of Ixl" and two
gas fil]ed.Cerenkov Counters the chambers were mounted on a remotely movable table.
A lead glass calorimeter was mounted b?_hind the chamber allowing the identification
of electrons in the beam. A number of scintillation counters provided a beam trigger
and a time of flight system to distinguish pions from protons at 800 MeV.

The moving table was controlled from the counting house and could position the
chamber in two directions perpendicular to the beam axis. A digitizer provided an
accurate readout o/"the chamber position.

Two chambers were tested in this setup. Both were single cell prototypes of 1.50

m length- the at this time current lengT.h of the DO chamber• They were equipped
with 8 sense wires and two delay lines each. The chambers were different in the

• e. , ,
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Spadns-o/" the lwnse wires (2.5 and 3 mm respectively) and in the way the delay lines
were surrounded by the field cage. Cues with and without central strip did exist.

Different to the finn] DO deign the sense wires in either cell were separated by
one potential wire only. Also _o extra steps were taken to insulate wires I and 8
specially to minimize the crosstaJk sad to maximize the delay llne signal.

Two types of runs were taken. Most runs were done with the beam energy set to
4 GeV, close to the maxima] enersy of the beam. In this settin 8 intrinsic chamber
parameters like resolution were measured. A number o/' runs were taken at 800 GeV

however. At this energy, the smallest energy at which the beam was stable, it was
possible to separate the beam into protons, pions or electrons and trisser on them

". individuaJ]y. These data were used l'or studyin$ the dE/dz behaviour of the chamber.

• The readout electronics consisted of a Fujistu preamp, followed by a shapins am-
pli_er( which did minimum shapins, essentially only compensatin s for cable losses),
a LeCr,_y 10X photo multiplier amplifier and a LeCroy 100 MHz Wave form digitizer.

10.2.1. Resolution of the chamber

The resolution of the sense wires was determined from a set oi"three sense wires.
The time measured on the two neishbour wires was compared to the time of the
central wire. The sigma of the resu]tin s distribution is called the intrinsic resolution
of the wire:

o'= o'(t'''''- t,,,_,_._) (10 I)' 2 "

To convert the timing resolution into a spatial resolution the drift velocity has to be

-. measured. This was done using the movable table, movin 8 the chamber by a known
amount, measurin 8 the drift time difference, and convertin[g this into a velocity. From
a least square It to the data a value of v - 32.Spinn4 for PI0 gas (10% Methane,
90% Arson) was found.

A fit to the measured resolution as a function of dr/It distance x with

"= (I0- 2)
yields for the tutrameters a and b ( from /46!):

,I - 44 --2_.rn

_ - ±4m/v' (I0- 3)

For ¢_:_m_-wires at the edge of the chamber the resolution was found to be worse by
"" - " .bout II%.
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For the delay lines the difference in time measured on the risht side of the chamber
and on the ]eft side of the chamber is a meMure of the z.position. The width of the
distribution is the intrinsic resolution of the line.

x= - _,)
Z" ..... (lo-4)

For the delay llne this approach usinK sinsle particle can be used, because contribution
" to the cr due to the width of the beam was small compared to the resolution of the

llne itself. This is not the case for the sense wires.

For one line which had no resistive strip on top a resolution of _ --- 2.Smm was
found, for the other line, which had a Ikfl/c3 line on top the resolution was somewhat
worse with 3.3ram.

10.2.2. dE/dz performance

Since the DO detector has no central magnetic field one of the purposes of the
drift chamber is to help in the separation of single electrons from overlapping double
electrons. The later one WIU be produced mostly by conversions in the chamber
material. This differentiation will be made by measurin s the specific ionization of

a track and comparinK it to the one of a minimum jonizin s particle (MIP). Since
the test chambers had only one cell four consecutive events were overlaid in software
to simulate a multi cell event. It was found, that at a 95% confidence level the 27r

contamination in the l_r sample is less than 1%.

10.2.S. Two particle separation

. o

An attempt was made to measure the two particle resolution of the chamber
asain usin s simulated events. Sinsle hit data were overlaid and shifted in time to
model a double hit event, and then passed throuKh the hit finder:" For lOOMhz 8bit
digitization the efficiency to find a second hit drops below 90% at 2ram separation.-_

o , °
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10.2.4. Reso|ution wiZh reduced sampling rate and reduced d|gitization

accuracy

To understand more about the digitization process and the needed accuracies
etc. a number of tests were made with analyzing data with reduced digitization rates
and accuracies. The following table summarizes the requirements for the difl'erent

performance criteria:

• j ........... noufinal resolution deteriorates....at

I

value bequenc_" accuracyit t J t t [ ......... J t t H . " tattt

Sense wires 120#m 60 MHs ebit
Delay Lines 2.5 mm 80 MHs 8 bit

". ......... 2 Im_tic!esep. 2ram .............. 80MHs 8 bit ..........

Table 1
Table showing the nominal values l'orresolution, dE/dz and 2 particle separation and the

/_equenciesand dishisation accuraciesrequiredto achievetkis performance.

10.3. The June 1986 BNL test

During June of 1986 a second beam test effort was undertaken in which a proto-
type of the CDC was tested. This time a larger part of the collaboration participated.
Besides the chamber this test was meant to be a system test for the DO data aqui-
sition system and online software. For this a first version of the ]eve] 2 system was

installed. Chambers tested were a new CDC prototype and a test chamber of the
vertex detector. The setup was very similar to the one described for the previous test

._ beam. It took place using the same beam with a very similar triggering system. This
..... time_ no lead glass Cerenkov calorimeter was present because of other experiments

downstream from the DO setup. For the CDC the goals of this test were twofold.
The resuhs from the last year test beam were to be confirmed, if possible, and sup-
plemented on some points. More important though the overall performance of the
new prototype called TC5 was to be tested. This was a very important milestone,
because TC_ was the first chamber built of the same materials as the final chamber

would be, and which was geometricalJy ver3- close to the zeal chamber. The per-

- formance o5 TC5 was hoped to give a good indication howthe DO chamber would
eventually perform, including questions like aging, stability etc. .,

TC5 was a "fiat" version oC the/iuzl chamber. It consisted of the equivalent

of two modules, each hat,uS two layers. Two complete cells were formed by this
configuration, with four delay lines. The cells were constructed using a flat version of
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the Rohacell.Kevlar-Epoxy-Kapton sandwich described in the section on construction

of the chamber. The overall mechanical layout was the same as it is used in the big
chamber. The tension of the wires was supported by the AI- frame, but the endplugs
which are positioning the individual wires were also used to key in the two module

and position them relative to the Al- frame. The field shaping cage was made by
printing resistive lines onto the surfaces of the shelves. The wires were pulled up to
the correct potential by a surface mounted resistor strip mounted inside the chamber
on the surface of the shelf. The wire arrangements inside a cell were slightly different
from the final cell. Every sense wire was separated from its neighbours by 2 potential
wires. The potential wires were offset out of the plane by half the distance between
neighbour sense wires. The edge sense wire was treated in the same way ss the other
wires, with two potential wires separating it from the nex_ wire. The distance from

• the edge wire to the surface of the shelf was a little bit larger than half the distance
between neighbour sense wires.

The results of the test were mostly compatible with the earlier beam test. The

sense wires resolution was found to be around 125/zm at 1 cm, increasing like v/z
with the drift distance. Close to the sense wires the resolution increases again clue to
field imperfect.ions, dE/dz resolution for separation of 1_"events from 2_ is similar

to the one measured before. The contamination of 2_"events in a l_r sample is below
1_ for the 6_% truncated mean.

The main difference between this and the earlier beam test was found in the delay
lines. The resolution of the lines was found to be 3.4, 4.0 and 4.0 mm for DL1, DL3
end DL4 respectively. One sense wire which _'as driving the fourth delay line was
not functioning properly. This is somewhat worse than the previous number. 2.Smm
was found there to be the intrinsic resolution. The reason for the deterioration was

determined to be the resistive strip on top of the delay lines in connection wi_h the
contribution from the strips on the cathode. In this chamber for the first time more
than one layers of cells were used, with cathodes mounted very close to the delay
lines. T]ie resistivity of both types of lines was chosen to be a few k_/o. This turned
out to be too low and worsened the resolution considerably. Another contribution

to the resolution was a non negligible crosstalk from the second sense wire onto the
delay line. The ratio pul._e induced from 81 onto delag line / pulse induced from $2
onto delay line was measured to be only 4. This tends to smear out the pulse on
the delay line and worsen therefore the resolution. These results triggered a careful
redesign of the cell geometry, which is described elsewhere.

I0._.I. Conclusion
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The first f_II sr.a]e be_n test of a DO drift chamber prototype took place at the
B_L &iternate $radient synchroton. D&ta collected there were used to establish the
basic performance parameters of the proposed cell. It was found that the chamber

performed within specilications. Spati&i resolutions of better than 200/_m in drift a_nd
...... 2JL-nm in z were obtained.

The second beam test supported the results achieved in the first test. The chaJn-

her performed reliably and without major problems, proving that the method of
construction and the mated&Is used are compatib]e with use in a drift chamber.

Problems in the design were found with the way the outer sense wires drive the delay
lines and with the shielding between the inner and the outer sense wires.
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II. The Premod - the cosmic ray tests

During the 1986 DO summer workshop it was recommended to the CDC group to

construct a chamber using 10% of the finished parts from the whole chamber produc-

tion and test this chamber thoroughly. Although a lot of test data did exist at this
point as described in the chapter on early beam tests, and although the performance

data of the chamber were quite well established, it was felt that the methods used

in the construction of the chamber were sui_ciently novel and untested to warrant a

full scaJe system test. Besides once more confirming the basic performance data for

the chamber this test was geared towards better understanding questions of stability

of the chamber, operating parameters and, last but not least+ to actually see and

• experience the little details in constructing a complicated object Like the CDC.

During the following month a test chamber called Premod was built at Stony

Brook. The premod consists of three final modules- modules which have been taken

out of the production line- put into a specially built Aluminum drum and equipped

with a nearly finalized version of the electronics. This chamber was used in two

major tests: During the summer of 1988 a series of de_ailed cosmic ray studies were

undertaken. In the faJl of 1988 the chamber was shipped to the Fermi National

Accelerator Laboratory and installed in the DO interaction hall at close to the final

chamber position. During the win_er and sprin_ of 1989 data were taken at Fermi Lab

using the Tevatron Proton Antiproton collider and the DO data acquisition s.vstem.

In the following the chamber, the cosmic test setup and test results and the D_ Hall
test_'illbe described.

11.1. Premod: The chamber

The premod testchamber ismade up from threestandard CDC modules. They

areheldinan Aluminum drum with two removable end plates.Exactlyasin the final

chambe_ the end platesaremachined to receivethe ovalend plugsfrom the modules.

An "O'-ringsealsthe drum againstthe atmosphere. Once the modules are inserted

the tensionof the sense-and potentialwires istransferredonto the Al- drum with

the help oflittlebridgesas describedin the sectionon the constructionoi the CDC.

Fig.[66] shows a crosssectionof the premod. In each layertwocells_rc complete,

a:,+'done cellisincomplete.Sinceadjacentlayersare staggeredtheseincompletecells

. . _,realternatingon the rightand on the leftsideof thechamber.Thismeans that

',heyoverlapwith complete cells.Track reconstructionin theseedge re_,ionmight be

problematic,ifthe fieldishighlydistorted.However no evidencewas found that this

('i!. is the case. In the followingthe full28.625° opening angle of the chamber, which
• ... "._" .+ +_" :
5
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includes the inner half of the incomplete cells, are used.

The construction details are exactly the same as for the full chamber. The only
difference is in the way the gu flows through the chamber. Since the three modules

were put into a round drum, there are large spaces above and, to a lesser extent,
below the modules. (]u flowing into the space between the AI- end plate and the

GIO end plate from the top will see a low impedance for a path bypassing the actual
chamber. This path is much less important in the real CDC because the modules
are fitted inside the sins of outer shell and inner _c]l. For the premod that has the

consequence that t'or the same flow rate the exchange of Su in the actual chamber
volume is slower, so thz_ the ch_-nber has to be operated at a higher/low rate.

TypicaJly 0.5 I/rain were used l'or the premod. For comparison the CDC during its
cosmic tests at Stmsy Bzook ope_st,z_ a_. typically 1.5 [/min for 32 modules without

problems.

C,aaslruc',./on o_"the Presnod was started in the late winter of 1987. At this time

the techu/ques _'o, mording the shelves etc were more or less established. A first set
-----_-- of modules were inserted into the chamber in May of 1987, and the chamber was

..

. ... m6.--
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operatedsuccessfullyduringthe summer and fallofthe same year.In late1987it
was discoveredthatthechamber became unstableunder highcurrents-currentsof

theorderofI0timesthenominalDQ currents•As themostlikelyexplanationofthis

• e_ectthe abovementionedMaltereffectwas eventuallyidentified.A highresistivity
coatingwhich was usedon the wallsof theearlymodules tohelpdissipatestatic

chargesisthoughttobe thesourceofthesebreakdowns.The resistivelayeron topof

_'! theelectrodeswould chargeup and thechargewouldnotbeabletoleakthroughtothe

_. electrodefastenoughundersufficientlyhighcurrents.A highchargebuilt-upon the
electrodeoccurredand atsome pointa breakdownhappened.Thisbreakdownfreed
a fewelectronswhich driftedtotheanode wireand startedanotheravalanche,which

inturnincreasedthechargeon the resistivelayer.A positivefeedbackmechanism

was establishedand thechamber brokedown. Only afterremovingthe HV entirely
wouldthechamber recover.

, Thisdiscoveryledtotheabandoningofthecoatingforalltheproductionmodules.

. The modulesinthepremod wereexchangedagainstgood onesinearly1988.After

,/ this the chamber performed without problems under high currents. In the section

on the analysis of the test data implications due to the removal of the coating are
discussed.

The electronicsusedtoinstrumentthepremod was veryclosetothefinalversion.

On the readoutsideofthe chamber boardswithsensewireamplifiersservingone

module or 28 wiresalternatewithdelaylineamplifierboardsserving8 delaylines

each.Signalsarebroughttotheouterradiusofthechamberand flatcoaxialcables

carry them on towards the outside. On the HV side every second board is a delay line
amplifier board of the same type as used on the readout side. In between G10 boards
distribute the HV to the sense wires and the central strips. The cathode voltages are
distributed with thin teflon insulated HV cable directly to the HV feed through in

the end plate.

11.2. The cosmic ray test setup

For the cosmic ray test a simple test station was built at Stony Brook. It consisted

of a trigger formed by three scintilation counters, a Fastbus based FADC system (the
system used for the June 1986 test beam) and a PDP 11/24 mini computer. The
PDP read out the data from the FADC, simulated the zero suppress circuit and sent

the suppressed data on towards a VAX 11/780, where they were stored and analyzed.

- • The trigger was made up of three 1.8 m long 10 cm wide scintillation counters.
One was mounted on top of the chamber, one directly below and _ther one about
one meter below the chamber. 15cm of Iron provided a momentum filter'_'n front of
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';; the last counter. For a trigger a coincidence of all three counters was required. The
-; _t

._,s_..., ..... triS/$cr time was set by the middle counters, which was closest to the active chamber
_':-- volume.

The analog _gnals from the preamps were brought via thin coaxial cables to a
set of DO shapers. Theses shapers were an early Tendon oi" the later used model,

with many fewer leatures. They were set up to do basically no shaping but to simply
compensate for the distortions of the signals due to the cables. From the shapers
the signals were routed to the FADC, where they were digitized and then sent on to
the PDPII/24. This version of the FADC did not have a zero suppression chip nor
a bi|inear response. On the PDPII/24 the missing zero suppress chip was simulated

.... in software and the suppressed data were sent to the VAX 11/780 via a fast parallel
link. There the data were stored and analyzed.

11.$. The Cosmic ray data

The data presented in this section were taken during the summer of 1988 using

the cosmic ray setup at Stony Brook (see also [ 48 !). Questions addressed in this
analysis were:

- Efficiency of the chamber

- Resolution in the drift coordinate and in z and uniformity of the resolution along

the drift distance and along z.

- stability of to and velocity with time and with changing gas mixtures.

11.3.1. E_ciency of' the chamber

A number of effects contribute to inefficiencies in a drift chamber.

- Loss of charge along the drift direction. A large loss of charge will decrease the
efficiency of the chamber.

- Inefficient kit finding. ]]its might be missed because the hit funding algorithm is
not optimized, because the Hv is set wrongly or because of poor internal chamber
alignment.

In the followiag each of the above effetts v'ill be discassecl in detail.

Loss of charge along drift and z

--"- Two-difi'erent sets oi' modules were tested in cosmic rays. They difl'ered in the

treatment of the walls within a cell. For the early set the walls were covered with
a thin layer of an antistatic epoxy. For the reasons outlined above this epoxy made
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Fisure e.'r. Charse on the sense wiress •/'unction of'drift distance/'oran old modulewith wadis
coatectwith •ntistatsc epoxy

• the chamber unstable under hJsh currents and wu abandoned for the later modules.

Fig. [67_ shows the charse u a/'unction o/. drift distance l'or the eaz].v set o/' modules.
The distributions are flat, no sisnifica_t loss oi' charse is observed. Fis. [68] shows the
same plot but for one o/. the new modules. The operating conditions are the same u
for the previous plot ( _;,,; = 1450'v', V,,,; = 1550V, _;,,A = -42001/, T,,,,p -- 2201.".
). A dram&tlc drop o/' the chazge with drift distance for the outer wires is observed.

The inner wires remain flat. Fig. [69] shows a drift plot for this setting. A number
o/' Lines from the edge sense wire end up on the wadl o/' the chamber. This adTectsthe

sjgnad on this wires in two ways. With increasing dista=tce £rom the anode the width
over which charse from a track will be collected on the outer wire decreues. For the
field con_guration shown in Fig. [69] this is a 15% efrect/'or 6.8cm o/' drift. Seconcgy
some part o/' the ion charge will be deposited on the walls instead o/' dri/'ting towards
the cathode. ]t is possible that this charge interacts with the drJftinS electrons and

reduces the amount o/. chazKe azriving on the sense wires.

" These.measurements show that/'or the chosen •per•tinS conditions the loss of

charse is connected to the deposition oi"ion chazge on th_ walls oi"the chamber. The
antistatic coat used in early modules prevented this problem, but it can not be used

• ,. .,, ., ,.
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Figure (iS . Pulse _ea vs. drj/'1d/stance for layer 0 of module ?

l'or other reasons discussed above. An alternative solution is to change the field in
the chamber in awaT that no or u few as posdble drift lines end on walls. This can

be ael_eved by changing the potential of the central strip. Changing this potential
will change the charge on each field shaping strip and, depending on the sign, tilt the

field towards or away from the wall. The second plot in Fig. [69] shows the resulting
dr_ft fle]d for a central step voltage of 350 V. The effect on th_ drift lines in the outer

gap is dearly visible, no more lines end on the wall. 350 V might actually be s slight
over compensation, since the field lines for the outer wire axe now tilted sway _rom
the wa/], compressing the lines l'or the next wire. In Fig. [70] the resulting pulse
area vs. dri/',; distance plots axe shown. They axe much more sindlax between the

outer and the inner wires, with all dropping around 5% over the fulJ dr//'t distance.

Tal)le I lists the exact numbers be/ore and after the corrected potentials:

Using tJbeadjusu_d potentiaJs l'or the central strip the chaz_ distribution on the

outer scale wires as a funclm of _ was measured. Th_s is an equally important
disu'(butio= _ecause a non ilat response here will introduce region of possibly lower
e_ciency iv.z _ _] iniluence the delay line signal. Fig. [71] shows the plot for

--tl_,, ;,,n=r m_)dule in the premod. The response is basically flat for all wires. Some
structure may be present at either end of each line, which can be understood because
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FiKure 69 . Drift Linesfor the chambersettin6s.used to calculatethe loss of charKepresentedin
table I. The left plot shows the lines for a strip voltage of 290 V, the risht one for 3_0 V

of effects close at the end of the chamber.

These data show that the loss of charge with drift distance observed in some cos-

mic ray data are mostly due to improper settings of the potentials on the electrodes,

in particular on the central strip. THs stresses atain the need for a careful optimiza-
tion of the chamber vo|tates as described in the section on the electrostatics of the
chamber. No evidence for attachment has been observed. "-- -

Hit finder related effects on the e/_icleney

Software plays in important role in the determination of e/_iciencies. The variables

used in the pulse finding have to be close to optimum in order not to influence the
eflic]ency. Close]), related to the efficiency of the pulse finder is the correct high

voltage on the sense wires. Too low a vo|taBe might let some pulses disappear into

,: the noise and lower the ef/iciency as we/].
Efficiency in the following is defined as the ratio...

E = # of hits on a track
•" # of expected hits on the track ------

Only full tracks were used to calculate emcienc]es.
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.. -FiEure TO. Pulse area versus drift distuce for the strip voltase r-;sed to 3SOV

Wire # drop over or/% drop over ¢/%
drift distuce/% drift distance
before correction after correction

.... 0 -40.4 --2.6 -3.8 =1.4
1 4.0 =1.6 -5.4 =1.4
2 T.2 =2.2 -6.8 =1.4
3 . 7.1 =1:2.2 -4.9 d:1..5
4 " 4.2 =1:2.1 -3.4 -*-1.4
5 O.e :/:2.:1 -5.S =1.4
6 -34.3 ::1:2.4 -1.4 =1.2

Table 1

Drop in cha_e seen by. the difFesent sense razes Us hLyer 0 before ud ,fer the central strip potentinl

was corrected. _ ....
f

Fig. [721 shows e_cJencies on the sense wires of layer 0 u a function of different

high vo]ta.ges. Fig. [73] shows the same plot for two different threshold settings.
For the setting with Thresl=3, Thres2=9 and Thres3=9 FADC counts the plateau
is reached the eLrUest at 1.4 kV for inner and outer wires.
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Fig. !74] shows sense wire e/_ciencies if one uses the optimum settings obtained
above. It was required that 4 segment tracks are present for a full track to be formed.

The ei_iciencyis basically fiat within the four layers of the chamber. No wire is
particularly bad or good. Some variations from wire to wire might be due to a not
ideal alignment file. The average efficiency for the 4-segment track is 94 ± 2%.
Conclusions

After optimizing the High Voltage of the chamber and the threshold parameters
in the hit finding routine and after setting up the drift field in a way to minimize the
loss of charge with drift distance a single wire elficiency of 94% is obtained. There
a a number of reasons which might contribute to an efficiency lower than 100%"A
finite noise level will make the hit finder miss some small pulses even in the optimized
settings. In events with more than one track, e.g. due to conversions, the pulse finder
might not correctly separate the two hits and might miss or mismessure s kit which

_" otherwise would participate in a track.

'" e

• 11.3.2. Resolutson and residuals for sense wires

The single wire resolution is defined here as the width of the distribution of the



i

deviations of the meuurementn of the drift coordinate from the "nominal" coordinate

obtained from a line fit to the points within one layer. The residuals are defined as
the average of this distribution. For all these measurements the w/re measured was

included in the f31. This was done to save computer time, because if the wire would not
be included in the fit, the flttins would have to be repeated for every wire measured.

The residual, of this same wire is the mean value of this distribution. While the

w/dth is a quantity that is mostly inherent to the chamber- a measure of diffusion,
ion statistics and unJ/'orm]ty of the drift field, to just mention the most important
matribetiom_, the re_dua/s Lre a mixture of external and interns] L_Ouences. A bad

drift field, besides increas_nS _.ke z_olut/on, D_Sht also introduce a non zero resid-

ual. More probable thou_ i town 8 &,or a wronS drift velocity will shift the points
systemzt/c_y_nd'p_oduce non vaniski_ _du_s. Two e_'ects on the residuals can
be dinbsuishech An overall wrons to will move the residual up or down independent
of't_e d_ft dist_nce. A wrons drift velocity will introduce a slope on the residuals.

.... "_ P_obTems with the drift field however will put some structure on the residuals as will
a nonuniform drift velocity.
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Obviously the measured resolution depends on the hit finding algorithm used. In
determining the time each difference between adjacent bins of & duster which has
been recognized as belon_ng to a pulse is weighted with a fixed factor times the bin
number, and the time is computed u the center of gravity of the positive part of the
difference pulse:

" ..,+-'D(i)• i
T= - , (at- t)

where D(i) = D(i + I) - D(i) is the dHterence between &djacent FADC bins, and N is
the number of' positive differences in the pulse. FiK. !7+] mad Fis. [76] show how
the residuals and the sisal of the residuals depend on thJJ weisht. Both show clear
flattenJns out for a weJsht ]srser than about 1.1. The sigma of the residuals actually
display a minimum. A+e_inS the minimum positions one finds a weight of 1.2 to

_-_ -he optimal. In the/'ol]owin s all times have been meuured with a pulse weight of 1.2.
Fig. [77] shows the resolution ms a function of the drift distance l'or the wires in

layer 0. A+ expected the resolution rises with increasing drift distance. A fit of the
function

_,= (._z + b_)1/_ (it - 2)
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a =
b= 108,. (11- 3)

A is a measure of the diffusion, b of the intrinsic resolution of the chamber. Close

to the sense wires the resolution worsens because of field inhomogenelties. At a drift
distance of 3 cm the averNge resolution of a single wire within a segment track is
about 170_m.

r78_,
Fig... _ shows, for the same data as the previous plot, the resolution as a

function of the drift distance, but this time derived from full tracks. The resolution

on the inner w/res became flatter with drift distance, but increued slightly. The
average resolution at 3 cm is now about 200_m. The flattening out of the resolution
curve is tn indication that other effects external to the chamber start to dominate

the accuracy with which a track can be fitted• In particular critical is the alignment
. . from ]ayer to layer. Bad alignment here refers to a not ideal set of to's or a wrong

velocity. In particular a wrong velocity will make a good track fit for all drift distances---
impossible..

Looking at the residuals one sees the same effect there. In Fig. [79] the residuals
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plqu_re T6".SiKmsot'the n_siduadsf'orthe innermostsense wLn_in each layer u a functionof'the•. " weightappliedin the hit findini;

for • sesment fit to the wires in layer 0 are shown. The)- are centered around zero,
• but show some definite structure. The peak to peal( variations are below :islet. It is

interestin S to note that the outer and the inner wires show the opposite behaviour,
with the second and second to the ]ut wire _hibitins transitional behaviour. While

- _ the residuals of the inner wires have a negative slope for most of the drift distance,
the outer wire residuals slope positive in the same region. Thin is an indication that
the field for the Outer wires is not the same as for the inner ones.

Fis. _80] shows the same wires, but this time for the case that a full track hu

been fhted. The maximum deviation from zero is larser by _50%compared to the
seKment track fit supporting.the observation from the resolution measurement that
the alignment for full tracks is not perfect.

Other/avers and other moduhs exhibit similar behav/our with resolution and
res_ulds of the same maKnitude.

Another intere_iug question is how the chamber behaves under large currents.
-_ _ _In order to study this runs were taken under normal cosmic ray fluxes and with

the chamber illuminated by a stron s source. The resolution of the sense wire was
measured in both cases. Fin. [81] shows the results. The resolution remains
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lgure ??. Resolutionof the individualsensewire within one cell (fromsegmenttracks)vs driftistancefor layer0 in module7

unchanged.

To summarize it has been shown that the chamber is capable of intrinsic reso]u-
tions 170#m for 3 cm drift. If a full track fit is done this deteriorates to about 200gin.
This is due to uncertainties in the absolute value of the drift velocity, to mechanical
misalignments, to nonlinearities in the field and to a drift ve]ocity which is not con-
stant with drift distance. All these effects make the connection of segment track to
ful] tracks, less precise. With a better alignment and a more complete understm_ding
of the |naccuracies in the chamber it is hoped that this number can be improved to
narrow the gap or even make it totally disappear.
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laver0 of module7

11.3.3. Delay line resolution and residuals

A ca_fu_ study was done of the residuals and the resolution of the delay lines
as a function of z. The resolution is oi"course of interest because this indicates the

intrinsic accuracy with which the z coordinate can be measured. It is aJso a good
indicator whether the newly adopted resistances of the field shaping lines as described
in the section on the construction of the chamber are in the right range and do not

interfere with the sisnals. FJ& [82] shows the resolution of the delay lines in module
5. The)- are basicaI|.v fiat in z with an average value of (2.0 + 0.2)am.

The residuls l'or the same module are shown in Fig. [83] . Here a clear structure

in z is visible. The chanS+.s in _duads along _ a:e mostly due to inhomogeneities of
the delay ].ines along z. These have been measured be/ore the modules are inserted
into the chamber. Fig. [84] shows the results of these calibration measurements
for module 5 after they have been processed with a monte carlo to smear them out
due to the di._'erent angles of +racks passing through the real chamber. Both curves
show a very similar structure indicating thai. a correction of the measurements aJong
z according to the calibration measurements will improve the residuals and possibly
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Figure T9 . Residuals for the sense wires in layer 0 l'or a segment track, vs drift distance

the resolution.

11.3.4. Stability of the operation of the chamber

A number o/"effects influence the stability of the chamber with time. Since the

pressure and to some extent the temperature of the chamber gas are not indepen-
dent of the environment changes of these quantities will change the behaviour of the
chamber. Another source of uncertainty is the mixture of the gas used. Small ira-

• purities or changes in the composition might change the drift velocity drastically. In
the/'o]]owing consequences of the later problem will be discussed.

To measure the influence of the changing gas mixture on the chamber a long run

was taken. After some initial data taking to establish a stable starting platform the
mixture of the gas was changed. The percentage of CO_ was reduced from 3% to 2%,
with the balance taken by Argon• The whole run was taken over 22 hours, with the

gas flowing at a rate o/"121rain. With the volume of the premod being 3301 this
flow rate is equivalent to one volume exchange in 10h. Over the time of the run the
whole chamber volume will have been exchanged about 2 times, with the gas inside
the actual drift cells changed at a possibly somewhat slower rate due to the fact that
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Figure 80 . Residuals for the sense wires in layer 0 of module 7 for a full track fi_

the}"are communicating with the main gas volume only through narrow slots. The
run was subdivided into sub runs with 500 events each. For each part the chamber

was realigned- that is a new set of t_a was computed, to here is not the normal to, but
includes the change of drift velocity:

< residuals >

1...j.(nominZ)

Fig. _85i shows the resulting to distribution. Plotted is the accumulated change in
f4 as a function of the event number. The event number is essentially a measure of

time, except for one lap in time around e,mnt number I0000, where the data taking
was interrupte<i bray. 'fke _rst # rums are Tery stab|e. After the introduction of the
new gas mixtuze the _ _a_s to ch_n_e. Since the velocity is absorbed into a time

measuemeut, a raising t_ means a decreasing velocity. After event number 15000 the
_o curve flattens out indicating that the gas has changed completely and that the
chamber is stable again.

In order to translate the change in to into a change of velocity the to from the
beginning of the run were used and the velocity varied, until the apparent offset in to
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Figure 81 • Resolution of sense wire 3 in layer 2 of module 7 with and without illumination by a
strons source

between the original to and the ones needed to align the chamber with the changed
velocity were zero. Startin8 from a velocity of 40#m/n8 it was found that a velocity

with
F = 0.865 + 0.005

save'the best agreement with the starting to's. Converting this into a relative change
of the velocity due to a I% decrease in the C O_ concentration one finds:

_ -(13.5± o.5+ (;.5- 3)%

" - where the first e;'ror is the statistical error in calculating F, the second one an estimate
of the error due to the change in HV around event number 13500 and due to the end
of the run before the flattop was reached completely. This result is compatible with

" the measurement of[ 49 ], where Av/_ = -(17 :j:4)% for a -1% change in CCh was
predicted. To retain an accuracy of 200#m in the chamber the drift time should be



Figure 82 . Resolution of the eight delay lines in one module as s function of z, for module # 5
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Figure 8S. Change in AZavsevent number. The event number is a measureof the time since the
be_'nnins of the run. The first step in the curve is due to a Sap in time, the second one due to a
slightchange in H_ on the outer wlresand the strip.

stable to better than 5 ns for an average drift distance of 3 cm. This translates into

a necessary stability of the velocity of Av/v < 0.67%. The concentration of the C(_

gas has to be kept constant at better than 0.05% of the total gas flow.

In 149] the change in velocity due to a decrease in the C H, concentration from
4 to 3 % was measured to be -(8 = 3)%. This would translate for the same stability

requirement of to of 5ns as in the CO2 case into a requirement on the stability of the
concentration of the C//4 of better than 0.08% of the total gas flow.

The influence of the environmental/'actors like pressure, temperature etc. w]]]

show up in the to's as well. A rough study was done to estimate the size of the eJTect
over a long time. Fig. [86] shows a plot of to of one sense wire (wire 2 in layer

. 2) measured repeatedly over a period oi"one month. During this period the module
read out was changed twice- the first 6 points were taken with module 5, the next
two ones with module 6 and the remaining ones with module #7. The point to point
variations are between 5 and I0 ns. It is hoped that a very careful calibration of the

chamber and a stable gas system wi]] make a stable operation of the chamber over

longer periods of time possible. It might be necessary to change the overall velocity,



Fisure 80 • AveraS e to l'or wire 2 in layer 2 as a function of time. The first 6 points were taken
with module # 5. the next 2 with #6 and the remainins ones with module 7

but the hope is that no adjustments of t_s are needed.

11.$.S. dE/dx measurements

S_mi]arly as described for the 1985 BNL test the gE/dz resolution of the chamber
was mea_uTed. AKain because no real double track events are available this was done

b.v superimposing two consecutive events in software. The ionization of the events
was measured as the 66_ truncated mean o{ the charse of the hit, averased over all

hits participatinK in a _rxck. The pulse area was corrected for the xnS|• O in the
rz-p]ane. Fig. [87_ shows the resu]tinK digributions. _IVRh28 sense wiTes sinK]e
and double ioni_ pa:tictes can be clearly distinguished. For a cut at 1.3,minimum

ionh_g particle chat_e, the I I_IIP ei_c;,ency is 96%. The re_ection factor for a 2 MIP
e,;en_,o_,e_:• _inK]• ionizins particle is found to be 5,5± 12
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Figure 8T . Plot of the charge of a track normalised to s minimum ionizing psrticle, for sinsle
MIP particles and for simulated'double MIP particles



12. The Offline analysis program

12.1. Introductiom

The offline analysis of the data from the test chamber was done with a general

purpose analysis program called DOuser developed for the DO experiment [ 50 ] The
DOUSER program provides a framework from which data taken previously and stored
in a disk file may he read, processed and summary information be obtained. The pro-
gram, written in Fortran 77, interacts with the user via a menu driven interface [ 51 ]

'OThree principal stages are to be distinguished during the executl n of the program.
During the setup stage parameters for the upcoming analysis run are collected. The
input file is set and possible output streams are opened, if selected files are to be saved.
After the setup the event processing task starts. If the program is run interactively
another menu provides access to a number of features like event display, histogram
display, event dump etc. The event display in itself is a menu driven program which
allows the user 1o interactive]y access different views of the detector, redefine them,
split the screen into different windows etc.

The last stage of the program is reached once all events in the input file or a preset
number of events have been processed. The user can either reinitialize the program
with a new input file, exit directly or produce the desired output of histograms etc.
with the help of a dialog.

Each of the above mentioned tasks is accessed via a so called user hook. A user

hook is a logical function which is called at the appropriate place in the program, and
which is used by the user to hang his/her specific applications from. For example
during the event processing a routine USREVT is called for each event, from which, in

the case of the central detector, the complete hit finding and tracking package is called
in turn. Each user hook exists for every subsystem of the detector. For example the
routine CSREVT exists for the CDC, the FDC, the TRD, the VTX, the calorimeter

and the muon system. With the help of a special tool. the so called program builder,
the user sets up a special package for kis./her particular needs, in which only the
necessary user hooks are actually called. This allows to build a comparatively small
executab|e _'et,=/onof the program by avoiding caning and processing many unneeded
routines. At tke s_me _ime _dding o_her detector parts to an existing package is easy
and enl.aih only a session with program builder and a relinking of the program. For
example for the analysis of the central chamber test data no other part of the detector

was needed (or even present), so that a version of the program was built which only
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over four layers and tries to fit the accompanying z-information.

In the following the procedures used for these three tasks are described in some

detail. Most of the routines were written by Olivier Callot, Stony Brook and Orsay,
France.

12.2.1. Hit Finding
Q

Data for the CDC are digitized signals from the sense wires and delay lines. In
each channel the raw data are zero suppressed by a hardware circuit. DOuser reads

the suppressed data from the file. The first task to be done in order to be able to
reconstruct the event is to find the hits in the traces. The algorithms used follows
closely one developed for the OPAL experiment at CERN [ 52 ].

Pulse finding and definition of the pulse time is done using the first difference of
the data rather than the actual FADC data. Two different conditions exist for the

hit finder to recognize a pulse. Three consecutive differences are _canned and have
to be larger than a threshold or two consecutive differences have to be larger than a
threshold and the sum of both has to be larger than some other threshold. For any
data to be used in this selection process it has to be above the previously defined
pedestal of this particular wire.

The trailing edge of the pulse is found by requiring three consecutive differences
to fall below the leading edge threshold. If this condition is not met within a fixed
number of bins after the leading edge the pulse is truncated at a fixed length. If a
second pulse arrives before the trailing edge of the first pulse was found: an overlap
flag is set and the first pulse is ended at the beginning of the second one.

The area of _he pulse is calculated by summing the bins between the leading and
the trailing edge. If a second pulse arrives before the first ends the area calculation
stops at the beginning of the second pulse. The width is defined as the distance in
time between the leading edge and the trailing edge bin of the found hit. Again if a

second pulse arrives before the first ends the calculation is stopped at the beginning
of the second pulse.

The time of the pulse is determined by finding the center of gravity of the positive
portion of the differez_ce pu_se af_eT_the leading edge bin.

T = lD(i)• i
D(i) (12- 1)

where i starts at the beginning of the cluster and runs over all positive differences

D(i). u_ is a weighz applied to each bin. It is currently a constant number independent
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of i. This shifts the time towards the larger bins and reduces the time jitter due to
noise fluctuations. Once the appropriate bin is found it is converted into a time

by multiplying it with the time for one bin in the FADC. In DO, since the clock is

synchronized with the accelerator clock, this time is 9.43ns (the clock is running at
106MHz).

Using the difference rather than absolute thresholds makes the hit finder more
independent of pedestal fluctuations. This is important because although care was
taken to make the electronics as stable as possible with respect to the baseline in order
to avoid an unstab]e pedestal, fluctuations in the chamber current due to fluctuations

in the density of particles traversing the chamber will move the baseline around
somewhat.

More important though this algorithm does recognize a pulse by its rise time and
wiU reject pulses which are vastly too slow or too fast. Spikes due to faulty bits in

the FADC will not be recognized as pulses, nor will some slowly rising pu]ses due to
discharges pass the selection. This powerful feature makes the hit finder very useful
in not filling up the hit banks with spurious hits.

This hit finder was first programmed for the early cosmic ray test, which were
done without a sophisticated zero suppression circuit. Test wiU be made to determine
to what extent this complicated algorithm is necessary if the ful! zero suppression is
implemented.

At the moment the s" ';t finder is applied to the sense wires and to the ,lelay
lines. Because the del_ _dse is somewhat slower than the sens wire pulse a
different hit finding rou_ ght give a i,trger efficiency. For reasons of simplicity
however no distinctions is made at the moment between hit finding on sense wires or
delay lines.

For delay lines however one additional constraint has to be fullfilled, before a hit
can be called a good delay line hit. For every hit there are two delay line measure-
ments, one on either side of the line. The s_m of the times corrected for the drift
time on the sense wire which drives the line has to be equal to the total delay of the
delay line. The program first finds all hits on the delay lines for both sides. It then
compares both sides and finds the best match for a given hit. The condition for a hit
to pass is that

_,I,. g,,h,- 2 * L,.. = Y_.m (12- 2)

withina giventolerance._T.

12.2.2. Fitting Segment Tracks
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In order to fred the tracks within one layer all hits found in that layer are sorted
in _. A list is built up which contains the hits for each wire (0:6) arranged in @ from

_ 0 to 24. Each hit enters _wi¢.einto the Hst as the "real" point and its mirror image on
the other side of the sense _'ire. This has to be done because no information exists

at this stase _-hich would distinguish one side from the other. The discontinuity at
= 2_r is being taken care of by copying the fast hits over to the beginning of the

list. Starting from a hit on the lowest plane (first wire in the cell) a hit in one of the

higher planes, e.g. plane 6, is chosen. This second hit has to lie within an angular
|! range=A_ fron the first point. This is done in the r- _ projection. A road of

certain width is opened connecting both points, and a line is fitted to the points
lying within this road. The fitting is no longer done in the r - ,I) plane, but in the

x-y projection, since this is the coordinate system in which the final result is being
i:i stored. The points which result in the best fit are used for the segment track. Since

the i_dividuaJ hit has no information from which side of the sense wire it originates
each hit will show up twice: once on the left side of the sense wire plane, once on
the right side (The "real" hit and the mirror hit). Segment tracks are fitted on both

sides, but only the track with the better X2 is retained. They are tagged together
with their mirror images so that they are not used again for another track. A track

is fitted only if a minimum number of wires out of the possible seven have passed the
criteria and are being used for the actual fit. Typically two wires out of seven are
allowed to be missing.

12.2.3. Connecting segments to full tracks

The last s_ep in the reconstruction is to connect the segment tracks to form a

full track. Starting from the outer radius of the chamber a segment track is u_ed as
a "seed" similar as it is done in the segment track finding itself. Tracks in the next

lower layer which are within a maximum distance in r- (_ and whose angle _ does not

vary more than a preset angle are selected. The one which is closest to the original
one is added to the list of segments on a track. Usually one layer is allowed to be

missing _-om _e Hat. Once _be list is complete a line is fitted to all hits participating
in the segment tracks selected. The track is stored in the form

z= z_ + s,, o_ 4'sin O

]l = Yo-;- * * sin (ksinO (12-3)
z= z0-t-s,cosO

The track is first fitted in r - 4), then in z. For the fit in z each point has to have a xy-
component, for the fit in xy the z-points may be missing. All errors in xy- and in z
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are assumed to be perpendicular to the projection of the track into the xy plane and
the rz plane respectively. The points participating in the fit are entering weighted
with the inverse of the square of the error of this point. The final track is stored by

• its center of gravity point of all used hits, the angle • in the x - y plane and the

angle ® between the z-axis and the track.

-!

12.3. Constants
J

In order to be able to convert the timing information obtained from the hit finder

routine to a space information needed in the reconstruction of the event a number of
additional information_ are needed. In the case of the sense wires these informations

are the drift velocity, an offset time called to and a more detailed space to time relation
for fine corrections to the time. The drift distance x is determined from the drift time

t by the relation:
• = (t- (12-4)

p
0

to is a time offset between the time measured with the FADC and the actual time at

which this particular event happened. In particular due to slightly different delays
in the cables and in the electronics this time may vary somewhat from channel to

channel. Using data from test pulse runs these electronic contributions to the differ-
ences in to can be corrected. There are however other effects which might change to's:

The field for the outer wires might be slightly different from the one for the inner
wires. This might result in a shift in to for the inner wires relative to the outer ones.

These changes are very hard to predict, but they have to be taken into account if a
good resolution of the chamber should be achieved. An iterative process is employed
to minimize the differences in to. This is described in more detail in the section on

alignment.

In the case of the delay lines a to exists in the same way as it does for the sense
wires. However additional information is needed to be able to pinpoint the time to

space relation ship more precisely. First the active part of the delay lines might not
start always at exactly the same position within the chamber. Measurements taken on
the finished lines showed this to vary by about ±0.125". This will shift the apparent
center of the delay line and cause misalignment in the track fitting. The lines do show

some changes in propagation speed along z. This was measured prior to the wiring of
the individual modules for sixteen points along the line. From this an average speed
and a correction table were derived. For the data discussed here the velocities as
measured in the calibration were used, but no attempt was made to utilize the point

by point calibration.

Usi_ the test pulse data the to's for both delay lines and sense wires may be
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Figure 89 . _ - @ view of the same event with two differentoverall _ The relative _'s are
identical. In the left picture segment tracksdo not line up properlybecause of a wrong _0. In
the right pictureall foare corrected by a time correspondingto half the mean time separatingtwo
neighbourHsment tracks. The segment tracksline up properlyan_ full tracksarefound.

determined relative to each other, but an overall factor remains unknown. This globs]

sh]f_ is fairly easily determined in the case of the sense wires. Du_- to the staggering
of neighbour layers track segments will be pulled apart if an overall time offset is
introduced. |n such z case the fit within a segment will be good, since the relative _0

are known, but large distances will sepazate segments tracks in different layers. The
overall shift in to is de_ermined u the time needed to shift the two segments on top of

each other. F_g. !89] shows two difl'erent views of the same event• In one view the
overall fo was not adjusted properly. Since the relative channel to channel _0are nearly

correct many segment Iracks ate fo_tnd. However segments between neighbour layers
_re o_et by a large t_nneT0 o,nd do not line up to form/'ull tracks. The second view
shows t]le sa_e, event after the ovesaU fo has been moved by 0.5 • TO. The segment

tracks d]d s_t, on top o( each other and full tracks are found•

_- For delay lines the situation is slightly more complicated. Nothing directly com-
parable to the staggering oi"cells in the case of sense wires exists. However an overall
Cowill change the sum oi"left and right times for each hit on the delay line. In order
to find the shift tracks were fitted to the left hits and to the right hits separately.

ir m
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One half of the time difference between the two fits was then used as the additional
to.

For the final DO chamber the exact position of each delay line and its active region
is known. Here the _ocan be derived much more precisely from pulser data and the

geometrical measurements than it,was possible for the Premod used in the DO hall
test.

"' For each delay line a fairly large number of constants is needed. The velocity
as obtained from the calibration and the measurements referencing the line to the
chamber have to be known. In addition the sixteen calibration points have to be

stored, or a polynomial fit to those, to allow for high precision reconstruction in z.

All the static parameters are kept in a special zebra bank. They are read in at
the beginning of each run. They are changed only during the alignment phase (see
section on alignment).

i 12.4. Alignement of the chamber
,

As briefly discussed in the section on the constan'ts used in recontructing tracks
the to needed to link tracks up can be measured to some accuracy with a test pulse.
These measurements together with the known geometry of the chamber allow for a
first set of constants which usually allows a quite good reconstruction efficiency for
tracks.

For the tests done so far (the previously described cosmic ray test and the to be

described DO hall test) the operating conditions and the geometry of the chamber
were not known well enough to allow a good determination of the to's based purely on

pulser calibrations etc.. An internal alignement procedure is used to find an average
sel of to's for the chamber.

The basic idea is as follows. First a set of to for the sense wires is derived. In

a first pass tracks in the segments are fitted as described above, but the X2 for the
fit is allowed to be fairly large. The residuals for these tracks are accumulated and
the mean and sigma are determined. At the end of the run the to's are corrected
with half the mean residuals. The same procedure is repeated a number of time, each

time tightening up the cut on X2. If the determination of the electronic to was done
properly, this process converges fairly quickly if the events are clean.

For the delay lines a very similar method is employed. After the overall t_s are
determined in the way described above residuals are computed and corrected over
a numb-_r of consecutive passes. At this point no attempt was made to use the
individual calibration measurements for each line except in using the individual line
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velocity. It is hoped that the inclusion of these corrections will improve the quality
of the fit to the delay _ine hits.

It is hoped that this internal alignment procedure can be replaced by a better
pu/ser a.lignment and a better and more complete understanding of the chamber.
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13. The Premod- the D_ HALL test

13.1. Introduction

In ]ate September of 1988 the premod was shipped to FNAL to be installed in the
" I_ interaction region. After a preliminary test of the chamber in the counting room
. with cosmic rays the chamber could finally be moved into the beam in the middle of

November of 1988. The delay was partially due to slowly coming electronics for the
readout, but for the most part due to a Tevatron which functioned without major

problems for an extended period. This quite remarkable performance of the co]lider
however kept the premod out of the interaction region, because no beam access was
possible.

' On the 23. of November 1988 the first events from the l_ interaction point were

recorded. During the next couple of month the trigger was gradually improved to
: discriminate against beam gas events and to maximize the trigger rate. During the

collider shutdown over Christmas a new set of Scintillation counters was installed to

provide a set of counters at small angles to the beam far away from the interaction
point.

For the next 5 month until the end of may 1989 the test was running intermit-

tently. A large fraction of the time the system was not fully operational. The reasons
were many and were not connected to the chamber- some of them will be discussed

in the following sections. Very often however problems in the data aquisition chain
made the taking of data impossible.

In the following the setup used to take data is discussed. The data aquisition sys-
tem is briefly described, together with an overview of the software needed to operate
it. Finally data from this test are presented and some results are shown.

13.2. The Tevatron colllder

This section very briefly discusses the main characteristics of the Tevatron proton-

antiproton collider as far as they are relevant for the chamber test at DQ. The Teva-
tron is a proton anti proton storage ring at the Fermi National Acce_.erator Laboratory
in Batavia, Illinois. The basic parameters are summarized in the following list:

.Max beam energy 0.9- 1.0 TeV

Injection energy 0.15 GeV

Circumference 6.28 km

166
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No of interaction regions 1 high L, 3 low L

Luminosity 0.5 - 1.5. 103°cm-28 -2 at the high L region,
about a factor 80 less at the low L region.

Luminosity lifetime typically around 20 hours

_' No of particles per bunch p : e ,_lOe;p : 2.10 e

Yo of bunches in ring per species 6

_! Average beam current per species p : 1.4mA,[_ : 0.SmA

Crossing angle 0°

Energy spread 0.15,10 -3

"' Transverse emittance 2.6 • 10-9 _rad - m

_, RF frequency 53M H z

i. Acceleration period 44s

Bunch length 50cm

Beam radius 43,10-6m

The quoted numbers were mostly taken from [ 53 ], page 50, and were updated
to correspond to the actual performance of the collider during the 1988/1989 run.

Since the RF frequency is 53MHz, particles can be trapped in principle every
18.86ns around the rin_;. For six bunch on six bunch operation an equal spacing
between all bunches is not possible, but it varies by one "bucket". Bunches are

spaced 185 or 186 RF buckets apart alternating between the the numbers. The first
(leading) bunch is called the "A"-marker, the third one the "B" marker and the sixth
one the "C*' marker.

At injection the Tevatron is running at 150 GeV. First the six proton bunches,
then the six antiproton bunches are injected. If everything succeeds the ring will then
ramp up to its normal energy of 1.8TeV CM, the so called fiat top.

During this run only one interaction region was equipped with mini beta magnets
to increase the luminosiXy. This was the B0 interaction region wi_h the CDF experi-

ment. Here ]mmin_sifies up to 1.5 - 103°crn-2_ -1 w,-re obtained. In the other three

interaction region _,he tum_osity is shout a factor 80 _ess than the CDF luminosity
54

• j"

la.a. The DO interaction region

During the 1988/1989 colli_der run a temporary setup was installed in the DO

interaction legion. The interaction hall for the DO detector was already finished.
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but no detector was installed. A steel bridge crossed the space for the detector as a :
temporary support for the beamline.

The FNAL collider really consists of two rings: The so called main rlng, a syn.

chroton with conventions] magnets, and the Tevatron itself with super conducting
magnets. The main ring is used for two purposes. During the filling of the Tevatron
with protons and anti protons it is used as a preaccelerator, ramping the protons/

' antiprotons to 150 GeV/c before they are injected into the Tevatron. Once the Teva-

. tron is filled the main ring is used as a proton synchroton to provide protons needed
in the antiproton source. Every 2.25 seconds the main ring will ramp for appr. 1.75
seconds and then dump the accelerated protons onto a target.

In the tunnel both rings are placed on top of each other. As they enter the I_
interaction ha]] they separate to a distance of about 2 m at the collision point. A
number of magnets are placed on the Tevatron inside the interaction hall, which are

' used for beam extraction during Axed target running. A space of about 1.80 m around
' the interaction point is left clear of mat;nets etc.

Around the collision point the standard 4 inch diameter stainless steel beam pipe
of the tevatron was replaced by a thin extruded stainless pipe for ±8.5". The wall
t_ickvess of this pipe was 6/!000", as opposed to 34/1000" for the standard beam

pipe.

Besides the premod a monopo]e experiment shared the I_ collision point. It
introduced considerable amounts of material in front of the premod. Its main parts

are 1" thick pieces of glass mounted inside the beam pipe and an array of plastic
scintillalor like materials about 1" thick just at the outside of the beam pipe. This
detector intends to find very heavy particles by the damage they do to the material

in the detector when traversing it. It requires no external electronics or connections.

13.4. The chamber setup

13.4.1. The Beam trigger

Fig. [90] shows an end view of the premod as it is mounted in the I_ interaction
region. The chamber sits between two magnet=s, slightly to the side of the perfect
vertical due to space restrictions. The chamber is supported by two "unistrut" bars
which run parallel to the _eamline. These bars are placed in a way that a particle
from the beam which would go through the active chamber volume will not traverse
either of them. Two scintillation counters are placed beneath the chamber between

the beam pipe and the premod, another one on top of it. These three counters form



Figure 90 . Endviewof the premadmountedin the DOinteractionregion.

the so called inner set of counters referred to later in discussing the trigger. Two
scintillation counters are placed in front and behind the chamber, covering the ends
of the counters on top and right below the chamber. At different times these counters
were used as veto counters to discriminate against particles travelling parallel to the

beam pipe, or as crude interaction triggers by requiring a coincidence between both
of them.

In addition two sets of two counters each were positioned to the left _nd the

_ght of the beam pipe 7.06 m away i'rom the nominal interaction point on the anti
proton side and 9.72 m away fTom DO on *,he proton side. Fig. [91] shows the
position of the different counters w_th respec_ to '_he_nteraction point and the cham-
ber. Unfortunately two large dipole magne',s and one quadrupole are placed around
the inter_tJon zegion. In particular on the _ side the dipole will blank out most of

the yartie:es for the far counter on this side. The counter essentially will see only
- - those particle which just "graze" the edge of the dipole magnet and produce particles

hitting the counter.
F:_ [92] shows the finally adopted schematics for the trigger. Essentially a

trigger _ formed in two sleps. First a coincidence between the three inner counters is
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Figure 91 . Schematics of the different scintillation counters used for trigger purposes

made and v'e/oed by an "or" between the two endcap counters (counters 5 and 6). The

timing of this coincidence is set by the counter closest to the chamber, counter #3. A

- second coincidence is made between the two far side counters. More precisely the "or"

between the two far counters on either side is formed, and the coincidence between

these two sign*Is is made. A coincidence between this and the inner coincidence is
used to form the final trigger signal. Finally the trigger is once more retimed _ith

an appropriately delayed signal from counter # 3 to minimize the jitter in time, and

vetoed with an "or" of the 4 far counters timed in early with respect to the expected
interaction.

The machine provides two types of signals which are used in addition to the

counter signals. The first is a pulse signaling the beginning of an acceleration cycle in

the main ring. During the ramping of the main ring a lot of background from this is

expected. The trigger is blanked out during this period of 1.75 s out of a total cycle
_: time of 2.25s. The other signal is the so called Tevatron Beam Synchronization signal.

:_ it is a signal occurring every 7#s whose frequency is synchronized to the Tevatron
interaction rate. An appropriate delay is introduced to put this signal exactly at that

point in time at which an interaction at DO would happen. The actual interaction

rate is twice as high, collisions occur every 3.5 /zs, so the trigger will loose half the
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Figure 02. Schematics of the trigger logic used for the final runs. For reasons of clarity all delaysave been omitted.

possible interactions. This signal is introduced as an additional signal into tile first,
the inner coincidence.

The trigger _,as set up to try to reject as many beam gas events as possible and to
be as insensitive as possible to halo particle from both the proton and the anti proton
beams. As the beams _rave] do_-n the beam pipe in their respective directions, they
are surrounded by a cloud of particles. THeses originate from beam gas collisions,
interactions with parts of the beam transport system etc. If ones calls the time of

the "teal" interaction t. = 0, then the proton will pass by counters 9/10 at time -t,.
Most probably some o! the halo particles _H hit the counters and produce a signal.
The same is true for the anti protons and counters 7/8. These halo hits can be easily
rejected by the fact that they axe too early compared to the nominal interaction
time. At t --. O the _n_eradion occurs at I)O and the fragments starts to fly apart.
Only t smld] fraction of all particles in the beam actually interact so most protons/

-ant|protons will just continue on. They will now pass the opposite far counters at
the same time as any fragments from the real interaction. Discrimination between

the real event and the halo is possible by requiring a simultaneous hit on both far
counters, upstream and downstream of the chamber. However there will be always
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some background due to accidental halo hits in both counters which fall within the
time window of the coincidence.

The trigger sketched out in Fig. [92] does essentially the following thing: The
inner coincidence requires at least one particle at large theta. The veto with the two

close outer counters (counters 5 and 6) removes any hits from particles flying parallel
to the beam axis and also events with a large number of particles. At the same time

J

two very low angle "beam jets" are required to trigger the coincidence of the two
far counters. A very tight timing on the coincidence is meant to lower the chance of
accidental signals from two halo hits at the same time on either side. The veto on the

early signal from the far counters removes the first set of halo interactions and some
beam gas events. The whole trigger is retimed with the counter closest to the chamber
to remove as much time jitter as possible. It is synchronized to the Tevatron crossing
signal. During the main ring accelerator cycle no triggers are allowed. Although

,, background from the main ring is not very likely to fake a trigger, it does produce
many low energy particles whose tracks overlap the real event in the chamber and

: make thereconstructiondii_cult.

There areseveralsources,ofpossiblebackgroundtrisgers.An interactioncan

occurbut withoutproducinga particleathightheta.The two low anglebeam jets

arepres_.ntand triggerthefarcoincidence.The highthetatriggerhoweverisdone

by an simultaneousbeam gaseventfrom eithertheprotonoftheantiprotonbeam.

Some similareventsmighthappen inwhichnotone beam gas particleproducesthe

triggerbut a number ofthem hittheinnercountersmore or lessatthesame time.

Asainifthefarcountersarepresentthetriggerwillfire.Some of"theseeventswillbe
rejectedby"thevetofromthe counters5 and 6,becausetheywillratherlikelyspill
overintocounters5 and/or6.

The hitsinthefarcounterswillwithsome probabilitybe fakedby simultaneous

hitsofthep and the_ halorespectively.The innercoincidencemight be presentdue

tOa realeventor.more likely,due toa beam gasevent.
..

I_.4.2.The signalpath: From the chamber to the event display

Afterthe preamp thesignalsfrownthe wiresaresentto theoutsideofthe in-
teractionhallviaa fiatcoaxialcable.There theyare amplifiedand shapedinthe

DO shapingamplifiers,which aredescribedelsewhereinmore detail.The shaping
headersweresetup todo norealshaping,buttocompensateforthelossesand distor-

tionsinthecableonly.The headersalsoallowedfora limitedadjustmentofrelative

gainsbetweenindividualchannels.Thiswas usedtosupplya lowerelectronicgainto

theoutersensewire,whichwereoperatedata higherchamber gain,and toamplify
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the delay line signals more than sense wire signals. From the shaper the signals are
Aentup to the movable counting house into the FADC. At the Input of the FADC a

coupling transformer inverts the signal and decouples the grounds. The signal is AC
coupled into an amplifier w_+,ha bilinear response curve. For large signals (larger than
FADC bin 192 above pedestal) _he gain is 11 _imes smaller than for the main part
of the pulse. The bilinear response is essential/y achieved by using the knee voltage
of a diode. The FADC is a 100 MHz 8bit SONY chip, running at 106 MHz. This
frequency was chosen in order to be able to synchronize the FADC clock with the

Tevatron timing signals. Data are next passed through the DO zero suppression chip,
a custom designed gate array described in more detail in the section on the readout
electronics. The zero suppress chip tries to find clusters of data which are not base

lines in the raw digitized hits passed over from the FADC. Only those clusters are
saved and sent out onto the data cable. From there the data are processed by the level
2 system and picked up by the main data aquisition program on the host computer.

+_+ 13.5. The Data acquisition system

During the test of the premod a complete version of the DO data acquisition
system was in place in the DO hall. This system, which is described in detail elsewhere

tt55 _ will eventually-consist, of a dedicated fast trigger processor (trigger framework),
a farm of 50 Wax computers (the level 2 farm) and a VAX 8820 host computer. The
Trigger framework does the first ]eve] of precessing of some selected set of the data
from the detector to decide whether a good event happened or not. Level two takes

all the good events and does a first processing of them and a reformating. Finally the
8820, the hosl computer, stores the good events and does any kind of online analysis.

A certain time after every beam crossing trigger framework checks whether any
yard trigger condition is met. In the simplest case a valid trigger would be a set
bil in the 32 b_t lr_$ser word. In more realistic situations any combination of those

may be used for L specific trigger. The trigger conditions will be programmable in
sofa,'are by the user to allow for maximum flexibility.. In the final experiment trigger
framework will actually build the trigger from a number of inputs- like information
from the calorimeter, from the trigger counters or other parts of the detect, or. During
_he 1988/89 r_z_ the ar._u-! trisger "¢as formed outside/rig_er framework by the above
described trigger logic and _t-_s7re¢esse_i and t_med by trigger framework.

_"a valid _.rig_er condition i'_ met, a signal is send out to the different front end

crates _o suspend the taking of additional data. In the case of the CDC a flaG is set
at the FADC indicating that the data in the fast buffer are to be transferred into the

zero suppress chip (start digitize signal). Another flag is set, the "hold transfer" flag,
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which can be used to abort the processing of the data, if for some reason the trigger
system marks a initially valid trigger as invalid. This is the so called level 1.5 trigger
decision, which would mean that the front end is dead for one intersection, during
which data are being processed and the final trigger decision is reached. It.allows the i

trigger computer some more time to arrive at a more sophisticated trigger decision _
without unnecessarily slowing down the whole system by introducing a lot of dead

time. If the hold transfer flag drops before the start digitize flag, the FADC stops

processing, empties out its buffers and is ready for a next event. 3

Trigger framework also sends a signal to the level 2 farm indicating that a valid _i
trigger occurred and that the system should prepare for data to come in.

To guarantee that the timing between the different components of the system is
consistent everything up to the level of trigger framework is timed from the same clock.
This master clock is driven by a synchronization signal received from the accelerator,
which retriggers the system every 21 _ts (every full revolution of the beams). Starting
from this signal the clock generates a 108 MHz square wave which is phaselocked
to the main timing signal and resynchronized every 21 /zs. This clock drives all the
FADC's. In this test the 10fi MHz signal as received from the dock was distributed

to the FADC's directly via the VMS back plane. In future versions repeaters are
foreseen on each FADC board to minimize the dependance of the system on the signal

quality received from the clock. The clock a!so sent a Tevatron crossing signal to
trigger framework, which is used by the trigger computer as its main synchronization
signal. Every check trigger framework does on trigger bits is timed relative to this
timing signal. All the signals originating in the clock system are controlled by a local
computer. They can be delayed with respect to the main timing signal from the
accelerator, so that e.g. the acquisition of data with the FADC starts shortly before
data actually start arriving from an interaction on the input. Care has to be taken
to time this on the correct bunch passing by in DO. Since bunches are not equally

spaced, but vary in distance by 18.8 ns, the start acquire signal sent to th_ FADC
should be timed in the correct sequence to match up the sequence of the bunches

passing by at DO.

Data from the detector are send to the gVaxes via fast data cables. Ea£h part of

the detector is served by one data cable. At the farm a supervisor computer decides
which of the ttVax nodes is not busy and sends the data to this node for pr,,cessing.
The cable is directly mapped into a part of the processor memory avoiding ;,'peated
copying of the data from one memory location to another. Once data at,, being

processed they are send on towards the host for storage and. if so desir_-_t, online
processing.

The actual system available at DO was a scaJed down version of the finn. scquisi-

i
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tion system. Four ;_va_ computers formed the level 2 farm- one as a supervisor, the
other three as actual nodes. Three data cable were installed, one for the chamber test,
one for the muon chamber test and one for the calorimeter electronics test. The level
two system was essentiaUy onl.v used as an inte]|igent data router without doing any
actual data processing. It did receive the data from the VME crates, checked them

for parity errors and consistency by comparing the information in the data header
with the actual data package (e.g. length of the data package) and held them in a
buffer until it was able to ship them off to the host.

On the host a number of things are happening. Most importantly data arriving

from the level 2 farm wiU be recognized according to the trigger type- in this test,
the distinction was entirely detector related: central chamber data, muon data or
calorimeter data. in real running this might mean a missing/_ trigger, or an electron

trigger- and saved into appropriate disk files. The disk storage is only used as a

spooler for the tapes- once a certain file size is met, data will be automatically written
saC

_ to tape.

At the same time the host allows the online analysis of the data. If this is enabled

data are being put into a common block, the so called global shared common, where
they can be accessed by an online analysis program and used for event display etc..

Again the online program will pick out only those events from the global shared
common which fall into certain trigger categories.

13.5.1. DAQ Software

A number of programs have to be present in order for the Data acquisition system
to function properly. This section does not attempt to provide a users guide to
the system, but rather to give a short description of the programs involved. For
the user three programs are visible. One is a low ]eve] program running on the
68000 ,Processor that controls the VME crate with the FADC's. This program upon
receiving a trigger signal will start and control the routing of data from the FADC
buffers on the data cable driver. The other two visible programs are running on the

Host. One is the control program for the taking of data, the program "Taker", which

defines the type of trigger used, switches recording of events on and off etc. The
other visible program is the onliue analysis/event display package called "Examine".
Examine is the oat_in_creTs/en of the previously described DOuser program. It provides
a subsel of _e iuac_ions of DOuser, which are meaningful for interactive data analysis.

[_[/stogra.ms may be booked and filled, and the standard event display package is
present.

' In thebackgrounda number ofotherprocesseshavetobe active.The central
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task running is the Coordinate program, which "coordinates" the flow of data from

the level 2 farm to the host. COOR, as the program is called, will with the help of
two other processes fill the global shared common and write data onto disk for those
triggers for which a Taker is active.

Each of the other parts of the DAQ, the level 2 farm and the trigger framework,
have their own control programs, which may be accessed from the host. They allow

"' the user to interact, mos¢ly for debugging purposes, with the different systems. A
more detailed description of these can be found elsewhere.

13.6. Performance of the Premod in the DO interaction region

During the collider run the premod was continously in the beam for about 7
month. About half of this time the chamber was actually under HV, some unde-

termined small fraction of this taking good data. However the chamber performed
very good over the whole period. No problems were encountered which were due to

: the chamber. In particular no HV breakdowns occurred, nor did the chamber trip
spontaneously. The only time the I-IV had to be lowered was during the injection
of p and l_ into the Tevatron, when a very large background radiation increased the
chamber currents to more than 20_zA per wire (the limit of the current meters).

In the following a short summary of the general performance of the chamber is
given. For a more detailed discussion refer to the previous section on the cosmic ray
tests. This section is intended only to show that the chamber operated correctly.

Fig. 19311 shows the number of full r - 6 tracks in every event, the number of
hits which participated in the track and the number of hits on the r - z track. Only
3 layers were required for a full track in r - _. Of the 10643 events processed in this
run. 1610 did not reconstruct any full track at ali in r - _. For about twice as many

events no track in r-z was found (3650). Conditions for a track were as follows:
Max x2/N for segment tracks 5
number of missing wires on a segment 2
minimum numbers of segments in full track 3
max _2/N for full tracks 30
number of missing delay lines 4

Fig. [94] shows an efficiency plot for the sense wires and the delay lines. This
plot was obtained by requiting 4 layers to participated in a track fit. The results
agree with the measurements done using cosmic rays. Two delay lines did not work
property in the premod. This explained the lower efficiency for delay line #15 and

#27 in the plot. Fig. [95] shows the X2 per degree of freedom for the track'fits---
in both views, r - (I, and r- z. Fig. {96! shows distributions for the _band the
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P;8_,re _a. Number of full tracks/event, number of hits on a full track and number of hits on ar-s track for run 3584

_pl151q,IIq,iIRIMHmNIHIIW,NII,_,llflUlllallmaaaimlnan
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Figure 94 :, Emciencv for sense wires and for delay lines. Two delay lines were not-fuhctlc_._-(_. 15 and #,;7) in one'sector. " '
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any absolute reference using these noisy events will yield unpredictable results. The
program might attempt to connect _w_ong_ segmenls into tracks, broadening the
residual distributions considerably and making an accurate determination of the _0's

very. difFicuJt. In order to make the alignment more reliable a special sample of the
data was produced that included only very clean events. All cuts were applied to
segment tracks only, because their alignment is mostly fixed by the pulser data.

For an event to pass the selection criterium at ]east one segment track had to be

presen{ in each layer. No condition was placed that this track had to line up with
other ones inthe chamber. If any se_nent track was found within I crn of the anode,

the event was rejected. This T_s done to avoid problems with a non linear field shape
close to the sense wi_. Every segment was next checked/'o: other hits near by. If
more than 3 hi_s were fG_md for an_"se_nmut track to be closer than 5 mm to the

ze_men_, the event wu rejected. This way events _'ith tracks close to each other or
crossii2g eact, other were not included in the sample. In the next st,ep when segment
try:ks were joined into full tracks, the maximal allowed distance between two segment
tracks was chosen to be smaller than 5 ram. The alignment program was forced in

this manner to align only the correct tracks together. Fig. [98] shows the resulting
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Figure 95 . _2/JV l'or the fit in _ - • and in _ - z. For the calculation o/'
time error o/"4 ns was assumed, for the • - : calculation the actual flttins error was used.
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_e 96 . Distribution of the snl;le 4, seen in the chsmber snd of e
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plotsfornumber oftracksfoundand number ofhitson a trackinr - _ and r- z fol

thecleansampleofeventsfrom run 3584.Nearlyalleventsinthesamplearesingle

trackeventswiththetrackreconstructedinbothviews.Of the15640initialtriggers
inrun 3584 980 or6.3% passedthe cuts.Fig.[99] showsthechangeintheto'sfor

sensewiresand fordelaylinesdue tothe alignment.The changesarenot big-they
areoftheorderofa few ns-but importantenoughtoincreasethenumber oftracks

-- foundconsiderably.Fig.[100] shows thetoplotsforthetwo consecutiveruns_run

3583and 3584.The firstrunwas a ratherlargeone extendingoverapproximately9
hours (at a trigger rate of 2.4 Hz). It is clear that a realignment of the chamber is

necessaryfrequently.

13.7.2.Data Reduction: firstpass and background rejection

Most eventsrecordedturnoutto be beam gasorotherbackgroundevents.The

" finalgoalofthisanalysisistofindthoseeventsinthewhole datasamplethatare

realp - p interactions.Thiswas done ina two stepprocesswhich isdescribedin

deistinthisand thefollowingsection.To be abletoseparatedtheeventsfrom the

backgrounda more completeunderstandingofthe backgroundeventsthemselvesis
helpful.

Inordertounderstandthebackgroundbetter,dataweretakenduringa proton
onlyrun with a slightlymodifiedtrigger.The arm ofthefarcounterswhich ison

thesideoftheprotonswas notincludedintothetrigger,and thevetoof5 and 6 was

removed.The resultingtriggersareexpectedtobe entirelydue tobeam gasevents
from the protonbeam, Fig.[I01] shows the distributionsforthe angle® ofthe

trackand theintersectionwiththebeamlinez.The z-distributionshows a clearpeak

at z=115 crnand a peak in(9at 150°. Lookingback atthesetupinthebeam one

seesthatatz=Im one ofthedipoleends-most triggersseeninthisrun aredue to

. beam gas events scattering at the face of this magnet.

Lookingat Fig.[I01],itisclearthatmost backgroundoriginatesfrom events

with[z,_->Im and (9< 40° or(9:>140°.For thenextstepinselectinggood events
onlythoseeventswithtrackswith -75cm < z < 75cm and 40° < (9< 140 were

accepted.At leasttwo trackshad topassthez-criterium,and one ofthetwo had

tosatisfythe® criterium.Fig.[102] showstheresultingz-and ® distributionsfor
theselectedeventsfromrun 3583.A smallpeak atz--t10cm survivesbecausesome

eventswhichhave two good tracksinz -and thereforepassedtheselectioncut-also

haveotherbad tracksoriginatingat z=110 cm. 11132eventsout ofthe 31380 mw

triggerspassedthiscut(35?_).Fig.[1031 and Fig.[104] show a feweventswhich
- passedthecuts.
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_, Theta angle measured in the chamber. The _ distribution is fiat indicating that
thechamberis_11umiuateduniformlyin_. ® shows two peaks due toforwardand

' backwardevents,to a rar_eexcentprobablyciteto beam gasinteractions.A more

detaileddiscussionoftldsisgi,,enillthenextsections.

13.7.Analysis of the DO halldata

The datadiscussedinthefollowingsectionwere takingduringthelastpartof

theDO hallpremod test.At thispointthe triggeras outlinedinthe lastsection

was in placeand functional.The dataacquisitionchainwas workingmost ofthe

times,and theonlineprogramwas ina statewhich alloweda quickfeedbackon the

".incomingdata.Two largerunsweretakenduringthelastdaysofcolliderrunning
whichyieldeduseabledata: run 3583 and run 3584. Ifnot otherwisenoted data

presentedherecome {'romeitherofthesetwo runs.

They weretakenunder"nominal"conditions:Tevatronrunningat1.8TeV center

ofmass energ7withsixprotonbunchescollidingwithsixantiprotonbunches.The
30

Luminosityatthebeginofeachrun was 1.2= 10 cm-2s -1 forrun 3583 and 1.0.
.103°crn-2a-I forrun3584 respectively.31380triggersweretakeninrun 3583,15640
inrun3584.

The analysispresentedinthefollowingproceededin threesteps.Firsta rough
alignmentofthe chamber was done usingdata from a pulserrun.A firstpassover

thedatawas done,usingthisalignment,inwhichverycleaneventswerepickedout.
The fileofso selectedeventswas used to improvethealignmentoi"the chamL_:.

Once thealignmentwas satisfactorilytheraw datawereoncemore passedthrough

theanalysisprogram.Thistimeeventswithgoodtracksinz wereselected.Ina third

passfinallytheselectedeventswerefurtherreducedby requiringa fullyreconstructed

vertex in three dimensions. In the following the different steps will be discussed in
detail together wRh the methods used, cuts applied etc..

18.7.1. The alignment phase

Fig. [97] shows a few typical events directly from the raw data tapes. Clearly
there are many hits present b_sides those which were recognized as participating
in a f_1 Irack. Dne to low em_ particIes from v_ious background sources many
incompleee tra,cks form _n the chamber. They will be reconstructed as segment tracks,

ba_ z'/l! _sually not pass the criteria to participate in a full track. The automatic
Llignment procedure described in the chapter on the ot_line analysis program will

take any segment track and try to find the best matches for full tracks. Without
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--'-- P'Tqp_s,,e9g • t before (solid line) and after alignment of"the chamber using the clean data sample
for run 3,584. T_e left plot shows the sense wire 1o'Sss a function ot"wire number, the right one the
delay line loS.
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13.T.3. Vertex reconstruction

The final selection criterium for real events was that at ]east two tracks must

ful]y reconstruct a vertex in three dimensions. In the followins the cuts used and the
method to calculate a vertex are discussed in detail. Since the premod covers on]y

" _. 28 ° in @, the vertex in the xy-.projection can be measured much more precisely in
" one direction than in the other one. This will not be a true for the final chamber,

" since it will cover 2_ in @. Since z is known with much less precision than x-y, this
makei'it impractical to attempt a real simultaneous fit in three dimensions to find the

vertex. The method adopted for the DO Hall data uses the x_"vertex as the startin8
point l'or a vertex and tries to find a best z-vertex for this xy-vertex.

In detail _e procedure Ls as follows. The first thins done is that the coordinate
system of the chamhes-_s _ Normally the @ --- 0 direction coincides with

the outer ec[K_ of tke trails iu the most couuterc]oc]_wise wise position possible in
the chamber. In this way 811 ans]es 4_ are always positive and start at 0. However

-for reconstructins a vertex the precision with which that can be done depends on
the open/n s ans]e of the tracks used for the measurements and on the orientation
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of the axis with respect to which the vertex is being meuured. The most precise
measurement can be done in a plane perpendicular to the symmetry a.ms of the
chamber. The coordinate system is rotated in a way that the y-a.x.is is along the
symmetry axis. X is now the direction in which the vertex position will be measured

most accurate, y the one in which the determination will be worst. Fig. [IOS]. shows "
a sketch of the used coordinate system.

A_ter rotating the tracks into the new coordinate system _he distance of closest
approach between each track in the _- • plane and the nominal vertex position in xy
is calculated. Only tracks which are closer than 5cm to this point will be included in
the following. Next it is required that participating tracks are reconstructed in r- z
as well and that the intersection of the I. - z projection with the r=O axis is within
±75cm of the nominal vertex position in z. For every possible combination of two
tracks which pass these cuts the intersection in the x-y plane is calculated and stored

. in an array. The distance in x and in y from this intersection to the naming_yet tea
position is checked and has to be less than a certain limit. Since the x-coordinate can

be determined much more precisely than the y-coordinate, a tighter cut is applied
to x. At the position of the xy vertex on the track the distance in z is calculated
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given by the equation _/= mz + b is given by:

.. + (13_2)
I

The point of common closest approach is then calculated by the following equation:fo

• _7= a2& - alb_

c_+ _y (13 - 3)
a_

where the coe_cients are given by :

n_ 1 & (13 -4)

-. For the z-vertex this approach can not be used. A point of common closest approach
to all participating tracks in the r- z projection is not necessarily the best 3-d vertex.
This is because in the process of projecting the tracks into the r- z plane they are not
only rotated but also shifted if the are not lying in the plane. Spurious vertices will
show up in the display which are not present in reality. To circumvent this problem,
the distances between any two z-tracks obtained at the point of the xy vertex are used.
The simple average of these values is calculated and is called the vertex position.

13.T.4. Sources for error on the vertex calculation

Two main phenomena contribute to an uncertainty of the calculated vertex posi-
tion. The chamber has an intrinsic measurement error which will limit the precision

with which the vertex can be calculated. Secondly material in front of the chamber
will multiple scatter the tracks and broaden the vertex distribution as well.

. The quantities measured on a track are the center of gravity in r - _ and in 1"- z
and the two angles _ and ®, The errors on these quantities are known from the fitting
routines. Using the error propagation law the error on the two track intersection in
two dimensions can be calculated. With z = nuy + b, one finds after some algebra:
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,++ + + +0'}-;
A special case is the one when the two tracks are symmetric about the x-axis (ml =

:-m2). This corresponds to the sightly idealized situation discussed above, where the
vertex can be measured most precisely in a direction perpendicular to the symmetry

+ axis of the chamber. In this case the y direction is the one which may be measured

most precisely. For this special case the equation simplifies considerably:

2 2
2 1 ((zi z=)2 ' m2(yx y_) )o"mo', -- 8m 2 - (13-8)

_, = _o + {(=, - x= _ -

For a hit in the center of the chamber (y0 = 55ca, z0 = =lOcm), and an #_o =
200/zm, #,. = 0.002, one finds

#, = O.08cm

o'y= 0.46cm

It is interesting to note, that #,/#) = 6 for tracks with an opening angle of 20°.

The effect o[ multiple scattering may be estimated with the following formula

describin s the wid_th of the anglular distribution after multiple scattering as [ 56 ]:

14.1MeV/c _,. _ 1 L

where p is the momentam of the partieJe (in MeV), B its velocity in units of c and 2_,
its clu_rge number, L/£_ the :h/ckaess of the scattering medium in radiation length.
Tkis formula usumes _,hat _he angles after the scattering are gaussian distributed.

-This _Snot "exactly true, in particular at low energies the distribution has non gaussian
tails. For an estimate of the magnitude of the effect however Eq.(13- 7) is adequate.
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_i_._e 10e . Average transversemomentumof chargedparticles u • function of center of mass

To calculate the multiple scattering angle for the premod a measurement of CDF

was used to determine the average transverse momentum for minimum bias particles

at ].STev. Fig. [106] shows a plot of the average transverse momentum of charged
,_ p_ticles as a function of the center of mass energy [ 57 ]. From this the average pr

is found to be 460 MeV at 1.8 TeV.
r"

qp

The following table lists the contributions of the diEerent materials found in front
of the chamber:

• .•

,.:."._ -,, .

•. g'_,,.,_ ",'!,'... . . ,

'_.:,._.,,_';_..• _ _..;
.... t,s_:%,_-.•", • ,.
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M&teri_ D/cm L/L R GO/" ¢/¢m
1" glass (monopole) 5 0.2 0.78 0.1

1" Scintillator (monopole) 10 0.06 0.4 0.09
1/16" SS Monopole skin 13 0.09 0.5 0.1

1/4" Trigger counter 20 0.02 0.15 0.05
I/4" Trigger counter 30 0.02 0.15 0.08

. 3/16" AI- drum (premod) 45 0.05 0.4 0.31

Table 1

Material in front of the premod, thickness in radiation length and contribution to the vertex smear
due to multiple scatter/n$. D is the distance between the beam and the material

If one adds all the individual contributions in quadrature the resulting sigma is
a

• _,,,,I = 0.36cm

due to multiple scattering. This shows that multiple scattering is the dominant effect
and will limit the accuracy of the vertex measurement.

13.T.5. Results

:, Of the 43535 raw triggers in run 3583 and the 19902 triggers in run 3584 1207 and

545 respectively passed all the cuts. This corresponds to 2.8% of the data sample.
Fig. 11071 shows the distribution for the three views of the vertex. A gaussian fit
wu done to the distributions with the following results:

I View Average position/cm u/em 'Xs/N

x .0.4_ = 0.02 0.40 _:0.1 1.40
• y -0.9 = 0.1 2.9 :t: 0.1 1.82
• "s _ , 4.5 ::!:1.0 30.8 -,- 0.6 1.10

The results are compatible with the expected errors discussed in the previous
section. A _, of 0.404 cm has to be compared to an error due to multiple scattering
of 0.34 cm. The measured width in y is 7.5, _, as opposed to a predicted ratio of

6. However this prediction was calculated for an ideal track opening angle of 20°. In
reality smaller angles will contribute as well and increase the error in y.

The width of the vertex distribution in z of 31 cm agrees with measurements done

by other experiments at the tes,atron during the last run [ 58 ].
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Figure 101' . Vertex distributions for run 3S83 in z, y, and z, and number of padrs of tracks
• psrticipstinf| in the reconstruction of the vertex
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13.T.8. Conclusion

The premod heJ been operated in the p- p col]ider at Fermi Lab for s number

of month. During this time no problems with the chamber were found. Using the
data from the last part of the run a reconstruction of the vertex was done. It was
found that about 5% of all events reconstructed a complete vertex in space. The
measured dimensions of this vertex are consistent with measurements of other groups

(z.distribution) or can be explained by multiple scattering (x.vertex) or by geometric
efl'ects together with multiple scattering (y- vertex). It has been shown that the CDC
chamber design is capable of operating reliably in a coUider environment, that the
chamber ei_icient]y can measure tracks even in a high noise environment and that x
stable operation over extended periods of time is possible.

-. 0 •
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